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ABSTRACT 

TRANSffiON REGION SPECTROSCOPY OF DIALKALI 

HALIDES: NazCl and Na2 + F - NaF + Na 

by 

JAMES H. SPENCE 

Molecular beam chemiluminescence from Naz + F - NaF + Na* 

was dispersed and measured with a fast spectrograph. Attention 

was given to emission wavelengths at and around 388.5 and 342.8 

nm, which correspond to the electric dipole forbidden atomic 

transitions Na 4s-3s and 3d-3s, respectively. It was hoped that the 

nascent products NaF and Na* would interact such that these 

normally dis-allowed transitions could be observed, thereby 

constituting a direct glimpse of the three atom system late in the 

reaction event. A small emission peak was observed at the 3d-3s 

transition wavelength, but its weak intensity could be explained by 

electric quadrupole radiation of the free atom rather than a reaction

induced breaking of dipole selection rules. No structured emission 

was observed at the 4s-3s wavelength, although interference from 

N az* may be obscuring an otherwise observable peak. 

In a second experiment, two lines of an argon ion laser are 

crossed with a single Na/NaCl beam in an effort to observe resolved 



laser-induced fluorescence of the stable molecule Na2Cl. The copwus 

emission from Na2* precluded any definitive identification of 

fluorescence from the target molecule. 

Finally, a detailed description is gtven of the f/2 spectrograph 

that was developed in this laboratory. The instrument observes a 

100 nm wavelength region simultaneously, images atomic lines to a 

full-width-half-maximum (fwhm) of 2 nm, has a photocathode 

quantum efficiency of 3.1% at 800 nm, and exhibits only 36 counts 

per second dark current. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Modern research in chemical dynamics seeks a microscopic 

understanding of the variable forces which foster or inhibit chemical 

reaction. The work reported in this thesis is aimed at investigating 

these critical forces of chemical reaction by directly probing a 

dialkali halide system while the molecules are actually undergoing 

chemical reaction, a period of ~10-12 seconds. Further knowledge of 

these systems is sought by attempting to observe the spectrum of a 

stable dialkali halide complex, and thereby obtain information about 

its potential energy surfaces. 

Classically, the force exerted on an object is given by the 

gradient of the potential energy surface. If the object's position and 

momenta are known for any point on the surface, then the shape of 

that surface allows calculation of the object's future positions and 

momenta. 

Consider the potential energy surface for a three atom system 

ABC. Three spatial coordinates are needed to specify the nuclear 

configuration (3 bond lengths or 2 bond lengths and an angle), hence 

one needs four dimensions to describe potential energy as a function 

of nuclear geometry. However, a 4-dimensional space is difficult to 



conceptualize, and impossible to represent on the 2-dimensional 

page. Instead, one may fix a single degree of freedom and plot the 

other two as constant energy contours. Figure 1 displays such a 

representation for a hypothetical system, ABC, with the angle LABC 

held at 180°. 

. j 
. . . . . 

q 
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R (A-B) 

Figure 1. Potential energy surface of ABC showing a reactive 
trajectory. Geometry is collinear. Transition region of surface is 
dotted. The chemical system is termed "transition region species" 
as it moves through this region. 
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Classically, the evolution of the reacting system may be likened 

to a marble rolling along the contours of the potential energy surface; 

the marble's position gives relative nuclear positions and the surface 

represents the electronic energy which directs the nuclear motions. 

Figure 1 schematically shows a reactive trajectory for A + BC -+ AB + 

C. At the beginning of the reaction, nuclei B and C are in close 

proximity and nucleus A is far away. The components of the system 



3 
can adequately be described as atomic A and diatomic BC. For the 

reaction to proceed, however, all three nuclei must come within close 

proximity. This is represented by the marble (system) moving into 

the "corner". Classically, the future of the molecular encounter is 

strictly determined by the surface curvatures and the particle's 

position and momenta. Only if there exists a suitable combination of 

position, momenta and curvatures will the system continue on to 

products AB and C. 

The thesis focuses on this transition region of the potential 

energy surface. The transition region is all areas of the surface that 

are encountered during the chemical reaction, and that do not 

correspond to free reactants or free products. Transition region 

species are the collection of nuclear configurations attained by the 

system as it traverses the transition region; i.e., transition region 

spec1es describe the system during the = 1 Q-12 seconds that it is 

rapidly evolving from reactants to products. Thus a single reactive 

event involves many transition region species. All real experiments 

inevitably begin with a distribution of initial states. The various 

different initial states experience different forces in the entrance 

channel and, therefore, visit different areas of the transition region. 

All configurations sampled by this assortment of collisional events 

can be thought of as transition region species. 

The short time scale during which the system 1s exposed to the 

crucial forces makes experimental investigation of the transition 

region quite challenging. Until recently, the nature of the potential 

energy surface has only been inferred from measurements of 
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reactants and products. This inference usually involves only a single 

topographical feature. For example, upon measuring a mmtmum 

energy necessary for reaction (the threshold energy), one might 

conclude that the transition region exhibits a barrier of this energy 

that repels reactants having insufficient energy. 

While the concept of a potential barrier may be able to explain 

many aspects of most reactions, it appears to be irrelevant to the 

dialkali halide systems (MMX) where there is essentially no barrier. 

The fact that angular dependence of reactive scattering from MX + M' 

-+ M + M'X is isotropic suggests that the reactive event spends 

several rotational periods finding its way through the transition 

region (Mil 67). In contrast, the highly exoergic reaction involving 

the same atoms, M2 + X -+ MX + M, scatters anisotropically, suggesting 

a faster, direct mechanism (Str 75). Neither of these classes of 

reactions has significant activation energies, yet radically different 

, mechanisms arising from the vast dissimilarity in exoergicities 

appear to be involved. What is needed is a more global view of the 

transition region: one that does not rely on a single, although 

sometimes crucial, topographic feature of the regwn. 

Ab initio calculations of potential energy surfaces offer such a 

comprehensive view of the transition region, and they play an 

important role in evaluating these fundamental forces responsible 

for chemical reaction. Unfortunately, it is not clear whether 

sufficient accuracy is presently attainable to properly describe the 

reaction. For even the H3 surface, the simplest triatomic system, the 

accuracy of the best quantum chemistry calculation is assigned an 



error of 1 kcal/mole, which Nieh and Valentini suggest may be 

sufficient to cause the disparity between their measurements and 

the recently reported theoretical predictions (Nie 90). 

This thesis presents two experiments aimed at probing the 

transition region of the dialkali halide chemical system. The first 

experiment, Na2 + F - NaF + Na, is an attempt to directly observe 
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emission from the collision complex as it converts from reactants to 

products. As will be shown, the interpretation of this spectrum is 

impeded by a gross ignorance of that which the experiment is trying 

to elucidate, namely the potential energy surfaces. The second 

experiment, laser-induced fluorescence of Na2Cl, is an effort to 

characterize regions of the dialkali halide potential energy surface 

that bind the three atoms together as a single molecule. While these 

nuclear configurations may not be of major importance in the 

reactive system (Na2+Cl-NaCl+Na; NaCl+Na'-Na'Cl+Na), their 

knowledge may offer some bits of information which can reduce th,e 

multitude of variables that frustrates interpretation of transition 

region spectra. 

Na2 + F - NaF + Na* 

The project 1s designed to directly observe transition region 

species in emission. The chemiluminescent reaction N a2 + F - N aF + 

N a is very exoergic (97 .2 kcal/mol, see chapter 5) and can populate 

many excited states of the product atom. Among the excited states 



6 
are the low lying 4s and 3d states, which are forbidden to decay to 

the ground 3s state by normal electric dipole selection rules. But 

when the atom is part of a transition region species, the associated 

NaF may perturb the atomic electron cloud enough to allow 

observable transitions at (or near) the normally forbidden atomic 

line. In this experiment, an uncollimated Na/Na2 beam is crossed 

with a spray of F atoms, and the resulting chemiluminescence is 

dispersed. Although transition region species may be expected to 

fluoresce over a wide range of frequencies (see below), the 

experiment will emphasize chemiluminescence at or near the 

otherwise forbidden atomic transitions. Motivations behind the 

accent on disallowed atomic transitions will be discussed following a 

presentation of the more global transition region spectroscopy and 

background research on the Na2 + F chemical system. 

Herschbach and co-workers (Str 75) performed a careful study 

of the M2 + X reactions (M2 = Na2, K2, Rb2; X= Cl, Br, I). They found 

large reactive cross sections, 50 - 150 A2, and measured anisotropic 

angular distributions which suggest a reaction complex lifetime of 

less than a rotational period. These workers observed atomic 

chemiluminescence from all energetically allowed product states. 

The highest observed atomic states have energies above the reaction 

exoergicity, implying that reactant energy is also channeled into 

electronic excitation of the product atom. 

Krenos and Tully (Kre 75) modelled the reaction usmg a 

statistical phase space theory that considered only the reaction 
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exoergicity, collisional energy, and angular momentum conservation. 

They obtained a functional form to which they could successfully fit 

the observed K2 + Cl data (Str 75). The relative cross section for 

production of atomic state i ( cri) of degeneracy gi is related to 

reactant collisional energy (Et) and reaction path exoergicity (Ei) by: 

O'i = gi(Et +Ei)2. 

The success of this model implies a facile conversiOn between 

collision energy and electronic excitation of products. Recent work 

by Polanyi and co-workers have confirmed this relation for the 

present, Na2 + F system (Arr 89). 

Free conversion of reactant energy to electronic excitation 

suggests that the reaction is proceeding along many excited surfaces 

(Str 75). Emission spectroscopy of transition region species seeks to 

observe photons spontaneously emitted by these electronically 

excited species. Figure 2 demonstrates the process in a simplified 

mam~er: only two surfaces are represented and the curves follow 

some generalized reaction coordinate. (The three-fold degeneracy of 

the F atom allows the system two different excited electronic 

surfaces on which the reaction may occur.) For those collisions that 

proceed along the excited surfaces, it is possible that a photon will be 

emitted while the reaction is still occurring. Measurement of this 

emission constitutes a direct glimpse at the transition region, and the 

following points enumerate the information that might be learned. 



Figure 2. Emission from transition region species during Na2 + F. 
The system may fluoresce as it transforms from reagents to 
products, yielding information about the potential energy surfaces 
visited during reaction. Only one of many active excited curves is 
drawn. Curve shapes are arbitrary. 
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1) According to the Franck-Condon principle, the energy of the 

emitted photon is equal to the potential energy difference between 
. 

the ground and excited state at identical nuclear configurations. The 

difficulty in interpretation lies in the assignment of absorption 

energy to that nuclear configuration(s). If that assignment can be 

made, and if one of the surfaces is known, then the other surface 

may be characterized for the relevant geometries. 

2) A sharp feature in the emission spectrum may indicate a 

dynamic resonance on the excited state surface. If it can be shown 

that this maximum does not result from a superior transition dipole 

moment, then the resonance may arise from a propensity of the 

system to remain at certain configurations on the upper surface. 

This would suggest a turning point in the upper topography. 



3) The same em1sswn feature might also suggest that a 

significant portion of the transition region contains nearly parallel 

surfaces. 
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The promise of such information has spawned the new field of 

transition region spectroscopy, which has recently been reviewed 

(Bro 88). This type of spectroscopy focuses only on those species 

that are actually undergoing collision. Characteristics of the 

transition region species (configurations, vibrational frequencies, etc.) 

are directly determined by the potential energy surfaces that guide 

the reaction. However, interpretation of such observations is riddled 

by a large number of unknowns. Even if the process is a "simple" 

two-state system like that described above, one needs some a priori 

knowledge of the surfaces to establish transition dipole moments and 

to compare with the photon energies. 

This project is similar to the pioneering experiment of 

Arrowsmith, Polanyi et al. (Arr 80, Arr 83). They crossed molecular 

beams of N a2 and F, and observed emission several hundred 

angstroms on either side of the 3p-3s Na-D line. The fluorescence 

was faint, about six orders of magnitude less than the central line, 

and they attributed it to emission from the excited atom while still m 

the transition regwn. The range of emission frequencies represented 

the range of potential energy differences, between the upper and 

lower surfaces, present in that portion of the transition region. 

Consider the lowest. four product energy levels. The ground 

state (NaF+Na3s) is non-degenerate and correlates adiabatically with 

ground state reactants. The first excited product state (NaF+Na3p) is 
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triply degenerate. Two of these states must adiabatically correlate to 

the reactant ground state as well {Mag 40) The next excited state 

{NaF+Na4s) is non-degenerate, and the third excited state {NaF+Na3d) 

must have five surfaces correlating with the various atomic 3d 

orbitals. Arrowsmith, Polanyi et al were unable to conclude from 

which surface the emission originated, but could confine their 

analysis to only two of the possible three, as the third surface 

connecting to product Na3p does not correlate with ground state 

reactants. These workers suggested that the blue shifted emission 

might originate from one excited surface and that the red shifted 

emission from the other. They also noted, however, that trajectory 

calculations utilizing a single excited surface also predicted red and 

blue shifted transition state emission {Pol 81). 

The present experiment crosses molecular beams of Na2 and F, 

and the resulting chemiluminescence is measured by a spectrograph 

capable of observing a 100 nm emission range simultaneously. The 

creation of highly excited Na states is verified by occasionally tuning 

the spectrograph to observe allowed atomic fluorescence from the 

excited product atom. Even during such times, the 100 nm viewing 

window may also allow measurement of emitting transition region 

species at a large variety of nuclear configurations. However, the 

faint signal levels from these transient species may be rendered 

insignificant by the large background from allowed atomic and 

dimeric emission {Arr 83). The experiment will therefore emphasize 

a viewing region in the near ultra-violet, where interaction between 



the nascent products may foster the otherwise disallowed atomic 

sodium transition 4s-3s (388.5 nm) and 3d-+3s (343.8 nm). The 

priority given these transitions arises from experimental as well as 

interpretive considerations. 

1 1 

Experimentally, the target transitions should not be obscured 

by the brilliant fluorescence of the free product atoms. This lack of 

background might allow a signal to noise level that can yield 

significant features in the transition region species emission 

spectrum. Moreover, as features are expected very close to the free 

atom transition frequencies, there is some reasonable expectation 

that they may be fairly certainly identified as arising from the 

transition region instead of from one of many possible artifact 

sources in this extremely energetic system. 

Interpretation of the spectrum should only involve the exit 

portion of the potential energy surfaces. The atomic-like nature of 

the pursued signal requires that the transition originate from nuclear 

configurations which have the valence Na electron in an atomic-like 

orbital. By limiting the possible configurations that must be 

considered, the analysis is impeded by fewer of the uncertainties 

that hamper interpretation of the more global transition region 

emission. The 4s-3s transition manifests a further narrowing of 

these uncertainties: the upper state is non-degenerate, and thus 

connects with only one transition region surface. The ground state, 

as mentioned above is also unique. Thus, a feature around 388.5 nm 

should only involve these two surfaces. 
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It is not completely unreasonable to expect that the 

experimental difficulties associated with observing transition regwn 

emission in the visible and near infra-red could be overcome. 

However, more success can be anticipated in the near ultra-violet, 

where emission is expected to be less, thus affording a better 

opportunity to measure fluorescence of "late" transition region 

spectes. Thus the experiment of attempting to observe 4s-3s and 

3d-3s emission from Na atoms in the exit channel of the reaction is 

undertaken in the hope that such signal8 can be observed and that 

the shape of the emission profiles will reflect the relative contours of 

the potential energy surfaces visited during the reaction. 

Laser-induced fluorescence of Na2Cl 

It was shown in the last section that interpretation of motion 

through the transition region is greatly assisted by an a priori 

knowledge of the potential energy surfaces. (Of course, if the 

transition regions of all relevant surfaces were already known, the 

experiment could rapidly become a check of theoretical scattering 

calculations.) Two such experiments already in the literature would 

directly benefit from a better understanding of the dialkali halide 

surfaces: transition region emission of Na2 + F (Arr 83) and transition 

region absorption of K + NaCl (Mag 86, Kae 86); the latter experiment 

was performed in this laboratory. 

The present project is intended to augment our knowledge of 

dialkali halide potential energy surfaces by observing laser-induced 
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fluorescence of the bound species Na2CL While the regwns of the 

potential energy surface characterized in this manner may not be the 

most important regions in chemical reaction (NaCl + Na' -Na'Cl + Na 

or Na2 + Cl - NaCl + Na), it is hoped that the information gained will 

help reduce the vast uncertainties that plague interpretation of the 

reactive spectra. 

What is known about these surfaces comes from quantum 

chemical calculation. W. S. Struve has computed potential energy 

surfaces of Na2 Cl (Str 73) using the semiempirical pseudopotential 

method of Roach and Child (Roa 68). He found that the ground state 

surface exhibits a well of 14.6 kcallmol (relative to Na+NaCl) at a 

NaClNa angle of 70°, and that the first excited state has a deep 

minimum only 15 kcal/mol above the same, asymptotic reference 

point, with a more open bond angle LNaClNa ::::130°. Several curves 

are shown that suggest higher, bound states. 

Yamashita and Morokuma have calculated ab initio potential 

energy surfaces for the similar KClNa system (Yam 88). Three 

surfaces are presented, and a fourth one briefly discussed. Each of 

the surfaces exhibits a minimum, which are listed along with the 

equilibrium geometries in Table 1. While the equilibrium bond 

lengths are rather alike for the states, the bond angles (with Cl 

interposed) vary significantly. Furthermore, the excited states are 

"floppy" with respect to this bend coordinate: for a change from 180° 

to 120°, the first excited curve increases only 2.5 kcal/mol and the 

second curve is "almost flat". 



Table I. MRSD-CI well depths and equilibrium geometries for 
KNaCI (Yam 88). Four bound surfaces are found below the K(4s) + 
NaCI energy level. Equilibrium bond lengths are similar but 
angIe s , .. -~£~-~-Y~Ii~!?J~: ............ ~-··~·-···· ·--~-- ................. ,....... ............. _ -·······- ........ . ....................................... . 

Equilibrium geometry Surface minimum 
~ 

State I Re(K-Cl) Re(Na-Cl) LeKCINa i Depth Reference 
(bohr) (bohr) i (kcal/mol) 

lA' 5.5 5.0 85° 15.3 K + NaCl 

2A' 5.7 5.1 180° 36.3 K(4p) + NaCl 

3A' 5.5 5.1 135° 12.8 K(4p) + NaCl 

lA" ...... similar to 3A' ....... 

14 

Peterson, Dao, and Castleman (Pet 83) first observed the stable 

Na2Cl molecule. They formed the species by flowing argon through a 

sodium oven and reacting emerging species with HCl (and Cb) in the 

expansion regwn. Na2Cl in the molecular beam was detected through 

ionization by a tuneable ultra-violet light source followed by 

observation of the resulting Na2Cl+ using a quadrupole mass 

spectrometer. Analysis of the dependence of ion production upon 

photon energy yielded an ionization potential of 4.15 ±.2 eV. This 

permitted a thermodynamic cycle to be used to calculate that N a2Cl IS 

bound by 19.7 kcal/mol with respect to Na and NaCl. 

Kappes et al (Kap 85) have also observed photoionization of 

Na2Cl, producing the molecule in a "neat" coexpansion of Na and KCI. 

One photon ionization and quadrupole mass analysis established an 

ionization potential of 4.1 ±.1 eV. Recently, Kappes has reported 

preliminary results of two-photon ionization of the target molecule 



(Kap 89). Enhanced ion production was observed with laser 

wavelengths of 490 and 525 nm. 

1 5 

Although Na2Cl has been successfully examined with 

photionization, it has yet to be observed in fluorescence. The 

enhanced two-photon ionization observed at 490 and 525 nm 

suggests a bound intermediate state(s). The aim of this project Is to 

produce Na2CI in a single beam, irradiate it with 488.0 and 514.5 nm 

light from an argon ion laser, and disperse the fluorescence in a fast 

spectrograph. 

Characterization of the upper surface does not reqmre 

wavelength analysis of the fluorescence; the observation of any 

Na2Cl* emission would suggest a bound upper state residing at the 

photon energy above the ground state. (For an unbound upper state, 

the emission would be unobservably weak.) Once emission is 

observed, the argon ion laser could be replaced with a coumarm dye 

laser, and the input wavelength scanned in order to determine the 

extent of the electronic system and any possible discemable features 

m the photoexcitation spectrum. 

Characterization of the ground surface requires dispersion of 

the fluorescence. With an excited diatomic molecule, a series of 

maxima are usually observed corresponding to emission into vanous 

vibrational levels of the lower electronic state. The energy spacing 

between these peaks may be inserted into an analytic function (such 

as Morse or harmonic oscillator) to determine at least approximately 

the potential energy curve binding the atoms in the lower electronic 



state. In principle, the same analysis may be carried out upon 

polyatomic molecules. However, as there are several vibrational 

modes, the spectra tend to be quite complicated and assignment of 

the vibrational structure to individual modes can be very difficult. 

1 6 

To the extent that NazCl resembles KNaCl, the ab initio 

calculations for KNaCl (Yam 88) indicate that one might expect NazCl 

to offer a more tractable emission spectrum than most triatomic 

molecules. There are three internal degrees of freedom for bent 

NazCl: symmetric stretch, asymmetric stretch and bend. Since Table 

1 indicates only a very small change ( <0.1 A) in bond lengths between 

the electronic states, both stretching modes experience little change 

in their equilibrium geometries. For electronic transitions that do not 

change equilibrium geometries, Franck-Condon factors tend to be 

very small for transitions other than av=O (Ric 69). Thus one might 

expect to see very little vibrational activity for these stretching 

vibrations. The equilibrium bend angle, on the other hand, does 

change significantly; therefore, a bending mode progression should 

be seen in the lower state bending frequency. The spectrum may be 

simple enough to allow identification of the bands, and thus allow 

approximation of the potential energy curve describing bending of 

the ground state complex. 

At the risk of becoming monotonous, it is repeated that the 

potential energy surface "observed" by laser induced fluorescence of 

the stable dialkali halide may not correspond to those regions (or 

even surfaces) visited by the reactive system. The results could 
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provide new information describing (some ot) the multiple surfaces 

inherent in transition region spectroscopy of dialkali halides and 

serve as an important check of the accuracy of quantum chemistry 

calculations. 



CHAPTER2 

Experimental 

The present work measures wavelength resolved photon 

emission from two different reactions, Na2 + F and Na2Cl + hv. Both 

1 8 

experiments are performed in a molecular beam apparatus, where 

the intersection of reagents is viewed by a fast spectrograph. With 

the exception of the spectrograph, which is discussed in chapter 3, all 

technical facets of the two experiments are presented here. The 

reader is alerted that several hardware components are common to 

both experiments: vacuum chamber, alkali beam source, controlling 

computer (which modulates one of the beams), and collection optics 

(which transfer fluorescence from the interaction zone to the 

spectrograph). These elements are discussed in the first section of 

the chapter. The second section deals exclusively with Na2 + F. An 

overview is given, the F atom source is presented, and configuration 

drawings are offered that detail the experimental set-up. The 

section concludes with molecular beam operating conditions and 

estimated reagent concentrations. The third and final section 

discusses Na2Cl + hv, covering the input laser, operating conditions, 

and views of the experimental set-up. This section ends with a 

thorough treatment of the fiber optic system that transports the 

input laser light. 
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Common components 

Vacuum Chamber 

The vacuum chamber is a 1 0" I.D. four-way stainless steel cross 

joined to a 29" x 16" x 14" aluminum box (Figure 3). The interaction 

region for both experiments is at the center of the four-way cross. 

Two Varian M6 (1500 1/s) diffusion pumps evacuate the box, and a 

NRC HS-10 (4200 1/s) pumps on the cross. None of the pumps is 

baffled and all three are backed by a Leybold D30A mechanical 

pump. Pressure is measured with a Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge 

at the far end of the box. 

Due to sodium contamination of its pump oil, the HS-1 0 was 

valved off during the Na2Cl + hv experiments. Chamber pressures 

during these experiments were typically 1 x 10-5 torr. The HS-1 0 

was on-line for the Na2 + F experiments. Baseline pressures ranged 

from 1 x 10-6 to 1 x 10-5 torr, and increased to 4 x 10-5 torr with the 

F atom source activated. 
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ionization gauge 

W.'---~- collection lens ----t!>t- vacuum flat 

M6 
Diff. 

Pump 

M6 
Diff. 

Pump HS-10 
Diff. 

Pump 

Figure 3. Overview of apparatus showing hardware common to 
both experiments. Alkali beam crosses either a laser beam (not 
shown) or F atom spray (not shown). Collection optics (vacuum 
flat, collection lens, and focusing lens) are not visible, but their 
locations are approximately noted. Fluorescence is measured 
with a spectrograph. Monitor, here rotated 90° for clarity, 
observes Na 3d - 3p emission in the Na2 + F experiment. Not 
shown is water-cooled oven shroud. 

Alkali oven CNa2 + F. Na2Cl + hv) 

The molecular beam source (Figure 4) is a double chamber 

oven constructed from stainless steel. Two disks welded at the end 

of a thin walled tube form the body chamber. A 1/4" VCR fitting 

(Cajon) and in-house fabricated nut constitute the nozzle chamber. 
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The nozzle itself is a small hole drilled in a stainless steel VCR blind 

gasket, which is then swaged by the nut onto the fitting. Two anti

seize compounds are used for this connection: MoS2 and NIKAL, a 

suspension of nickel flakes in a silicon carrier. (Both are available 

from Jet Lube, Inc., Houston, TX.) Access to the body chamber is 

afforded by a modified 1/2" VCR fitting which is sealed by a blind 

stainless steel gasket. 

1£ 
- 0 

.._ 
-

Side View 

Back View Front View 

Figure 4. Alkali oven. VCR fitting (front) allows facile nozzle 
changes. Rear VCR makes a dependable seal of access hatch. 
Maximum charge is 50 g Na. 

Variacs supply current to resistive heaters which 

independently heat the nozzle and body. The heaters are arrays of 

coiled 0.01" tantalum wire (Fansteel, Chicago, IL) spot welded to 
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tantalum bus bars. The arrays lie along the outside surface, 

surrounding each chamber. Isolation transformers feeding the 

Variacs permit each heater to accidentally ground at one point 

without impairing operation. A ceramic tube (McDanel Refractory, 

Beaver Falls, PA) surrounds the nozzle heater to lend mechanical 

support, and stainless steel shim stock envelopes this ceramic tube to 

reflect radiation. A ceramic tube is also available for the body, but Is 

not used since it contributes to heater grounding problems. The 

entire oven is wrapped in ten layers of 0.002" stainless steel 

radiation shielding. 

Two cromellalumel thermocouples measure oven temperature. 

Each chamber has a bay to accept the hot junction, and the reference 

junctions are placed behind an aluminum partition 12" from the 

oven. This arrangement attempts to keep the reference junction 

near room temperature. For a reference junction at 0°C, the relation 

between thermocouple voltage and temperature has been reported 

as (Wea 80): 

T = -1.16 + 25.43xV- .08386xV2 + .0012970xV3 

T = temperature (°C) 

V = thermocouple voltage (mY) 

Since a potential of 1.0 m V is generated by placing one junction m Ice 

and the other in room air, the oven temperature is calculated by 

adding 1.0 mV to the measured voltage (which has a room 

temperature cold junction) and substituting into the equation above. 

A two-point mount supports the oven. At front, a yoke secures 

the throat. (See below Figure 7c.) The yoke is attached to a stainless 
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steel front plate. This, in turn, is affixed to a thick, aluminum, 

horizontal baseplate. At rear, a post, also from the baseplate, 

engages the VCR sealing nut. A water-cooled copper house is slid 

over the assembly and secured at the baseplate. A 1-1/4" hole in 

the copper house allows passage of the alkali beam. The shrouded 

oven is hung from a stainless steel cage, which also serves as a 

mounting platform for most other interior components in the 

experiments. The distance from the nozzle to the interaction region 

is 2.70". 

The oven 1s a new design for this laboratory. It has advantages 

and disadvantages over the milled block/press-fit nozzle ovens used 

earlier (Mag 84, Ulv 88). To its advantage, the oven seals very 

reliably. Nozzle disks are easily constructed, and may be replaced on 

the laboratory bench. The oven is light, giving quick response to 

heating current changes. The heaters are easily removed for oven 

washing, which greatly extends their life. Finally, the rear VCR 

fitting conveniently allows one to pressurize the oven for leak 

testing. However, the weld joints are prone to leakage, access to the 

body chamber is limited, and high temperatures (> 1400 K) may cause 

the nozzle to seize. Leaks are easily rewelded, but seized nozzle 

assemblies must be replaced. Notes to future workers: The oven 

must be washed before welding, otherwise fumes will interfere with 

the welding process. Before attaching a new nozzle, a tap and die 

should be used to re-work the threads. The user is warned against 

overswaging this nut, as repeated temperature cycling softens the 

stainless steel. 
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Attempts to measure alkali beam intensities failed. This 

laboratory has had great success usmg surface ionization detectors to 

measure intensities of skimmed alkali metal, and alkali halide, 

beams. Under the free jet expansion, however, collector current Is 

insensitive to beam modulation; the collector current is 1200nA with 

beam flag open, but 1200nA with beam flag closed as well. 

Chemiluminescence (or laser-induced fluorescence of Na2) changes 

by more than a factor of ten, proving that the beam is indeed being 

modulated. 

Fluorescence collection (Na2 + F. Na2Cl + hv) 

Light from the interaction region enters the collection baffle 

and passes through a vacuum flat. An achromat collimates the light 

and sends it through a filter housing to a matching achromat, which 

focuses it into the spectrograph slit. The effective speed of the 

transfer is f/2.5. Between the two achromats, a mirror deflects some 

off-axis light through another filter enclosure and into a RCA C31 034 

photomultiplier tube. This off-axis beam line, termed the "monitor", 

1s used to measure Na 3d - 3p emission during Na2 + F experiments. 

Figure 5 presents a scaled drawing of the collection system. 

The flat is not positively identified, but the author believes it is Oriel 

part number 45600 (plate glass). The achromats are Melles Griot 

part number 01-LA0-114 (31.5 mm diameter, MgF2 coating, focal 

length 80.0 mm, back focal length 75.2 mm). The mirror was 

purchased from Edmund Scientific. Two Schott glass filters, BG-3 and 
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Figure 5 (previous page). Cross section of collection optics. 
Perspective is that of Figure 7b. Drawing is scaled, except for 
monitor PMT and 819 filter housing. All optical elements are 
shaded gray. Speed of transfer is f/2.5. Mirror deflects light, 
originating slightly off center of observation zone, into PMT for 
intensity measurement of Na 3d ..... 3p during the Na2 + F 
experiments. 
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KG-3, are used during the Na2 + F experiments. These are near uv 

transmitting glasses that suppress the 589 nm and 819 nm atomic 

sodium lines. The monitor filter is made by Pomfret Research Optics 

(Orange, VA). It has a full-width-at-half-maximum of 5 nm, and 

transmits 46% and 32% at 819.7 nm and 818.6 nm, respectively. 

A ray tracing program, Realray, agrees with Me lies Griot that 

the achromat's back focal length (fb) is 75.2 mm at 589 nm. At 365 

nm, Realray gives an fb of 76.5 mm. The latter distance is used to 

place the upper achromat with respect to the spectrograph slit. (The 

next experimenter is informed that the slit lies 1.375" from the top 

of the spectrograph mounting platform.) To find the effective focal 

length of the collection portion, the vacuum flat must be assigned 

indices of refraction; those of Melles Griot BK -7 are used. The flat 

extends 589 nm 1b to 77.1 mm, and 365 nm 1b to 78.3 mm. The 

latter is taken as the effective focal length of the collection lens. To 

place this optic, the retaining ring in the interior light tower is moved 

to its lowest possible position, and a 1116" spacer added. The lens 

with holder rests on the spacer. The collection focal point is then 

2.893" below the uncapped interior light tower. Since the center line 

of the cross is measured to be 2.875" below this reference point, one 

may equate the observation zone with the center of the the four-way 

cross. These lens positions are used for both projects. Absolute 



sensitivity of the collection optics and spectrograph is discussed m 

chapter 3 and appendix 2. 
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The C31 034 is operated at dry ice temperature, and a bias of 

-1600V is applied. Output current is measured with a Keithly 

electrometer. The GaAs photocathode is very sensitive at 819 nm, so 

neutral density filters are needed to keep the anode current below 

100 nA. (The manufacturer recommends that current not average 

more than 100 nA for any 30 second period. Excess current results 

in loss of photocathode sensitivity, and the damage mechanism is 

thought to be dynode emission of positive ions which implant in the 

cathode.) No attempt is made to measure the absolute sensitivity of 

the monitor. 

Window obscuration (Na2 + F. Na2Cl + hv) 

As both experiments employ strong uncollimated alkali beams, 

condensation of sodium on the collection optic vacuum flat presents a 

significant technical problem. Several steps are taken to prevent 

this. The radially symmetric collection optics baffle (Figure 5) blocks 

all straight-line paths from the oven nozzle to the vacuum flat. In 

addition, a plate baffle (see below Figure 7c) intercepts straight-line 

paths from the nozzle to the entrance of this baffle, and a rotating 

flag, manually operated from above, covers the entrance when data 

is not being acquired. Most interior elements are placed at 

elevations above the radial baffle entrance, thus atoms scattered off 

these elements do not have a straight-line path into the baffle. 

Finally, a water cooled copper shroud surrounds the oven to prevent 

heating of the vacuum chamber walls. As the walls remain near 



room temperature, they are better able to condense impinging 

sodium. 

Computer control and flags (Na2 + F. Na2Cl + hv) 
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Both experiments employ a flag to interrupt one of the beams, 

thus allowing evaluation and recognition of background signals. With 

Na2 + F, the Na beam is modulated. For Na2Cl + hv, the laser is 

blocked. Solenoids open and close the flag, and a reed switch 

confrrms the position. The solenoid and reed switch are interfaced to 

a Minc-23, which controls the experiments via a program called 

Spec21. The spectrograph chapter discusses this program. Briefly, 

Spec21 lets the user program elapsed time between flag movements 

and will make the necessary subtractions of raw spectra (flag-on -

flag-off). Typically, the flag is open for eight seconds and closed for 

eight seconds. Spec21 also reads an analog to digital converter which 

is connected to a power meter at the laser during the Na2Cl + hv 

project. 

Na2 + F 

Uncollimated beams of sodium and dissociated F2 are crossed at 

right angles, and the resulting chemiluminescence is collected and 

sent to the spectrograph. A flag is raised and lowered to modulate 

the alkali beam to allow discrimination against background light 

from the F atom source. A portion of the collected light IS 

intercepted before the spectrograph slit and redirected through 

filters into a photomultiplier tube, which is dedicated to monitoring 
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the (allowed) 3d-3p atomic sodium fluorescence. The auxiliary 

measurement of Na* 3d production is useful since one of the target 

transitions (3d-+3s) originates from this excited electronic state. 

Furthermore, the "monitor" affords a general indication of the 

reagent beam densities. 

F Atom Source (Na2.±.._fl 

Fluorine atoms are produced by molecular decomposition in a 

microwave discharge. Carbon tetrafluoride (Matheson, 99.9% pure) 

diluted in helium (Airco, grade 4.5) is one source, and a 5%F2/95%He 

exctmer mixture (Spectra Gases) is another. The 5%F2/95%He 

mixture generates the strongest chemiluminescence. CF4 diluted m 

He signals are one-tenth as bright. CF4 can also be diluted in Ar, but 

these signals are still another order of magnitude lower. 

The discharge tube is made from quartz. It has an outside 

diameter of 9 mm and wall thickness of 1 mm. The tube begins with 

a 3-l/2" straight discharge segment, then bends 45°, and finishes 

with a straight 12-114" run. The tube is closed at the end of this 

long run. A 1-1/4 mm ± l/4 mm exit orifice is blown through the 

side wall, l/4" from the end. A new tube is washed with 10% HF 

acid prior to its first use. Mounting is accomplished with a pipe 

thread/Cajon fitting placed 1-3/8" from the center of the access 

hatch. The tube is inserted until the exit orifice reaches the cross 

midline, and is rotated such that the exit hole points toward the 

center of the cross. A short aluminum sleeve stabilizes the mounted 

tube. The hatch is then rotated such that the F atom axis and 

collection optics axis form a 30° angle. This orientation interposes 
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the plate baffle (see Figure 7c) between the alkali nozzle and the 

discharge tube orifice, thereby preventing sodium from condensing 

on and clogging the 1-1/4 mm exit hole. Since the tube axis is 1-

3/8 II from center, and its outside diameter is approximately 3/8 II, the 

F atom source lies 1-3/16" from the interaction region. 

Needle valves (Leybold) control flow rates through the gas line 

(Figure 6). A Cajon Ultra-Torr fitting connects the line with the 9 

mm quartz discharge tube. The 0-1 torr Baratron (MKS Instruments) 

upstream from the junction reads just off-scale during the 

experiment, so pressure at the discharge can only be estimated at 1 

torr. The 2.5 GHz discharge is operated at 40 watts. Glow from the 

discharge is quite bright and can become a significant background 

signal. This is minimized by the tube's 45° bend and its being 

painted black on the outside. Furthermore, the tube does not have 

line-of-sight into the collection optics baffle, so any background must 

be reflected light. In the 425 - 330 nm wavelength range, less than 

5 counts per second come from discharge glow. 
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Figure 6. Gas handling system and discharge. F atoms are 
produced with 40 W discharge through Fz/He or CF4 and He. For 
latter, maximized CF4 concentration is associated with an ice-blue 
discharge color. 

Configuration drawings(Na2 + F) 

3 1 

Figure 7 presents three views of the Na2 + F experimental set-

up. 
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Figure 7a. Configuration for Naz + F, side view. Interaction 
region is at center of 4-way cross. 
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Figure 7b. Con_figuration for Naz + F, front view. Observer is 
looking down alkali beam axis. Flag is shown in open position. F 
atom axis and light collection axis form 30° angle. Plate baftle 
behind discharge tube prevents Na condensation on tube and 
vacuum flat. 
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Figure 7c. Configuration for Naz + F, bottom view. Observer is at 
HS-10 pump, looking up light collection axis. 
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Operating conditions (Na2 + F ) 

Baseline chamber pressures during these experiments range 

from 1 X 1 o-6 to 1 X 1 o-5 torr. The alkali oven is loaded with 45 

grams of Baker reagent grade sodium, and is heated to body 

temperatures between 700 K and 800 K. The nozzle is kept ~ 100 K 

hotter to prevent nozzle clogging. The 5%F2/95%He metering valve is 

opened and set such that the chamber attains a pressure of 4 x 10-5 

torr. This flourine flow is begun during the alkali warm-up period in 

order to passivate the gas line. 

Estimated beam densities (Na2 + F) 

Sodium densities at the interaction region are approximately 

calculated in Table 2. Vapor pressures at these temperatures yield 

mean free paths less than the nozzle diameter (assuming a sodium 

collision cross section of 20 A2), so the flow is not purely effusive. 

Nevertheless, effusive flow calculations are used here to approximate 

the beam intensities. Vapor pressure of the monomer IS given by 

(Arr 83): log10VP= 7.459 - (5309/T), where vapor pressure Is 

expressed in torr and temperature in degrees Kelvin. Vapor 

pressure of Na2 in the nozzle chamber is calculated from the 

equilibrium constant for association (Kp,2Na- N a2), which is found 

from statistical thermodynamics (MaQ 76) using the parameters of 

reference (Kus 78) and evaluated at the nozzle temperature. Dimer 

production due to collisions at the nozzle orifice is estimated using 

the data of Aerts et al (Aer 82), who found that the expansion 

produces a linear increase, 4.5%/torr-mm, in dimer concentration 

over the expected concentration in the nozzle chamber. (They also 



found that stagnation dimer concentration was a function of the 

equilibrium constant (Kp) evaluated at body temperature. The 

present calculations, however, use Kp evaluated at the nozzle 

temperature.) 

Table 2 Estimated alkali beam intensities for Na2 + F experiment 
near extremes of operating temperatures. Calculations are based 
on effusive flow, with dimer concentration adjusted by (Aer 82). 
Interaction region, or observation zone (o.z.), is 6.85 em from 
nozzle. 
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700 800 Body Temp. (K) 

Vapor Press. (torr) 
Throughput (s-1) 

Monomer Axial flux (cm-2 s-1) 
Axial speed (em s-1) 

"---------------- Density at o.z: ( cm-3) 
;-•~-------~------"''"",_w,,""" 

Kp (torr-1) 
Vapor Press. (torr) 
Throughput (s-1) 

Dimer Axial flux (cm-2 s-1) 

Axial speed (em s-1) 

Density at o.z. (cm-3) 

Mean free path (mm) 
PoD (torr mm) 

Supersonic Increase of dimer 
' (cm-3) I Dimer density 
'"N'"""_'_"'-,__"' ___ 

790 920 Nozzle Temp. (K) 
;====1=.0=======1=. 0====; Nozzle Diam. (mm) 

0.75 
1.5 X 1Q+18 
1.6 X 10+16 

93,000 

6.6 
1.3 X 10+19 
8.6 X 10+ 16 

100,000 
1.1 X 10+11 8.6 X 10+11 

7.2 X 10-3 1.4 X lQ-3 
0.0040 0.062 

5.9 X 10+15 8.3 x 10+ 16 
4.0 X 10+13 5.6 x w+ 14 

65,000 71,000 
6.1 X 10+8 8.0 X 10+9 

0.39 0.051 
0.75 6.6 
3.4% 30% 

6.3 X lQ+S 1.0 x w+ w 

Fluorine atom concentration is not measured. A very rough 

calculation is presented for complete dissociation of 5%F2195%He. 

The metering valve is set such that the mixture raises the chamber 

pressure from 1 x I0-6 to 4 x l0-5 torr. As the pumping speed is 
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7200 l·s-1, the pressure rise implies a throughput of 0.28 torr·l·s-1. 

This agrees well with a convenient rule-of-thumb (Har 88), 

Q (torr+s-1) = 20 x P (torr) x A (cm2) 

which yields 0.24 torr+s-1, given 1 torr backing pressure and a .012 

cm2 orifice area. The five percent F2 component is then .014 

torr·l·s-1, which results in 9.1 x 1017 atoms per second leaving the 

orifice. 

The number density at the intersection zone ts estimated by 

assuming effusive flow. Flux along the beam axis is given by 

dividing throughput by {1f·12), where "1" is the distance downstream 

(Fra 31). Since the discharge orifice is 1-3116" from the interaction 

region, F atom flux at this point is 3.2 x 1016 cm-2·s -1. With a room 

temperature most probable molecular beam speed of ...J3kT/m , this 

results in a number density of 5.1 x 1011 cm-3 F atoms at the 

observation zone. 

NazC1 + hv 

This experiment attempts to measure laser-induced 

fluorescence of N azCl, and is modelled after a two-photon ionization 

study of the dialkali halide by Professor Manfred Kappes (Kap 89). 

In his experiments, a molecular beam of NazCl is crossed with an 

excimer-pumped dye laser, and a quadrupole mass spectrometer 

identifies the laser-induced ions. His cartridge oven, with a 0.6 mm 

orifice, is loaded with 23 g Na and 0.25 g NaCl. At 700 °C, the 

quadrupole begins passing the NazC1+ mass. Peak signals are 
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produced by laser wavelengths of 490 and 525 nm. He observes the 

cross section for ionization at 514 nm to be one-fourth that of the 

525 nm maximum. With the specified oven charge, the beam source 

functions for two to three hours. 

In the present experiment, an uncollimated N a/N aCl beam is 

crossed with an argon ion laser tuned to 514.5 and 488.0 nm. The 

alkali oven, vacuum chamber, and fluorescence detection system 

have been discussed in the first section of this chapter. The 

additional component, the laser light, is introduced into the vacuum 

via a fiber optic, and is gently focused along a line perpendicular to 

the molecular beam. This "reagent" is modulated by a flag which 

blocks the laser beam before it enters the fiber optic. 

Photon Source(Na2Cl + hv) 

A fiber optic transports laser light into the vacuum chamber 

from an adjoining laboratory. (The fiber is discussed fully at the end 

of this chapter.) The output of a Coherent, Inc. CR-18 argon ion laser, 

with an Innova-20 tube, is split by a glass plate such that 500 m W 

enters the fiber launch optic. The remaining light strikes a power 

meter that is monitored by the controlling computer. At the far end 

of the fiber, the light is collected and focused to a diameter of 

approximately 1.25 mm at the interaction region. Power at this point 

is not measured during the actual experiment, but measurements 

taken before and after yield a fiber transmission of 50 to 60 percent. 

(This includes losses from all optics and baffles.) Thus, laser power 

at the observation zone is approximately 250 m W. Upon passage 

through the interaction region, the laser beam enters a blackened, 
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bent, 1/2" copper tube, which functions as a Woods horn to absorb 

the radiation. Scattered light is typically 1800 cps at the start of the 

experiment, but increases greatly as reflective sodium deposits on 

the light dump entrance. 

Operating Conditions (Na2Cl + hv) 

Approximately 250 mW of 514.5 or 488.0 nm laser light is 

focused to a spot size of 1.25 mm. At 514.5 nm, this corresponds to a 

total flux of 5.7 x 1017 photons per second. 

The alkali oven is equipped with a 0.533 mm nozzle, loaded 

with 46 g Na and 0.5 g NaCl, and brought to a temperature of 960 K 

(687 °C). The nozzle chamber is heated to 1110 K to prevent orifice 

clogging. This charge survives for one and one-half hours. 

Although the body temperature is less than 700°C, the shorter 

run time suggests that Kappes' minimum temperature is indeed 

being reached, even slightly exceeded. Further evidence of adequate 

temperature is unveiled after the experiment, when the chamber is 

opened for cleaning. Without NaCl added to the charge, a white lump 

of condensed sodium is always found on the plate baffle. With NaCl 

added, this lump has a vibrant blue color. The color may result from 

color centers in the condensed salt. A second clue is found on the 

rear VCR sealing gasket. (This is probably the coldest surface in the 

oven, but its temperature is difficult to measure.) Several 

experiments were halted prematurely due to nozzle clogging; after 

which a film of salt was found on this gasket surface. Completed 

experiments, on the other hand, leave no such residue. These two 

empirical observations, color centers near the observation zone and 



no residual NaCl in the oven, strongly suggest that at least the 

monoalkali halide is present in the molecular beam. However, no 

mass analysis is undertaken to verify the presence of the target 

dialkali halide. 

Configuration drawings (Na2Cl + hv) 
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Figure 8 presents three views of the experimental set-up. The 

F atom discharge tube and alkali beam flag used for the 

chemiluminescence experiment (see Figure 7) are not shown here, 

although they were actually present and occasionally used to 

estimate the strength of the alkali beam. 



Alkali Oven 

Collection 
Optics 

HS-1 0 Diffusion Pump 

- Four-way Cross (cross-section at midline) 

- Light Dump (Na2 0 + hv) 

- Fiber Collection Assembly Mount ( Na2 a + hv) 
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Figure 8a. Configuration for Na2Cl + hv, side view. Not shown are alkali 
flag and F atom source, which are occasionally energized to monitor 
alkali beam during warm-up. 
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Collection 
Optics 

HS-1 0 Diffusion Pump 

- Four-way Cross (cross-section at midline) 

- Fiber Collection Assembly ( Na2 a + hv) 

- Fiber Collection Assembly Mount ( Na2 a + hv) 

§E Light Dump ( Na2 0 + hv) 

Figure 8b. Configuration for Na2Cl + hv, front view. Fiber optic 
brings laser light to fiber collection assembly. Photons are 
gently focussed across observation zone into light dump. 
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a Four-way Cross (cross-section at midline) 

- Fiber Collection Assembly ( Na2 a + hv) 

- Light Dump ( Na2 a + hv) 

Figure Sc. Configuration for Na2Cl + hv, bottom view. Observer is 
looking upward from HS-1 0 diffusion pump. 
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Fiber Optic 

A fiber optic carnes the laser light from its source into the 

vacuum chamber. Total path length is approximately 15 meters. 

Total efficiency, including all optics and baffles, is typically 50 to 60 

percent, although 70 percent has been achieved. Since fiber optic 

technology is new to this laboratory, a full description of the system 

is g1ven. 

The fiber is manufactured by General Fiber Optics (Cedar 

Grove, NJ, part number LSS-0.2-20-LNY). It has specified numerical 

aperture (N.A.) of 0.22, and an approximate thickness of 250 11m. It 

is comprised of a 200 11m diameter silica core surrounded by a 20 11m 

silica clad, and a thin polyimide outer layer for mechanical strength. 

The fiber itself is still very fragile. For protection, it is strung 

through a thin-walled plastic tube which is then sheathed by a 

rugged one-quarter inch nylon flexible hose. 

Figure 9 introduces the theory and vocabulary of fiber optic 

technology. Although both are made from silica, the core and clad 

are doped such that the cladding has a slightly lower index of 

refraction than the core. Total internal reflection allows rays 

approaching at less than the critical angle to be passed through the 

length of the fiber. The sine of this critical angle is called the 

numerical aperture (N.A.). At the entrance (launch), only light rays 

within the N.A. are accepted. The characteristics of the exit 

(collection) depend primarily upon the length of_ the fiber. For short 

path .lengths, few reflections occur; a launch bundle with f/# 

geometry greater than the N.A. will emerge with that f/#. For long 
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path lengths, many reflections take place and the rays "lose memory" 

concermng their original angles. Thus, the collection geometry is 

defined by the N .A. 

LAUNCH 1 e2 .. • 
n1 > n2 COLLEC T 

j , , n2 =Cladding 

, - ;r. / .......... ' n1 =Core 
air n=1 ,/, 'e1..,. 

' , ' / 

' ;/ ... k - -;::. ·,; ' ,__. .,. , , 
,. ,..,. , , 

' - , ' ' , , ........ _ 
' , 

,• 

For total internal reflecrion : [~~] · sin 81 ~ 1 

At extremum : [~~] · sin 81 = 1 

Numerical Aperture ( N. A.) : 

Figure 9. Fiber optic introduction. Using Snell's Law, one can 
determine the maximum acceptable input angle. Laboratory 
fiber has specified N .A. of 0.22, but only 0.17 is. observed at 
collection. With a rather thick 200 1JID. core, this fiber is 
"multimode": rays entering at different angles experience 
different path lengths through the fiber, distorting the input 
wave front. Very narrow (5 IJID.) fibers are needed to transfer a 
laser beam with its mode structure intact. 

-

. 

.. ... , -
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Launch hardware consists of a fiber holder (Newport Corp, 

Fountain Valley, CA), x-y-z translation stage (Newport), and 25.4 mm 

focal length simple lens. A laser beam width of 1.0 mm and focal 

length of 25.4 mm implies a launch half-angle of 1.1°, well within the 

acceptable 12.7° (N.A .. 22). The light is coupled to the fiber by the 

following procedure. 

Procedure: Launch coupling. Use two mtrrors to steer the laser 

light along a path (z direction) normal to the center of the 

launch lens Manipulate the x and y lead screws such that the 

image strikes near the fiber tip. While observing the fiber 

behind the translation stage, rotate the "x" lead screw. The 

fiber will glow very brightly when the image strikes the 

cladding, but only slightly when striking the core. Find the two 

lead screw positions which give the very bright glow and 

return the screw to the half-way point. Now repeat with the 

"y" lead screw. Again, as the stage is moved a flash will be 

seen when the laser enters the cladding. (Sometimes one sees 

a strong reflection from the fiber tip instead of the cladding 

glow). This is one extreme of the core and the other one must 

be found. Iterate the process until the core distance along "x" 

and "y" are equal. The laser is now centered in the fiber optic. 

With the aid of a power meter at the collection end, translate 

along the "z" axis for optimum power transmission. 

The image spot size may be inferred by manipulation of the 

translation stage. With the spot centered, it is found that a lead 

screw rotation of ±one-sixth does not affect transmitted power. Since 
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the screws are pitched at 80 threads per inch, this implies 106 Jlm of 

free travel. The core diameter is 200 )lm, so the spot size is 

approximately 100 )lm. 

The fiber in its protective cable is led to the vacuum chamber. 

At the interface, the protective sheathings are removed and the fiber 

is strung through a vacuum plug. The plug is made from a 1" section 

of polished 1/2" aluminum rod. A 1/8" center hole is drilled along 

7/8" of the rod axis. The channel is completed with a 0.0145" drill 

bit. The narrow channel opening must be bevelled to prevent 

damage to the fiber during stringing. Epoxy seals the fiber to the 

plug, and a Cajon fitting seals the plug to the chamber. 

Procedure: Fiber optic vacuum interface. Place the vacuum 

plug in the Cajon fitting such that its small orifice is visible. 

Insure that collection-end cleave is acceptable and recleave if 

necessary. (See section below.) Determine fiber length needed 

inside vacuum and use a razor blade to remove that much 

protective sheathing. Be careful not to scratch the fiber, as this 

will weaken it and allow light loss. Affix the protective 

sheathing to its mount and insert the fiber through the plug. 

While pumping on the chamber with a mechanical pump, apply 

Torr Seal® to the feedthrough plug. The pumping action should 

draw the epoxy well into the 0.0145" hole, forming a leak-tight 

seal. Vent chamber and allow the epoxy to set. 

A three-eighths inch copper conduit protects the fiber from the 

interface to the vacuum cross. At its terminus, the conduit has a 

bracket which safely stows the fiber optic collection assembly when 



not m use. Such special measures for fiber protection are highly 

recommended. 
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Exit-end hardware includes a modified fiber holder (Newport), 

12.7 mm focal length achromatic lens (Newport p/n PACOlO), lens 

mount, and baffle. A half-inch, bent copper tube covered with 

Krylon ultra-flat black paint is placed opposite the observation zone 

to trap, or dump, the laser light. An achromat is employed to reduce 

spherical aberration, and the MgF2 coating reduces reflected light, 

which is difficult to baffle. A set screw allows the user to adjust the 

fiber to lens distance. This distance is set for a gentle focus into the 

light dump. The assembly is drawn in Figure 10. 

LEGEND : ' =Achromatic lens ru = Set Screw 

•le *'' · = = Fiber Holder M4*& _, 

I = Baffle 

I ( dimensions 
abo'v'e) 

Figure 10. Fiber optic collection assembly, shown in cross 
section. The assembly "collects" light from the fiber and delivers 
it to the interaction region. Back focal length of lens is 10.7 mm, 
but fiber tip is retreated slightly for gentle focus into light dump. 
Actual distance is chosen to minimize scattered laser light seen 
by spectrograph. 
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The fiber is cut with a sapphire cleaver (General Optical Fiber). 

Subsequent polishing is available (Equ 6), but not necessary for clean 

breaks. The following procedure discusses making and evaluating 

cleaves. 

Procedure: Fiber Optic Cleave. Place the cleaver in a vise. 

Gently score the fiber over a short section of sapphire, and 

apply tensile stress to break it. To evaluate the cleave, launch 

a light source, such as a HeN e laser into the other end and 

project the collection onto a surface. A clean cleave produces a 

round, uniform pattern. An imperfect cleave has a bright line, 

indicating refraction at a second facet. Several attempts are 

usually necessary to produce a successful cleave. 

Finally, two technical observations are noted. Upon close 

inspection, the launch fiber tip may appear melted. Indeed, the 

polyimide jacket (m.p. =350° C) probably has melted, but 

degeneration of this layer does not harm the fiber's transmission. 

Laser light exits the fiber at a N .A. of 0.17, not the expected 0.22. 

Perhaps the light still retains some "memory" of its launch f/#; 

perhaps the fiber is not performing to specifications. 



CHAPTER3 

Spectrograph 

Introduction 
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These experiments utilize a high speed multichannel 

spectrometer which was developed in this laboratory. The 

spectrograph employs f/2 optics, observes a 100 nm wavelength 

region simultaneously, images atomic lines to a full-width-half

maximum (fwhm) of 2 nm, has a photocathode quantum efficiency of 

3.1% at 800 nm, and exhibits 36 counts per second dark current 

which divides into only 0.11 counts per second per 0.5 nm resolution 

element under normal operating conditions. Three key elements 

constitute the unit: a grating, a position sensitive detector, and a 

position computer. All were purchased from established 

manufacturers, but their synthesis into a general purpose optical 

detector was accomplished in this laboratory. Figure 11 gives a 

rough sketch of the spectrograph. This chapter serves to document 

the design and operation of the instrument. 

The chapter is divided into thirteen sections. The first section 

discusses selection of the grating, position sensitive detector, and 

position computer. The next three sections discuss these major 

elements individually. Each section is divided into two subsections: 



the first treats the general principles of the element, and the second 

addresses its actual operation in the laboratory. The following four 

sections supply application notes on the minor hardware 

components: cooler, shutter, slit, and host computer. Next are 

discussed three subjects that the user should always consider when 

operating the spectrograph: stray light, adjustable geometries (e.g., 

gimbal mounted elements), and maximum count rates. The chapter 

concludes with two performance sections: sensitivity and resolution. 

Throughout the chapter, fully capitalized words are used to denote 

specific signals or controls available from the Surface Science 

Laboratories 2401 position computer. Exceptions to this are the 

wavelength tuning parameters WAVELENGTH REGION, GROT, and 

DPOS. 

5 1 
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Figure 11. Overview of spectrograph. The f/2 instrument 
observes 100 run simultaneously, images atomic lines to 2 nm 
fwhm, exhibits 0.11 counts per second per pixel dark current, and 
uses a multialkali photocathode with Q.E. =3.1% at 800 run. 

Selection of Components 

The spectrograph was designed to observe very weak red and 

near infra-red emission from transition region spectes. The 

important specifications were sensitivity, low dark counts, and 

moderate resolution (:=1 nm, for vibrational resolution). 
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A multichannel spectrometer is comprised of a dispersing 

element followed by a position sensitive detector. The unit 1s 
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capable of viewing many wavelengths simultaneously. This 1s m 

contrast to a scanning monochrometer, fitted with a standard 

photomultiplier tube, that must use a narrow exit slit to reject all but 

a single output wavelength. For an experiment that wishes to 

observe fluorescence over a range of wavelengths, the scanning 

monochrometer can only spend part of the time observing each 

wavelength. The multichannel unit, on the other hand, can monitor 

all wavelengths (in the window) all of the time. This longer exposure 

time allows a higher signal-to-noise ratio; thus, the multichannel 

approach was pursued. 

Efficient multichannel detection requires the use of a grating. 

However, the fastest spectrograph commercially available in 1985 

was the f/3 Instruments SA,Inc. UFS-200 Flat Field Spectrograph. 

American Holographic, on the other hand, manufactures a faster f/2 

aberration corrected concave grating. 

A very popular position sensitive photon detector 1s the 

Princeton Applied Research Optical Multichannel Analyzer (PAR 

OMA), with Tracor Northern and Hammamatsu also offering similar 

units. These units detect light using a photocathode to generate 

photoelectrons, which are amplified to cascades by microchannel 

plates. The cascade hits a phosphor screen, and emission from the 

screen is registered by an array of solid-state photodiodes. A 

dedicated computer reads out the charge depletion of the 

photodiodes to give intensity as a function of position. The PAR 
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OMA3 was tested in our laboratory, where it was cooled to only 5° C, 

and found to have greater than a thousand counts per second (cps) 

dark current per photodiode. While a portion of this background 

probably arose from phosphor screen emission (initiated by 

photocathode thermionic emission and amplification), most charge 

depletion apparently resulted from charge carriers generated 

thermally in the bulk semiconductor that comprises the photodiode 

array (Cha 82). It seemed that the shot noise associated with this 

latter effect would overwhelm the low signal levels for which the 

spectrograph was designed. 

Surface Science Laboratories has developed a new type of 

electron avalanche detector to replace the phosphor 

screen/photodiode array combination. Called a "resistive anode", it 

generates less than 10 dark cps over the entire anode, leaving 

thermionic emission of the photocathode as the only significant 

contributor to dark current. In conjunction with the detector itself, 

Surface Science Laboratories offers a position computer to process 

events registered on the anode. This computer employs analog to 

digital converters that segment the position sensitivity into 256 

resolution elements (or pixels). 

Grating 

The concave holographic diffraction grating was designed by 

Tom Mikes at American Holographic in Acton, MA. Following the 

ideas of Noda, Seya and Namioka (Nod 74), it is minimized for 

astigmatism and coma. It has an input focal length of 214 mm, a 



diameter of 4.25" (f/2), and an input/output angle of 36.1°. Mikes 

designed the grating to give a flat focal field of 1.0" width for two 

wavelength ranges, 750-650 and 650-550 nm. 

Theory of Operation 

The primary advantage of concave grating spectrographs over 

plane grating spectrographs is the reduced number of optical 

elements. The concave grating can accept, disperse, and focus the 

light without any auxiliary optics, whereas a plane grating 

instrument requires collimating and focusing elements. With no 

need for auxiliary optics, a simpler spectrograph design is possible. 

The following discussion, which relies heavily on M. C. Hutley's 

Diffraction Gratings (Hut 82), considers the operation of and design 

parameters for concave grating spectrographs. 
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The concave grating was conceived by Henry A. Rowland in 

1883, and constructed by him using a conventional ruling engine on 

a blank with concave radius of curvature R (Figure 12). He showed 

that a circle of diameter R, tangent to the grating, had a special 

significance: a point source located at anywhere on that circle will be 

dispersed and focused onto another segment of the circle. This circle 

is drawn in Figure 13, which shows the grating in a Paschen-Runge 

mounting configuration. 
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Figure 12. Conventional concave grating. Substrate is ground 
with spherical radius of curvature R. Grooves are ruled such that 
spacing is constant (d) when projected onto plane tangent to 
grating vertex. 

Rowland circle 

Figure 13. Rowland circle. All orders of dispersed light focus 
along a circle of diameter R, as defined in Figure 12. 

In most mounting configurations, the grating ts held fixed and 

the photographic plate is moved along the Rowland circle to sample 

different wavelength ranges. The present grating is designed for a 

Seya-Namioka mounting configuration (Nam 59). This plan (Figure 

14) uses fixed input and output locations, and the various 
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wavelength regions are measured by rotation of the grating. While 

the fixed input/output angle makes for a simple spectrograph design, 

the plan does suffer significant astigmatism. 



'Detector 

Grating ~ 
(2 positions) ~ I Input slit ' 

Figure 14. Seya-Namioka mount. Angle between input and output 
is fixed. Grating is rotated to observe different wavelength 
ranges. Since grating moves, so does Rowland circle. Thus fixed 
input and output focal points cannot stay on circle. 
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Astigmatism causes a point source to be "focused" as a line, and 

results from unequal focal lengths as the rays propagate in three

dimensional space. Any ray can be broken down into its rate of 

change in two orthogonal planes: spectral and vertical. (Since the 

grating is reflective, the latter one is actually folded.) The spectral 

plane, also known as the meridional, tangential, or horizontal plane, 

is defined by the centers of the input slit, grating, and output slit. 

The vertical plane, also known as the saggital or astigmatic plane, 

runs perpendicular to the spectral plane. It is aligned parallel to the 

grating grooves. These planes are sketched in Figure 15. 



, , 
Input slit 

Vertical 
plane 

Figure 15. Orthogonal planes used to discover astigmatism. 
Vertical plane is parallel to grooves and input slit. Spectral plane 
is the dispersion plane. 
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Astigmatism arises because the spectral component of rays 

focuses differently than the vertical component (Figure 16). The 

spectral component focuses on the Rowland circle, at a distance of 

Rcos(6) from the grating vertex. The vertical component, however, is 

not affected by the grating grooves. The grating behaves like a 

simple concave mirror and the vertical ray component is directed to 

a point R from the vertex. Thus, the spectral and vertical 

components focus at different locations in space: a monochromatic 

point source at the entrance slit will image as a vertical line at the 

spectral focal point. The detector is of finite height, often that of the 

slit. The vertical elongation from astigmatism can result in signal 

loss as the image spills over the detector's edge. 



Input focal length = R 

Output focal length= R cos (6) 
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Figure 16. Origin of astigmatism. Spectral plane focal location 
results from concavity and dispersion. Vertical plane focus 
results only from concavity. A detector placed at the spectral 
focus will observe a vertical line, since the vertical component is 
not yet focused. 
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The above aberration occurs with conventional concave 

gratings. These are ruled with mechanical engines that create 

straight grooves with a constant periodicity along a chord of the 

sphere (Figure 12). Holographic gratings, however, can be ruled with 

hyperbolic grooves at varying separations. Noda, Seya, and Namioka 

(Nod 74) have developed a holographic recording technique that 

minimizes aberrations associated with concave gratings. Their 

method, which is beyond the scope of this thesis, mm1m1zes 

astigmatism and coma. It also creates a relatively flat focal field, 

which is important for proper focusing onto a rigid planar detector. 

(Photographic film may be bent, but the ITT F4146 tube has a flat 

photocathode.). The grating differs from the conventional Rowland 

configuration in that the entrance slit and output foci are not 

constrained to the Rowland circle. 

Two design sheets constitute the only manufacturer's 

documentation of the grating. These correspond to the two design 

wavelength ranges. Their abridged versions are presented in Table 3 

and Table 4. It must be remembered that these are pre-production 

characterizations: no test results from the grating itself were given to 

the end user. Indeed, the first grating received by this laboratory 

was far outside of specifications and returned. In short, the accuracy 

of the these sheets is unknown. Focal points for selected 

wavelengths are given in both polar (Angle,F1,A1) and Cartesian 

(F2,F3,A2,A3) coordinates. The origin for both systems resides at the 

grating vertex (Figure 17). The vertex normal lies along oo and the 

F2/A2 axis. Fl,F2,F3 describe the focal point in the specular plane, 



and Al,A2,A3 define the points in the vertical plane. Figure 17 

illustrates the coordinate systems. These focal curves can best be 

inspected graphically (Figure 18). 

F2 A2 
slit-

Fl,Al 

grating 

Figure 17: Dual coordinate systems used in design sheets of 
spectrograph's grating. 

6 1 
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Table 3: Manufacture's data. Focal points are listed for 650-750 nm. Each 
point is described in two coordinate systems (Figure 17). Spectral plane foci 
are denoted "F" and vertical foci are denoted "A". Lower portion lists design 
input parameters. 

Polar Cartesian Disper-

"A Angle Fl AI F2 F3 A2 A3 ston 

(nm} (de g) (mm) {mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (nm/mm) 

650 33.09 235.78 229.69 197.53 128.74 192.43 125.41 4.23 

660 33.67 235.77 230.64 196.22 130.71 191.95 127.87 4.20 

670 34.25 235.76 231.63 194.88 132.69 191.46 130.36 4.17 

680 34.83 235.75 232.66 193.51 134.66 190.97 132.89 4.14 

690 35.42 235.74 233.73 192.11 136.64 190.47 135.47 4.12 

700 36.02 235.73 234.84 190.67 138.61 189.96 138.09 4.08 

710 36.61 235.72 236.00 189.21 140.59 189.44 140.75 4.05 

720 37.21 235.72 237.21 187.72 142.56 188.91 143.47 4.02 
. 

730 37.82 235.72 238.47 186.20 144.54 188.37 146.23 3.99 

740 38.43 235.73 239.78 184.65 146.53 187.83 149.05 3.96 

750 39.05 235.74 241.14 183.08 148.52 187.27 151.92 3.92 ---- ----------·------- ' #.,,.__ '--------------·- --·-------·-····-------

Groove frequency (grimm) 840 

Order 1 

Radius of curvature (mm) 212.8 

Entrance slit distance (mm) 208.0 

Angle of incidence (degree) 0 

Focal (constant) -.6 

Astigmatism (constant) .37 
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Table 4: Manufacture's data. Focal points are listed for 550-650 nm. Each 
point is described m two coordinate systems (Figure 17). Spectral plane foci 
are denoted "F" and vertical foci are denoted "A". Lower portion lists design 
input parameters. 

Polar Cartesian Disper-

Angle F1 Al F2 F3 A2 A3 sion 

(nm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (nm/mm) 

550 30.95 235.84 234.19 202.25 121.30 200.84 120.45 4.33 

560 31.52 235.85 235.06 201.06 123.29 200.39 122.88 4.30 

570 32.08 235.85 235.97 199.83 125.27 199.94 125.33 4.28 

580 32.65 235.85 236.92 198.58 127.25 199.48 127.83 4.25 

590 33.23 235.85 237.90 197.29 129.23 199.01 130.36 4.22 

600 33.80 235.84 238.93 195.97 131.21 198.54 132.93 4.19 

610 34.38 235.82 240.00 194.63 133.16 198.07 135.54 4.17 

620 34.97 235.82 241.11 193.25 135.16 197.58 138.19 4.14 

630 35.56 235.81 242.27 191.84 137.13 197.09 140.89 4.11 

640 36.15 235.80 243.48 190.40 139.11 196.60 143.64 4.08 

650 36.75 235.80 244.73 188.93 141.09 196.09 146.43 4.05 
"""""""""----N --------------""""---~""~"'-'--"'-""" ---~--------~N---- ~~-----~-~""'"""'""'--"""'--- NNNNmNN~mn"-<~mNm-N<N<'><--mNNN~ 

Groove frequency (gr/mm) 

Order 

Radius of curvature (mm) 

Entrance slit distance (mm) 

Angle of incidence (degree) 

Focal (constant) 

Astigmatism (constant) 

840 

1 

212.8 

204.2 

-3 

-.6 

.37 
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Figure 18: Plot of spectral and astigmatic (vertical) foci for both 
wavelength ranges listed in Tables 3 & 4. Grating vertex is far to 
the lower left at point (0,0). Since foci do not exactly overlap, 
grating is not aberration free. 

Two input parameters are changed between the wavelength 

regwns. The grating is rotated 3°, which makes the input/output 

angle constant for both ranges. Secondly, the input focal length is 

reduced by 3.8 mm. This implies that the spectrograph will have a 

rotating grating, a fixed output focal length, and a translating slit. 

But a translating slit is a difficult design task for a vertically oriented 

spectrograph; the slit mount is a natural structural element. Instead, 

the spectrograph is built with a variable output focal length and a 

normally constant input path length. 

It was mentioned above that focal planes for Seya-Namioka 

gratings may lie off of the Rowland circle. Indeed, Tables 3 and 4 



show the foci to be well back from the circle. Furthermore, the 

manufacture's reference (Arne 85) states that the focal plane often 

lies at an appreciable angle to the tangent of this circle. The shutter 

section of this chapter details how a such a detector rotation would 

force the shutter frame to vignette the image. Fortunately, the 

spectral radial focal distances (F 1) of Table 3 indicates that the 

spectral focal field lies nearly perpendicular to the chief output ray; 

i.e., the detector directly faces the grating. The vertical curves, 

however, suggest that an overall increase in image quality may be 

achieved with a slight rotation of the detector. Perpendicular 

orientation was an important criterion given to the grating designer. 

Although the vertical focal curves vary slightly from this 

configuration, the criterion appears to have been satisfactorily met. 

Actual operation 
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Image focussing ts the pnmary concern when manipulating the 

grating. Each wavelength has a different spectral and vertical focus, 

and the difference between the two varies from wavelength to 

wavelength. Consider a frequency which exhibits significantly 

different spectral and vertical focal lengths. A monochromatic point 

source in object space becomes a tall, thin line when imaged at its 

spectral focus. The result is excellent wavelength resolution but poor 

efficiency since the line is taller than the detector. (The line itself is 

also slightly curved. Only the central 5 - 10 mm is useful for high 

resolution, with the remainder spilling into adjoining pixels.) The 

same point source imaged at the vertical focus is a horizontal line, 

which is clearly useless for any wavelength resolution. Thus one 
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must reach a compromise and then adhere to the compromise or face 

recalibration. 

One uses the spectrograph within the framework of 

WAVELENGTH REGIONs. A WAVELENGTH REGION is defined by a set 

of three parameters: grating position, grating rotation (GROT), and 

detector position (DPOS). Grating position is discussed in the next 

paragraph. GROT is a number (inches) read from the micrometer 

which turns the grating. DPOS is also a number (inches), and is read 

from a scale affixed to the translation stage assembly that supports 

the detector. Figure 19 illustrates these focusing parameters. 

Associated with each WAVELENGTH REGION is a set of calibration 

coefficients that equates pixel number with wavelength. 

Grating 

!' 
/ 

/ 

1' 
grating 
position 
~ 

/ 

-~-Input slit 
(fixed) 

l =GROT 

-DPOS 

- - - - - "grattng position" 

Figure 19. The three focusing parameters of each WAVELENGTH 
REGION are shown. "Grating position" determines the input focal 
length. This setting is rarely changed. GROT denotes grating 
rotation. This controls which wavelengths strike the detector. 
Output focal length is wavelength dependent. DPOS denotes the 
detector position that optimizes this focus. 
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The grating mount IS attached to the spectrograph baseplate 

with bolts. Slots m the baseplate allow the mount to be translated 

along the input axis. Coarse adjustments are made to place the image 

focal fields within the detector's range of travel. Only two positions 

are used. The blue/ultra-violet position has the 114-20 securing 

bolts at the bottom of their slots. For infra-red/visible, the mount is 

translated up from the bottom of the slots (away from the 

spectrograph input slit) approximately 0.1". At the inception of a 

project, the user must decide which wavelengths are more important. 

The grating is then moved to the appropriate . position. Since grating 

translation is imprecise, this input focal length should not be changed 

during the project's duration. 

With grating position set, the user then decides the 

WAVELENGTH REGIONs that will be needed and finds suitable 

calibration sources (Equ 1, Equ 2). Placing the calibration lamp at the 

focus of the collection optics usually results in unreasonably broad 

Images. The cause of this is probably the glass envelope, which acts 

as a third lens. Although this method has been used, a more recent 

approach seems better. The lamp is placed beside the baffle and 

crinkled aluminum foil is laid on the gate valve. The reflected light 

should be uniform and subtend more than f/2. (Testing the 

spectrograph with highly collimated light is helpful, but not 

indicative of its real performance.) The user is now prepared to 

characterize each WAVELENGTH REGION. 

Procedure: Focussing and calibration. Only in extreme 

situations does one need to be concerned with the vertical focal 



plane. A collection of atomic lines is introduced through the 

slit. GROT is manipulated until the desired WAVELENGTH 

REGION strikes the detector. DPOS is adjusted to give minimal 

full-width-at-half-maximum (fwhm). Since moving DPOS 

changes WAVELENGTH REGION, GROT must again be tuned, 

which necessitates a retune of DPOS. The iteration is repeated 

until fwhm of atomic lines at both ends of WAVELENGTH 

REGION have been minimized. Doublet resolution is a good 

focusing test, but emphasizing one wavelength to the exclusion 

of others should be avoided. An optional step of rotating the 

detector may be employed; but, since the vignetting shutter 

may cause stray light, the rotation should only be performed if 

necessary. 

The vertical focus is evaluated by inspecting the oscilloscope 

image of the test emission for its image height. With the half 

inch collection optics baffle installed, typical height is half of 

the photocathode. Poor vertical focussing will extend the image 

beyond this limit, resulting in signal loss since the extema fall 

outside the rectangular EDGE GATEs' active area (see EDGE GATE 

section). 

With several atomic line positions one can calibrate the 

WAVELENGTH REGION, i.e. generate a function relating pixel 

number to wavelength: 

f.. = AO + AI x pn; pn =pixel number. 

The final column of Tables 3 and 4 shows that dispersion ts a 

non-linear function of wavelength. Nevertheless, it is found 
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that a linear relationship between pixel number and 

wavelength yields satisfactory results. 

The procedure is repeated until each WAVELENGTH REGION 

is assigned GROT, DPOS, AO, AND Al. As the project evolves, 

new resolution information may alter existing WAVELENGTH 

REGIONs. 
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Table 5 lists WAVELENGTH REGIONs used at the end of the Na2 

+ F project. Grating position is set for blue/uv. The span of GROT 

from 0.056" to 0.550" is the widest span possible for this grating 

position (visible/uv setting). A GROT of less than 0.056" begins to 

shine undiffracted light from m=O into the exit port. Micrometer 

movement for a GROT to more than 0.550" is stopped by the interior 

wall of the spectrograph itself. The DPOS scale is such that increasing 

values for shorter wavelengths means that the detector is moving 

closer to the grating. Depth of focus for DPOS is around 0.10" for the 

visible wavelengths and significantly larger for uv photons. The 

WAVELENGTH REGION does not begin at AO because active pixels 

begin at pixel number 14. 

Table 5 WAVELENGTH REGIONs used at conclusion of Na2 + F 
project. Increasing DPOS is moving detector closer to grating. 
Grating position is blue/uv. 

Wavelength Grating Detector Zero Order First Order 
Region Rotation Position Coefficient Coefficient 

(nmj GROT (in) DPOS (in) AO (nm) Al (om/pixel}_ 

832-739 .056 .000 838.6 -.440 
679-579 .218 .250 704.0 -.473 
627-524 .303 .450 634.0 -.488 
533-422 .420 .550 539.9 -.520 
427-314 .550 .750 435.7 -.536 



Detector 

The F4146 microchannel plate 1magmg photomultiplier tube is 

manufactured by ITT Electro-Optical Products Division, and results 

from a collaboration with Surface Science Laboratories (SSL). SSL 

developed the microchannel plate (mcp)/resistive anode technology 

for in vacuo particle detection. ITT places a photocathode at the 

front end and seals the evacuated unit under a glass envelope. The 

F4146 uses 3 mcp's (Z plate), whereas the higher resolution F4146M 

uses 5 mcp's in a V + Z configuration. 

Theory of Operation 
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Figure 20 illustrates a detector event. The photon strikes the 

transparent photocathode, ejecting a photoelectron from the other 

side. A 6600 V /em electric field accelerates this photoelectron 

straight downstream into the first microchannel plate. Upon entering 

the 10 J.im microchannel, it strikes the channel wall and causes 

multiple secondary emissions. An avalanche effect ensues. When 

the electron cloud exits the first plate it spreads out evenly and 

enters several microchannels in the second plate (Ebe 81). Again the 

electrons multiply, and again they spread at the second interface. A 

gain of 106 is realized when the electron avalanche finally exits the Z 

plate. 

The center of the cloud corresponds to the position of the first 

plate's active microchannel. This, in tum, corresponds to the 

photoelectron, and, thus, the incident photon. The anode is a film of 

high but uniform resistance that has_ terminals leading to ground at 
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each corner. When the electrons land on this anode, they migrate to 

the terminals in search of ground, with the amount of charge coming 

to each terminal determined by its distance (i.e., its resistance) to the 

centroid of the cloud. These four currents are then analyzed by the 

position computer to give the (X, Y) coordinates of the event. The Y 

coordinate gives the position along the grating's dispersion plane. 

Thus, with suitable calibration, the position of the event can be 

equated with a photon wavelength. 

Photocathode Z mcp 

+ 

Guard 
Ring 

Resistive 
Anode 

Charge 
Sensitive 
Preamps (4) 

Figure 20. Photon detection by the ITT F4146. The incident photon ejects a 
photoelectron which is amplified with spatial integrity onto a resistive anode. 
Ratio of currents from anode give event's position. The anode guard ring 
conducts leakage current from Z plate to ground. Figure modelled after ITT 
sales brochure. 



Actual operation 

ITT does not supply a manual with the F4146. Their 

documentation is limited to a 7 page sales brochure (Revision 5/84) 

and a set of test summary sheets (date 4-7 -86) characterizing the 

actual shipped tube. (This is in contrast to American Holographic 

sheets that provide projected characteristics of the grating.) Good, 

general documentation is found in the Surface Science Laboratories 

manuals discussed later. 

A single power supply (Fluke 408B) gtves bias voltages 

necessary for operation via the resistor/Zener diode network shown 

in Figure 21. The components parallel to the detector divide the 

applied voltage into its several stages. The 3Mn resistors in series 

with the F4146 serve as over-current protectors in case of a short 

circuit within the detector housing. 
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The F4146 resides in a cooled housing, manufactured by 

Products For Research (PFR), which will be discussed later. The tube 

has 8 pins which mate to the teflon faced plug of _the cooler. Four of 

these pins carry the anode current, which wires internal to the cooler 

plug transport to external jacks. Eighteen inch cables then connect 

these signals to the preamplifiers. The charge sensitive 

preamplifiers are quite sensitive to noise pick-up, so careful 

shielding is required. GROUND is the outside casing of the cooler. 

PFR apparently shields the internal wires quite well because most 

noise experienced in this laboratory has been defeated by proper 

shielding of the 18" cables. (The ADM3A terminal generates 

undefeated interference when placed close to the preamps). Indeed, 
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the first inch of these wires 1s separated from their jackets and pick

up can usually be attributed to this segment. The bias voltage 

connections are also made though the cooler plug, but not through 

the teflon seat. Instead, these three wires terminate halfway down 

the cooler plug at brass solder posts. Standard tin/lead solder is 

used to connect the posts to the three flying leads emanating from 

the F4146. 
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Figure 21. Schematic showing electrical hook-ups to the detector. 
Open circles represent cable connections. 
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Proper operation requires an awareness of the spectrograph's 

electrical GROUND. The PFR peltier cooler rack mounted power 

supply draws its power from a standard 120V socket. The third pin 

of this socket is the original GROUND. The cooler power supply 

passes this GROUND along .a wiring harness going to the cooler head. 

At the head, the GROUND wire is attached to the mating hardware. 
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This mating hardware is in contact with the head's metallic structure. 

Thus, the outer skin of the detector housing may be considered 

GROUND. This ground is the "design ground". Unfortunately the 

housing has two other paths to electron reservoirs. One path is the 

shields of high voltage cables coming from the chassis of the 

resistor/Zener diode divider network. This chassis is connected to 

that of the instrument rack and to the shield of the Fluke power 

supply output. A potential ground loop is minimized by putting the 

Fluke power supply, the PFR power supply, and the divider network 

in the same rack and using the same AC power outlet strip. The 

second accidental path to ground is through the DPOS translation 

stage to the vacuum chamber. This path seems benign since oven 

heater failures, some of which pass current though the vacuum 

structure, do not affect the detector's performance. These other 

ground paths may not provide adequate balance for the detection 

system. It is imperative, therefore, that the PFR COOLING UNIT 

ALWAYS BE PLUGGED IN AND ITS HARNESS ATTACHED BEFORE TUBE 

POWER-UP. 

Procedure: F4146 power-up. Preliminaries: To protect the 

preamps, power to the SSL 2401 position computer should be 

off. Although the detector may be energized when warm, the 

PFR cooling unit must be plugged into a grounded power outlet 

and its harness attached to the detector housing The three bias 

voltage cables are connected from bias chain to cooler plug. 

The four short signal lines are connected from the plug to the 

preamplifiers. The five signal lines from preamps to SSL 2401 
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position computer are made. The oscilloscope should be 

configured for X vs. Y display. Power on the SSL 2401. (This 

energizes the preamps as well.) Set front panel meter to 

COUNT RATE and turn the four edge gating potentiometers to 

fully open. Turn the Fluke high voltage supply dials to OV and 

power it up at zero voltage. The SSL 2401 meter should show 

no count rate activity. Set the Fluke polarity for negative 

voltage and increase voltage. The count rate will become 

noticeable on the SSL 2401 meter at -2700V (as read off the 

Fluke front panel). While watching the oscilloscope, increase 

applied voltage to -2940V (Fluke front panel). Over-biasing is 

fatal to the F4146. The first indication of too much voltage is 

high count rates along the perimeter of the photocathode. One 

must use the oscilloscope to confirm that events are evenly 

distributed throughout the round photocathode as final voltage 

ts approached. 

When the spectrograph is used daily at -2940V (Fluke front 

panel), there is less danger of an overvoltage catastrophe. In 

this case, it is permissible to leave the edge gating 

potentiometers in their usual (rectangular) configuration. 

However, the user must still apply voltage in a gradual manner 

to avoid arcing. The following sequence proves adequately 

gentle: OV, -lOOOV, -2000V,-2100V,-2200V, ... ,-2700V, check 

for ~ppearance of counts, -2800V, -2900V, -2910V, .... -2940V, 

observe that counts are uniform over active portion of 

photocathode. 
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Spatial resolution of the event at the resistive anode is strongly 

dependent on microchannel plate voltage. Table 6 lists voltages 

recommended by ITT and those actually used in the laboratory. The 

normal ITT settings are those necessary to achieve 106 electron gain, 

and the maximum settings are the largest tested. The laboratory 

voltages are measured using two uncalibrated hand-held digital 

multimeters and a Keithly 1000:1 voltage divider (calibrated 1986 

at 1008: 1). 

Table 6. Recommended and actual operating voltages. Lowest 
entry is dial indication on face of power supply. Other entries 
are defined by Figure 21. Data discussed here were acquired with 
normal settings. 

Vpk (volt) 
Vmcp (volt) 
Van (volt) 
Fluke front 
panel 

ITT normal 
500 
2310 
100 

ITT max 
500 
2320 
100 

Laboratory 
520 
2330 
110 

-2940V 

normal Laboratory max 
530 
2380 
120 

-2990V 

During initial start-up in 1986, a calibrated volt meter was 

used to assure agreement with ITT's test voltages. It was found that 

the resulting pulses were smaller than the SSL 2401 position 

computer expected. After consultation between ITT and SSL, 

permission was given for mcp voltages up to 2400V. The power 

supply was increased 50V, and the SSL 2401 INPUT LEVEL meter 

then read in the black band, indicating that pulses were of the 

correct size. The increase does not change the typical full-width

half-maximum value of 4 pixels for atomic lines. An improvement ts 

noted, however, in separation of adjacent lines. In general, the 

author considers the increased resolution not to be worth the added 



risk. The reader will notice that V pk and Van slightly exceed the 

Zener diode voltages. The protective 3 MO resistors drop voltage 
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because, unlike a discreet dynode chain, the microchannel plates pass 

a quiescent current, called a strip current. The resulting over

voltages were approved by ITT. 

Position Computer 

The position computer is comprised of two units, both of which 

are made by Surface Science Laboratories. The major component is a 

Model 2401/EC/EM/EK position computer, where "EC" denotes 8 bit 

digital output in both dimensions and "EM" specifies high gain 

preamps compatible with 3-plate mcp's, and "EK" has front panel 

edge gating potentiometers. Placed inside of the 2401 is the second 

unit, the 2412A/CA buffer memory. This is a two page buffer with 

each page holding 4096 words of 2 bytes. Option "CA" designates 

control via a Digital Equipment Corporation DRV-11 parallel interface 

board. 

Documentation of the position computer ts excellent. The 

operator is referred to two manuals supplied with the unit: SSL 

Model 2401 Position Computer (February 1983), and SSL Model 

2412A Buffer Memory Operation and Service Manual (Revision 2.0, 

October 1985). In view of these available references, only a cursory 

description of the complex operation and capabilities of the 

instrument will be given here. 
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Theory of Operation: 

The position computer Is not a true multichannel device; it 

processes only one event at a time. The four charge pulses leave the 

anode and enter four preamps where they are amplified, shaped, and 

sent to the position computer. A fifth, high speed circuit sums the 

pulses and sends its signal to the SSL 2401 along signal line E. This E 

signal enters the FAST THRESHOLD comparator (user adjustable), 

where signals less than ~200mv cause abortion of the process. 

Furthermore, if the E signal arrives too soon after a previous event 

then this new event is not processed (since the baseline is unsteady). 

SSL calls this fast noise and pile-up rejection hardware "look-ahead 

circuitry", and credits it with the unit's high count rate capability 

(~100kHz.). 

When the event passes this first test, RATE is asserted. Ratio 

circuits then map the event according to the following equations: 

B+C 
X= A+B+C+D 

A+B 
Y= A+B+C+D 

The ratio circuit then compares its result to the user selected EDGE 

GATE values. If either X or Y fall outside the selected range, a veto is 

asserted. While the ratio circuits operate, the four signal lines A - D 

are added to make SUM, which is sent to a window discriminator. 

Both the lower limit (THRESHOLD) and the upper limit (OVERLOAD) 
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are user adjustable. THRESHOLD is set to ::::300 mV and OVERLOAD to 

5 V. The upper limit is utilized to reject simultaneous pulses and 

events induced by cosmic rays. If the SUM pulse peak falls outside 

this window, a veto is asserted. An event which escapes both vetoes 

is counted. The calculated X and Y signals are analog voltages, 

ranging from 0 to 4 volts; they represent the location of the accepted 

event. The voltages are placed in sample and hold registers and 

STROBE is asserted. Analog signals X and Y, and the transistor

transistor logic STROBE pulse are available on the back panel for 

oscilloscope display. 

Eight bit analog to digital converters operate on X and Y, 

creating a pair of numbers from 0 to 255 proportional to the event's 

X and Y position. (Another mode exists, called PHA mode, see below, 

in which the number Y is proportional to peak height.) AID 

conversion time is responsible for most of the 3/lsec required for 

each event. The digitized location is then sent to the 2412A buffer 

memory, where the pair of numbers is merged into a pointer to a 

memory location which is incremented by one. The size of the buffer 

necessitates a loss of information: it has only 4096 (212) registers, 

but there are 65,536 (28x28) X,Y locations. Internal wire wrap 

jumpers selectable by the operator are used to determine which AID 

bits of X and Y are employed by the buffer. Figure 22 displays the 

ensuing resolution when all eight Y bits and the most significant four 

X bits are used. Fortunately, only one dimension is needed for 

spectroscopic applications. No X bits are used, so only the first 256 

registers are active. 



Buffer Address 

< y > 
Figure 22. Two dimensional imaging with buffer memory. Signal 
is 30 second integration of warm dark counts. Because of limited 
memory space, not all position information can be saved. The 
present spectroscopic application uses no X information and 8 
bits of Y. 
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Actual operation 

Using the oscilloscope, events can be viewed realtime and in 

both dimensions by setting the scope to A vs. B Mode, inputting X 
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and Y, and blanking with Z. The size of an image can be estimated by 

comparison with the one inch diameter photocathode delineated by 

dark counts. 

Running m Main Mode, the scope is also a helpful diagnostic 

tool for proper discriminator settings. Recall that the RATE pulse 

signifies survival through the look-ahead circuitry, whereas STROBE 

indicates successful completion of look-ahead, THRESHOLD, 

OVERLOAD, and EDGE GATING tests. Hence RATE is asserted more 

frequently than STROBE during normal operation. Using the 

oscilloscope, both signals are valuable for characterizing the peak 

heights of anode events. With SUM input and STROBE triggering, one 

can measure the magnitude of peaks (events) which are actually 

analyzed. Triggering with RATE, one can see these peaks and (some) 

rejected noise. 

Figure 23 is a careful drawing of a typical SUM pulse viewed on 

the oscilloscope. The glitches are not noise. The first spike comes 

from initiation of PEAK, a signal asserted when the SUM pulse is 

maximized in the discriminators. The second glitch results from time 

out of the AID converters. The magnitude of this sketched pulse is 

about 800 millivolts, which appears to be the average height viewed 

on the oscilloscope. 
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Figure 23. Careful, hand-drawn, rendition of SUM pulse as viewed 
on oscilloscope. Scope is triggered with STROBE, so this is an 
acceptable event. The two glitches are normal. Scope is switched 
to 1 MO input impedance. 

The SSL 2401 offers a more convenient method of evaluating 

peak heights. In the pulse height analysis mode (PHA), the SUM 

pulse peak voltage is digitized instead of Y location. In this mode, 

the 256 bins of the buffer correspond to 256 peak voltage values, 

and each bin contains the number of pulses with that peak voltage. 

The Position Computer Testing Device (see next section) is employed 

to calibrate peak voltage corresponding to bin number. Figure 24 IS 

a recently acquired pulse height distribution, where an average 

count rate of ::=86,000 cps was integrated for 44 seconds. 
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Figure 24. Pulse height distribution. Source is room light 
entering a cracked filter housing. Ordinate is counts per second 
with the specified peak height. Abscissa is from calibration 
described in testing section. Applied voltage is normal (Table 6) 

The figure shows that discrimination is in effect, and that the 

threshold is well before the peak. The most probable voltage IS 

around 800 m.V. During the acquisition of these 8.6 x 104 cps x 44 

sec = 3.8 x 106 events, the INPUT LEVEL meter averaged halfway 

between zero and the center black band. This is to be expected since 

SSL designs the computer for an average pulse height of 1.4 V. (See 

discussion under resolution and detector operation.) ITT 

specification sheets indicate that the undiscriminated curve has a 

rising feature at the low voltage extreme. This does not seem 

consistent with the failure to observe such a rise during initial set-up 

when FAST THRESHOLD and THRESHOLD were turned down. This 

was not investigated with the manufacturers. 

Testing the position computer 

A pulse generator can be used in place of the detector to 

simulate events. The Position Computer Testing Device (PCTD) is a 7 



pf branching capacitor network designed to accept a negative-going 

pulse and break it into 4 charge pulses. The leads carrying these 

pulses are plugged into the preamps. 

Negative-going square pulses of -80m V magnitude are needed 

for the PCTD input. A W avetek model 185 (Equ 3) pulse generator 

having the required 500 output was used to supply them. In the 
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test process, care should be taken to not overload the preamps. 

Specifically, the input pulses should be rechecked for polarity and 

magnitude before connection to the PCTD, and the SUM pulse heights 

should be kept below 5 V. The tests discussed below all witness the 

SUM pulse. This pulse has a more complex appearance than Figure 

23: the pulse is paired with an inverted twin. Indeed, computer 

acquisition of PCTD events registers a frequency of exactly twice the 

Wavetek's. The phenomenon appears to be harmless and is probably 

related to the trailing edge of the negative going square wave. 

SUM pulses being triggered by RATE are observed in the first 

test. With Wavetek pulses of -80m V, SUM pulses are seen on the 

oscilloscope. As the Wavetek magnitude is reduced, SUM becomes 

smaller. At a certain Wavetek magnitude, the pulses suddenly 

disappear. The SUM pulse height immediately preceding this 

transition is the FAST THRESHOLD discriminator setting. SUM can 

now be triggered by STROBE. As the Wavetek magnitude is 

increased, SUM pulses will suddenly appear on the oscilloscope, with 

a voltage that reflects the THRESHOLD discriminator setting. The test 

was performed recently, and indicated a FAST THRESHOLD setting of 

180 m V and a THRESHOLD setting of 280 m V. A second test 



calibrates the abscissa of the pulse height analysis (PHA). The data 

acquisition program is run and a sharp spike is seen with the data 

display. As the W avetek voltage is varied, one can correlate pixel 

number ( 1-256) with scope SUM pulse height. 

EOOEGATEs 
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The photocathode is circular in shape, and four EDGE GATE 

potentiometers on the front panel of the SSL 2401 are used to reduce 

the one inch diameter active area to a rectangle. The two advantages 

of this reduction may be understood with the help of Figure 25. Here 

two atomic lines are shown imaged on the detector, one landing well 

within the cathode and the other focusing at an extreme. As the 

image height of fluorescence transferred through the collection 

system is approximately one-half inch, there is significant unused 

photocathode area above and below the spectrum. The X and -X 

EDGE GATES are adjusted such that (dark) counts in these regions are 

rejected, thus improving signal-to-noise. The atomic line near the 

extreme spills over the curving photocathode boundary, preventing 

the full image height from being measured. Thus the intensity will 

read artificially low, and lead to a false conclusion about the 

spectrum. The Y and -Y EDGE GATEs are adjusted to reject these 

extreme pixels which are not as tall as the image. Of course a feature 

may straddle this electronic boundary and therefore appear 

artificially faint, but the sharp cut-off generated by the EDGE GATEs 

will alert the user that this feature is at the boundary and the 

grating should be rotated. A typical setting for the EDGE GATEs Is 

listed in Table 7. 



Detector Potting 

Edge Gate Boundary 

Figure 25. EDGE GATING the photocathode. A straight-on view of 
the detector shows the potted photocathode with uniform dark 
counts and two focused atomic lines. EDGE GATEs are used to 
prevent unwanted dark counts above and below the image from 
being counted. The side boundaries prevent misleading readings 
of intensities at horizontal extremes. 

Table 7. Typical EDGE GATE values 
-X -Y X Y 
4.0 1.2 7.0 8.3 

Cooler 

The vast majority of dark counts arise from thermionic 

emission of the red sensitive MA-3 type photocathode. Cooling the 

detector greatly reduces this dark current. The Products for 

Research (PFR) model TE-271-RF-option-18 is specifically designed 

for use with the F4146. It employs a Peltier type cooler specified to 

deliver a 40°C temperature differential between the hot and cold 

side. Option-18 places a thermistor in the cooling head to monitor 

the cooler's performance. Figure 26 illustrates the cooling circuit. 
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Figure 26. PFR cooler. Water flow failure is major destruction 
channel for the detector. Flow switches must be exercised 
regularly. Turning off the cooler power supply insures the 
safety of the detector, but may result in ice layer formation, 
requiring a bake out. 

The chiller is a Neslab CFT-75 MD-30 (Equ 4). It circulates 

deionized water at 10-14 gallons per hour, at a temperature of 7 °C, 

·and uses R-500 refrigerant. The 7 oc ultimate temperature is slightly 

above the 5 oc listed in the manual, apparently because of a failed 

thermostat. The parts (p/n 10223 controller and p/nl0683 sensor) 

which should remedy this have been purchased, but they have not 

been installed. Furthermore, N eslab engineers relate that with a 

working thermostat and different refrigerant the unit can be 

adjusted to give temperatures lower than 5 °C. Eight operating 

months have elapsed since the last lubrication, which should be 

performed every year. 

PFR stresses in the manual that WATER MUST ALWAYS BE 

FLOWING WHEN THE POWER SUPPLY IS ON. If the hot side of the 

Peltier is allowed to continue heating up, then the "cool" side 
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temperature will elevate as well and the F4146 phototube will be 

permanently damaged because THE INDIUM SOLDER USED BY ITT 

MELTS AT 70°C. Accordingly, two flow switches control relays that 

pass power to the power supply (Figure 26). The first is a 

TransAmerica Develva1 flow switch 44715/load pack ST 20173, 

available through Gem Sensors Division, Plainville, CT. However, this 

switch suffers significant hysteresis, so a Proteus lOOL flow switch is 

added in series. It is imperative to exercise these relays to prevent 

the contacts from fusing. 

Procedure: Water interlock exercise. Perform weekly. Restrict 

chilled water flow to 5 gph with rotometer valve. Observe that 

the power supply current has dropped from 7 amperes to zero. 

Return valve to fully open. Observe the power supply curre~lt 

return to 7 amperes. 

The PFR manual does not mention an apparent manufacturer's 

interlock. The cooling unit contains a temperature sensor on the hot 

side that will stop Peltier current when a maximum temperature Is 

reached. PFR insists that this is not designed to prevent phototube 

damage, but rather to prevent cooling system overload. However, 

when it learned that ITT was using the low melting point indium 

solder, PFR refitted the cooler head with a lower trip point. The 

retrofitting was done at PFR's suggestion, and as a direct result of the 

new solder information. Thus it is seems that this "power supply 

protection" circuit has some detector protection capability as well. 

The two thermistor leads are presented for measurement at 

the power supply front panel. PFR calibrated the thermistor at four 



temperatures which are listed m Table 8. Recent measurement 

shows the cooler operating at 1374 n, about -25°C, and 36 dark 
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counts per second over the entire cathode. When EDGE GATEs are set 

at Table 7 values, this gives 0.11 dark cps per pixel. 

Table 8. Temperature calibration of cooler thermistor. This 
information was supplied with unit. 

Temperature (°C) Resistance (0) 
-10.3 1790 
-15.9 1600 
-27.9 1320 
-28.0 1310 

The thermistor occasionally indicates inadequate cooling. 

When this occurs, the chiller should ftrst be investigated for flow rate 

and water temperature. If the chiller is operating normally, then an 

ice layer has probably formed over the cold side Peltier elements, 

insulating the tube from the cooler elements. Such an ice layer can 

be expected to form when the cooler is powered off for several hours 

and re-energized. To defeat ice problems, the cooler head must be 

baked out. 

Procedure: Cooler bake-out. Remove all cables from plug. 

Carefully mark orientation of plug with respect to head. (The 

plug has about 10° free rotation. When reinserting the plug, 

the detector's X-Y coordinate system must not be skewed from 

grating's vertical-horizontal focussing directions). Since it IS 

not necessary to bake the plug, one then removes the plug with 

detector and stores the assembly in a secure location. PLUG 

REMOVAL SHOULD BE PERFORMED WITH ROOM LIGHTS ON. 
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ADEQUATE LIGHT. Room light does not damage unbiased tubes, 

but does reduce accidents. 

Although a hot-air gun may be used to dry the chamber, an 

oven gives more reliable results. Unscrew bellows from 

shutter and unswage chiller lines. Loosen the bolt under 

translation stage to remove cooler head from spectrograph. 

Remove shutter and no-dew window. Place cooler head (with 

gimbal mount still attached) in 40°C oven and bake for 8 hours. 

Shutter 

The grating output light is strongly restricted by the shutter. 

9 1 

The Products for Research PR-302 has an internal diameter of 2 

inches, and the grating side of the assembly sits 3.75" from the 

photocathode. Thus the exit geometry is barely f/2. Since this is also 

the grating's speed, possible vignetting must be considered. The exit 

axis is at a significant angle with respect to the grating normal (36.1 ° 

for 750-650 nm), so the grating's apparent width in the specular 

plane is 4.25" multiplied by cos(36.1 °). This corresponds to a 

aperture ratio of f/2. 7, well slower than the shutter constriction. 

Images at the extreme edges of the spectral field are not dimmed by 

shutter obscuration. Vignetting in the vertical plane will occur for 

Image points significantly above and below the center dispersion 

plane. The EDGE GATEs are usually set to restrict image height to 

about 1 em, so this vignetted area is not observed. Figure 27 is a 
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scaled drawing illustrating the two principal planes. Grating position 

and output focal length were taken from Table 3. 

As a footnote to this topic, the author acknowledges Products 

for Research for customizing the cooler to give a shorter shutter to 

cathode distance. But he also deems the restricted output channel as 

the weakest part of the spectrograph's design. Informal testing 

indicates that intensity of a wavelength is not a function of 

photocathode position, so vignetting does not appear to be a senous 

problem. However, the tight shutter diameter is the major 

contributor to the spectrograph's poor stray light rejection (see later 

section). 

___ A __ _ 

I 

¥1 w ______ y ____ _ 

Horizontal (Specular) Plane Vertical Plane 

Grating 

Shutter 
Assembly 

Photocathode 

Figure 27. Possible vignetting by shutter. The shutter narrowly 
defines the exit orifice. Potential obscuration is studied with a 
scaled drawing of the two major planes. Obscuration of the 
extreme upper and lower photocathode areas appears to be 
present, but these areas are not used during the experiment. 
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Slit 

The slit is 25.4 mm tall. Its continuously variable width is 

expanded by micrometer action and constricted by springs. It was 

removed from an old grazing incidence spectrometer, so its age and 

original manufacturer are not known. The micrometer is calibrated 

in millimeters, and the accuracy of this slit width indicator depends 

on the zero having been set correctly (which is done by loosening the 

end nut and turning the dial). Since the spring action is somewhat 

faulty, one should tap the mounting block when narrowing the slit. 

Very narrow slit settings give an unusually shaped and shifted image 

which suggests a reflection inside the assembly. Furthermore, a spot 

is sometimes seen at the lower edge of the photocathode that is also 

probably attributable to a fault in the slit. It is therefore 

recommended that the slit width be set to at least 0.100 mm, and 

that EDGE GATEs be employed to reject the intermittent spot. All 

spectra presented in this work were acquired with a slit width of 

0.250 mm. 

The oscilloscope screen indicates that a well focussed image 1s 

approximately 12 mm tall, a surprising result given the 25 mm slit 

height. The cut-off is explained by the constricting light collection 

baffle. This stop, of 12.7 mm inside diameter and placed 25.4 mm 

above the observation zone, limits the height of the object, and, 

therefore, of the image. 
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Host computer/Spec21 

A Digital Equipment Corporation Minc-23, runmng the Spec21 

program, controls all data acquisition. The SSL 2412 Buffer Memory 

manual provides a good discussion of the hardware interface, so little 

will be said here. The recommended capacitor was installed to 

expand DATA TRANS. Efforts to use 28 foot braided cables between 
-

the SSL 2401 and an LSI 11/-23 resulted m data loss and cross talk, 

so the 10 foot distributed cabling is used. 

The software interface is conceptually rather simple. The Mine 

sends the SSL 2401 a desired integration time (formally called 

"acquisition time"), which the 2401 loads in its timer. When the Mine 

sends a "go" signal, the 2401 switches buffer pages and stores 

digitized counts in the active page. When time expires, the 2401 

stops sending counts to the buffer and asserts REQUEST A. The Mine 

is in a loop waiting for REQUEST A. Upon receipt, it again sends a 

time value and "go" code. The 2401 swaps buffers, negates REQUEST 

A, and commences another integration. When it changes buffers, the 

2401 places the contents of the newly inactive page's first register on 

the transmission cable. The Mine reads this word, and sends a 

control signal to the 2401, which then places the second word on the 

data lines. This continues until all 256 registers are read. The Mine 

then loops until REQUEST A is asserted, and the process is continued. 

Spec21 is a driver program designed to handle zero, one, or two 

modulated beams. Since it runs the spectrograph, it is included m 

this chapter even though it uses concepts introduced in other 

chapters. Most program sections are straightforward, and can be 



understood by reading the commented source code. 

the data acquisition section, however, is not trivial. 

example is used to clarify it. 

Understanding 

The following 

The example involves laser induced fluorescence of Na2 where 

a flag (flag #0) modulates the laser. Flag-open/flag-closed count 

rates are such that the highest signal-to-noise is obtained using a 

duty cycle of two-thirds flag-open and one-third flag-closed. 

Spec21 's preamble loads parameters that specify flag modulation, 

data run duration, and integration times. The following parameters 

describe the current example: mode -5, 100 sets, 6 acquisitions of 4 

seconds each for flag-open, and 2 acquisitions of 6 seconds each for 

flag-closed. Thus, the example data run has a pre-programmed 

duration of 100 x [(6 x 4 sec) + (2 x 6 sec)] = 3600 sec =1 hour. 
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The important raw data structures are 256 element 

accumulation vectors, representing total counts for the 28 pixels, plus 

one additional element representing the integration time. There are 

two such vectors in this example, one each for flag-open and flag

closed. The run starts with six consecutive acquisitions and buffer 

reads of flag-open. After each reading, the 256 channels (intensities) 

are added into the appropriate element of the data structure, and 4 

seconds is added to the flag-open time register. The flag is then 

closed and two acquisitions and reads are made; these intensities and 

flag-closed times are accumulated in the other data structure. After 

an hour, the run stops. The 256 elements for flag-open now contain 

the total counts for each pixel accumulated over 2400 seconds, and 

the 256 elements for flag-closed contain total counts for each pixel 
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accumulated over 1200 seconds. The data may be saved to disk. A 

file name is derived from the computer's date and time clock and a 

header written describing the run. Each (256) flag-open element 1s 

then divided by 2400 to give counts per second. The flag-closed 

vector is likewise converted by its time register to counts per second. 

These vectors are then stored along with their respective total times. 

Thus the data file holds count rates of the original data. 

Spectra are displayed on a Macintosh Plus computer runmng a 

program called Comml8. Spectral display is an obvious convenience, 

but it is not necessary for data acquisition; Spec21 will acquire and 

store data without the Macintosh, and allow the user to view them 

(after the data run) in a tabulated format. A serial line affords two

way communication between the Mac and the host computer, but 

almost all the transfer is from the Mine to the Mac. The only 

exception is a "prepared to accept transfer" signal, asserted by the 

Mac's menu command "From LSI", which the Mine must receive 

before it sends a spectrum. Which spectru~ is sent depends upon 

run time keyboard input into the Mine. 

The operator exerts control over Spec21 by run time keyboard 

input. After each acquisition, the program reads the keyboard input 

buffer and acts accordingly. The top portion of Figure 28 shows keys 

relevant to the example. The "ESC" key stops the data run and 

returns the program to menu mode, where the data may be saved. 

This is the usual termination method; a long run time should always 

be loaded in case a small signal develops needing long integration. 

Normally the run is halted before completing all of its pre-



programmed cycles. The ":" key pauses the run without loss or 

corruption of data. The """ key sets Spec2l's Macintosh Flag to allow 

spectrum transfer. The "@" resets the Macintosh Flag to prevent 

spectrum transfer. All other keys allow the the operator to choose 

which spectrum is displayed. 

The example involves two beams, one of which is modulated. 

While primary interest lies in the difference spectrum, the flag

closed spectrum is required to evaluate background signals. Figure 

28 shows that both the original (flag-open, flag-closed) and 
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difference (flag-open - flag-closed) spectra may be sent for display. 

To give more control over data display, Spec21 also offers long, 

medium, and short time frames. It was stated above that each beam 

combination had one accumulation vector 256 + 1 elements long. 

There are actually three such vectors, three for flag-open and three 

for flag-closed. The long time frame vector is zeroed only at the 

beginning of the run, and has already been discussed. The short time 

frame vector is zeroed before each acquisition; thus it contains only 

the most recent ( 4 or 6 second) acquisition. The medium time 

accumulation vector is zeroed at various times during the data; thus 

it reflects intermediate integration times. As indicated in Figure 28, 

the keyboard row chosen determines which time frame is displayed. 

The long time frame is of primary interest, since it has superior 

signal-to-noise. Short and medium time frames should occasionally 

be displayed to verify that signals (1) are still present (the oven 

material is not exhausted) and (2) are consistent. 
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Each spectrum sent to the Mac must be calculated. Spec21 does 

not keep a running tally of the difference spectrum. Furthermore, it 

is a design decision that all spectra leaving the Minc-23 are count 

rates, not total counts. This facilitates comparison of spectra. Since 

the raw data structures accumulate total counts during the run, some 

arithmetic is needed to convert to counts per second. Figure 28 

illustrates the arithmetic. The figure details the arithmetic 

performed when, after 19 spectra have been accumulated, the 

various run time keys are selected. 

Figure 29 is a flow chart describing the data acquisition section 

of Spec21. While the chart displays only a subset of the data 

acquisition section (see below), it does discloses a potential efficiency 

reduction; the spectrum transfer from Mine to Mac occurs during the 

acquisition. This transfer requires approximately 2.6 seconds, so 

acquisition times shorter than 2.6 seconds force the spectrograph 

into idleness. (The operator is reminded of the DO-NOT-SEND-TO

MAC option.) Transfer time is controlled by the Macintosh Delay 

Parameter set in Spec2l's header segment. The typical value is "45", 

with smaller numbers resulting in faster, but less reliable, 

transmission. Comm 18 requires slightly over 1 second to manipulate 

the transferred data into a spectrum. Only after the plot is drawn 

will the program reassert "prepared to accept transfer". If one 

desired to see spectra resulting from each acquisition, then 

integration times of 4 or more seconds should be selected. This. gives 

the Macintosh time t? accept and graph a spectrum before Spec21 

offers to send the next one. 
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Figure 28. Run time keyboard control and data display. Following the example 
in text, a data run is commenced. After 84 seconds the operator strikes a key 
on the Minc-23 keyboard (top). Two of the keys (ESC and :) affect data 
acquisition. Other keys control the calculation of data to be displayed on 
Macintosh (D vector, given in lower panels). All display spectra are counts 
per second, and are created from long, medium, or short integration times. 
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Figure 29. Flow chart for data acquisition section of Spec21 
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The flow chart does not address flag changes or the double

page nature of the buffer, which add considerable complexity to the 

program. A representative portion of the program's execution 

sequence is presented in Table 9. The table picks-up the example 

data run after 54 seconds (see Figure 28). This table is admittedly 

not self-explanatory; it is intended to aid the future programmer of 

Spec21. Two imperfections are noted, and their solutions are now 

discussed. 

The program uses a modular design: for a gtven current beam 

combination (flag configuration), all data acquired and read must be 

associated with that combination. This is in contrast to a streamlined 

design, which would allow the first read during a new combination to 

retrieve data acquired during the last combination. Considering the 

program's ability to handle four beam combinations, each of which 

has its own repetition number and acquisition time, the modular 

approach allows for easier program development. 

The modular approach requires two integrations and reads to 

manipulate and zero the buffers. Table 9 shows that there is a third, 

extraneous set (FIXl). Steps (3-5) are unnecessary because step (12) 

zeroes the same buffer. In fact, (3-5) is twice worthless, since (6) 

proceeds to pollute this buffer. With a measured read time of 4 

msec, the extra steps add a negligible 5 msec to every flag change. 

The second defect, however, does result in a significant reduction of 

efficiency. For each beam combination, the last display spectrum 

transfer to the Macintosh does not occur while the Mine is idle. This 

transfer (24) is executed during a short, 1 millisecond acquisition 
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(23). No useful data are being measured during the 2.6 second 

transfer time. The design is not intentional, and the problem can be 

rectified by altering those steps in Table 9 which are labelled "FIX2". 

The send command of steps ( -8) and (24) should be deleted. Steps 

(10) and (42) should be activated to send the spectra calculated by (-

1) and (31). (It is noted that this change will cause a divide-by-zero 

in subroutine "prosig" during the first passes of the data run.) 

The modular design causes a quirk in the data display. It 1s 

sometimes found that are more acquisitions than display spectra. As 

the program is currently written, the table shows that a flag

open/flag-closed cycle will only send 10 spectra when, in fact, 12 

acquisitions are executed and properly recorded. Even with the 

above changes, the quirk will persist. The revised program allows no 

display transfer except during a data integration. During the first 

acquisition of a new beam combination, the display spectrum 

generated at the end of the previous beam combination will be sent. 

However, between then and the second acquisition, no new data will 

have been read. It would be superfluous to send another spectrum 

during this second acquisition. Thus, there will be one less display 

update than acquisitions. The data set that is prevented from 

. contributing to the update is the second to last of that combination. 

It is emphasized that this acquisition is read and recorded. It is not 

sent because fresher data are available 5 msec later. 

A few technical notes will assist the future operator. To create 

a permanent record of a difference signal (flag-open - flag-closed), 

the spectrum is created by the Mine and sent to the Macintosh, 
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where it can be stored. Comml8 1s rather self-explanatory, with the 

exception that data transfer mode (the square wave cursor) 1s 

aborted by clicking the mouse button. However, if data are actually 

being transferred, such abortion will result in overflow of the 

Macintosh's input buffer and the computer will "hang". Before 

clicking the mouse, assert DO-NOT-SEND-TO-MAC and wait until the 

acquisition completes so that Spec21 may read it. Spec21 reads only 

the last keyboard character entered. If the operator enters two or 

more commands during an acquisition, only the last one entered is 

executed. 



Table 9. A portion of the example data acquisition is illustrated 
stepwise. Program is joined after 54 seconds. Refer to Figure 28. 
Two imperfections are noted in the table (FIX1, FIX2) and are 
discussed in the text. The table ends at the time addressed in 
Figure 28. 
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Black paint and black velvet are used inside the spectrograph 

to reduce stray light, but achieve only moderate success. The best 

defense is bracketing the input light with filters. A probable source 

of diffuse stray light is the white, shiny nylon grating holder, which 

can reflect input light directly onto the photocathode. The author 

regrets that choice of material. But the major cause of stray light is 

the shutter. The PFR-302 shutter is wide enough to pass the cone of 

light focusing on the photocathode, but will intercept some photons 

being focussed to the side. The interception results in reflections, 

some of which impinge on the cathode. Figure 30 illustrates such an 

effect when the grating is set to focus 620-720 nm but the input 
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signal contains a strong 589 nm component. The perspective is that 

of an observer at the grating looking towards the photocathode. 

It rarely found that features with less than 6 pixels fwhm arise 

from stray light. However, all broader features should be treated as 

stray light suspects. To investigate, one may retreat the EDGE 

GATING and look for non-vertical patterns on the round 

photocathode. This is how the Figure 30 case was discovered. One 

may also insert filters or rotate the grating slightly and note if the 

feature moves the proper distance. Another common stray light 

manifestation (also caused by the shutter) is a monotonic increase m 

count rates towards the edge of the cathode. 

~ Interior wall 

• Shutter frame 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Photocathode 

1\I~~~~~~II~~rl Photocathode active area 

• 589 nm photons 

Figure 30. Stray light. The observer is looking at the cathode 
from the grating vertex. The grating is set to expose 620 -720 nm 
light, but the strong 589 nm line strikes the shutter frame and 
reflects off the edges. The resulting stray light pattern is a criss
cross. 

Geometry adjustments 

The spectrograph was designed and built prior to grating 

characterization. Flexibility of geometry was, therefore, a key design 
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objective. The detector and grating each has three degrees of 

freedom, and the spectrograph itself has two. It was mentioned 

earlier that one might gain slightly better resolution by rotating the 

detector off the tangent to the Rowland circle. However, Figure 27 

shows that the 2" inside diameter shutter at a lever arm of 3.75" will 

significantly obscure images for even a small detector rotation. 

While preliminary tests did show a slight increase in resolution with 

rotation, image vignetting and stray light problems exceed this 

improvement and the detector should be aligned approximately 

perpendicular to the exit axis. This is achieved by rotating the cooler 

head parallel to the translation stage. The gimbal mount also allows 

a vertical tilt of the detector. Such a rotation is not necessary due to 

the 0.10" depth of focus. The detector/cooler head may also be 

translated in a direction nearly parallel to the exit axis and its 

position read from a plaque on the translation ways. The is the 

important DPOS adjustment discussed earlier. 

The. grating is also controlled with a translating gimbal mount 

(see Figure 19). As discussed earlier, the (coarse) translation should 

be executed at the start of a project. Subsequent changes will 

require recalibration. Rotation through the dispersion plane allows 

different wavelengths to shine on the photocathode. This is the GROT 

manipulation also discussed earlier. Gimbal mounting affords 

rotation in the vertical direction such that the image can be centered 

vertically on the cathode. This is a useful adjustment at the start of a 

project or when one installs restrictive collection _optics baffles. 
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The entire spectrograph can be rotated about the entrance slit. 

The rotation is found unnecessary and should be permanently set 

such that the slit mounting block is perpendicular to the optical 

collection axis. Horizontal translation of the entire spectrograph with 

respect to this collection axis is a very imponant adjustment. It is 

easily performed and profoundly affects throughput efficiency when 

imaging narrow sources, e.g., laser induced fluorescence, into the 

narrow slit. 

Maximum count rate 

All phototubes are damaged by amplification of intense photon 

fluxes. To prevent such damage, it is imperative to view the SSL 

2401 RATE meter as the shutter is opened. (Recall that edge gating 

does not affect the RATE circuit, so the front panel RATE meter will 

always give a truthful indication of detector activity.) Then the 

oscilloscope image should be inspected to insure that no local image, 

such as an atomic line, is too bright. One symptom of excessive input 

flux is high dark counts. If the tube IS "burned", the shutter should 

be closed and bias voltage applied until dark counts are back to their 

usual rate and are evenly distributed. 

The liT sales brochure lists a maximum mcp output current of 

100nA/cm2, which corresponds to approximately 3,000,000 cps (.78 

inch2, 1E6 amplification). For reasons given below, the author does 

not recommend operation at such high count rates. The highest count 

rate measured in this lab is 100,000 cps, and neutral density filters 

are usually employed to achieve a count rate of 20,000 cps. 
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Low count rates will extend the life of the F4146. The ITT 

reference mentions that the principal damage mechanism in the 

F4146 is ion sputtering. Positive ions are formed in the mcp's and 

accelerated backwards to the photocathode, where they implant and 

reduce sensitivity. The chevron orientation of one plate's 

microchannels with respect to the next plate's microchannels is to 

encourage implantation of these positive ions back into the 

microchannel walls. Also, a thin layer of aluminum over the Z plate 

entrance captures escaping positive ions. 

Another criterion for maximum count rates IS linearity of 

response. For very high count rates, the 3 !JSec processing time will 

cause rejection of valid events. With counts evenly distributed over 

the photocathode, this nonlinearity begins at count rates significantly 

higher than 50,000 cps. For localized high count rates, such as atomic 

lines, recharge time of the active microchannels will lower the 

nonlinearity threshold. The user should employ neutral density 

filters to ensure that he is operating in a linear regime. 

Sensitivity 

All sensitivity studies include the collection optics discussed m 

chapter 2. 

A blackbody source IS used to measure absolute sensitivity of 

the spectrograph and collection optics at 550 nm. The method begins 

with using blackbody theory to predict the photon fluence into the 

acceptance angle of the collection optics (f/2.5). One then corrects 

this for the anticipated transmission of the optical elements, 0.96 for 



each uncoated air/glass interface, 0.50 for the grating, and 0.60 for 

mcp/discriminator efficiency (ITT brochure note #31). The 
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correction factors for filters is found with a uv/vis multichannel 

spectrometer (Equ 5). The ITT Ma-3 photocathode has a quantum 

efficiency of 0.10. Comparison of measured count rate to the 

corrected theoretical one shows absolute sensitivity to be 40% of the 

expected value. This one-half loss may be real or may result from 

artificially low temperature reading. Source temperatures used were 

873 K, 975 K, and 1065 K, as measured by a cromel/alumel 

thermocouple dangling inside the oven. Predicted blackbody fluence 

increases by a factor of four when the source temperature is changed 

from 950 K to 1000K, implying that the one-half loss could result 

from an error of only 25 K in the measured temperature. 

Relative efficiency is measured with a hot tungsten w1re. 

Conversion factors from Langumir (Sui 60) allow the filament current 

to be translated into a temperature. Emissivity is taken to be 

constant throughout the wavelength range covered. The relative 

count rates of two wavelengths are measured, and the ratio is 

compared to that anticipated from a blackbody source at the wire's 

temperature. 

Three sets of data are used to generate the sensitivity profile. 

The first set measures the relative sensitivity of 330 nm versus 382 

nm. It involves a Corion P-10-330-A filter, which has a nominal 

fwhm of 10 nm centered at 330 nm, and a local maximum at 382 nm. 

Unfortunately, around 330 nm transmission of the achromatic lenses 

seems to be a steeply falling function, and the measurement may 
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actually be representative of 335 nm versus 382 nm. The second set 

of data uses a Schott glass UG-1 filter, which allows relative 

determinations of 343 nm, 350 nm, 360 nm, 370 nm, 380 nm, and 

390 nm. A third data set compares 365 nm (Corning P-10-365-A), 

400 nm (Corning P-10-400-A), 589 nm and 819 nm (Pomfret). 

The data sets are spliced together and the result given in Table 

10 and Figure 31. Considerable uncertainty is associated with these 

values: perhaps a factor of two for all wavelengths except the 

comparison of 330 with 380 nm, where the uncertainty may be a 

factor of ten. As mentioned before, the 10 nm bandpass of the 330 

nm filter, coupled with imperfect focussing by the grating, makes it 

unclear which wavelength is being measured. In addition, the 

observed discontinuity between 400 nm and 390 nm is probably 

artificial. Appendix 2 presents a second determination of the 

relative response, and comparison between results of that method 

and this blackbody technique may provide a better indication of 

error in Table 10 than the estimated factors of two and ten estimated 

above. 

Table 10. Relative response of the system. Achromats are 
believed to be responsible for the sharp drop after 350 nm. 

Wavelength (nm) Relative Sensitivity 
330 .001 
343 .12 
350 .18 
360 .30 
365 .36 
370 .38 
380 .42 
390 .55 
400 1 
589 1 
819 .06 
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Figure 31. Relative sensitivity of spectrograph and collection 
optics. Error bars are not included. See above paragraph for 
uncertainties. 

Resolution 
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The spectrograph is capable of imaging atomic lines to a fwhm 

of 4 pixels (2 nm). Equal sized peaks separated by 1.5 nm are 

resolvable. Since the Sum pulse height is lower than manufacturer's 

specifications (0.8 V instead of 1.4 V), it is tempting to conclude that 

resolution is limited by the detector. However, operation at voltages 

50 volts higher, where the pulses are the correct magnitude, does not 

decrease atomic line fwhm and only slightly increases resolution of 

doublets. The grating is not above suspicion. During the design 

interview, Tom Mikes predicted that a point source would image to a 

diameter of about 250 microns. This is two and one-half pixels. It is 

the author's opinion that the spectrograph enjoys an efficient match 

of capabilities; the grating and detector exhibit equal, if moderate, 

resolution. 
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Results 

1 15 

Results of the attempt to observe laser-induced fluorescence of 

the Na2Cl system are displayed in the first section, and 

chemiluminescence of Na2 + F is presented in the second. While most 

analysis is delayed until chapter 5, artifact sources are discussed 

here. In the present context, an "artifact" is some source of emission 

that does not result from the process which the experiment is 

intended to study. Here, probable artifact sources are mentioned, 

along with evidence assessing their participation in the observed 

signals. 

Spectra are acquired with the spectrograph discussed in 

chapter 3. Unless otherwise stated, t~e wavelength scale is thought 

to be accurate to within 2 nm. The spectra are uncorrected for filters 

and for the spectral response characteristics of the instrument 

determined in the previous chapter. Spectra themselves are 

identified by a file name in the upper left-hand corner. This is a 

composite of the time (24 hour clock), month (hexidecimal), and day. 

At upper right is the time spent during the acquisition. The 

experiments always modulate one of the reagents, and the data 

presented below are always difference spectra generated by 
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subtraction of flag-closed data from flag-open data unless otherwise 

noted. 

Na2Cl + hv 

Na2Cl is produced in the alkali source usmg Kappes' recipe (Kap 

89). The flagged argon ion laser is tuned to 514.5 nm and crosses the 

molecular beam. Laser-induced fluorescence of the Na/NaCl beam is 

recorded in the upper panels of Figures 32a-32f. After the 

experiment, the chamber is cleaned, the oven well-washed, and the 

experiment repeated with pure sodium. The null results are placed 

in the lower panels of Figures 32a-32f. 

All spectra are difference spectra, generated by subtracting 

laser-off fluorescence from laser-on. Thus, the signals seen in the 

figures do require laser photons. Furthermore, the alkali beam is 

occasionally flagged, between data points, to ensure that stray laser 

light makes no contribution to the laser-on signal other than at 514 

nm. 

The molecular beam is not mass analyzed, so its content can 

only be inferred. Since NaCl is a minor component in the oven (0.5 g 

versus 46 g Na), one would expect the Na2Cl to be minor component 

of the beam as well. The preponderant species should be the high 

vapor pressure atomic sodium. At the source temperature of 960 K 

and nozzle temperature of 1110 K, one would also anticipate dim eric 

and possibly higher sodium polymers (Cru 82, Cob 88). Indeed, 

Kappes (Kap 89) indicates that two-photon ionization of Na2 is two to 
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three orders of magnitude more intense than Na2Cl, and that Na3 and 

Na2Cl have comparable signal strengths. 

Thus, the primary artifact sources for the experiment are 

sodium dimers, which are known to absorb 514.5 nm radiation (Dem 

75), and trimers. The lower panels of Figure 32 measure this artifact 

contribution. The results are discouraging. Taken on two different 

days, the spectra differ slightly in their magnitudes, but their 

spectral ·shapes are nearly identical. The obvious conclusion is that 

the features seen in the upper panels do not require chloride, and 

therefore are not laser-induced fluorescence of Na2CL 

Toward the end of each experiment, the laser is tuned to 488.0 

nm in an effort to populate the 490 nm state seen by Kappes (Kap 

89). Unfortunately, this wavelength falls well inside the N a2 B-X 

system, and results in bright fluorescence that requires 1 OOOX 

attenuation (Figure 33 ). Like the 514 nm induced fluorescence, this 

spectrum shows such a striking resemblance to the null experiment 

that all features should be attributed to non-chlorinated alkali 

species. 

Further discussion of the data ts left until chapter 5. 
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Figure 32a. Upper spectra is Na laced with NaCl. Lower spectra is 
pure Na. Fall-off at 820 nm is not due to detector response. 
Filters: ND-0.5, LWP550. Filter nomenclature: neutral density 
filters = ND-nn, where nn is the optical density; edge filters = 
S/L WPnnn, short/long wavelength pass, where nnn is the cut-on 
wavelength in nanometers. 
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Figure 32b. Upper spectra is Na laced with NaCl. Lower spectra is 
pure Na. Filters: ND-0.5, LWP550 (see caption Figure 32a). 
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Figure 32c. Upper spectra is Na laced with NaCl. Lower spectra is 
pure Na. Filters: LWP550, SWP750 (see caption Figure 32a). 
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Figure 32d. Upper spectra is Na laced with NaCI. Lower spectra is 
pure Na. Atomic sodium peak height at 589 nm is 1913 
cps.(upper), 1307 cps (lower). Filters: LWP550 (see caption Figure 
32a). 
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Figure 32e. Upper spectra is Na laced with NaCl. Lower spectra is 
pure Na. Laser peak (at arrow) is 110 cps (upper), 200 cps 
(lower). Filters: ND-2. 
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Figure 32f. Upper spectra is Na laced with NaCI. Lower spectra is 
pure Na. Laser is at arrow. Fluorescence appears to be from Na2 
(B -X). See chapter 5 for discussion. Filters: ND-2. 
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Upper spectra is Na laced with NaCI. 
Argon ion laser is tuned to 488.0 nm. 

Lower spectra is 
Filters: ND-3. 
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Na2 + F -+ NaF + Na* 

The goal here is to observe photon emission at or around the 

atomic sodium transitions 4s-+3s and/or 3d-+3s. Since these 

transitions are forbidden by electric dipole selection rules for the 

free atom, their observation may indicate that the emission event 

occurred while the (three atom) system was completing the reaction. 

Sodium dimer is produced in a neat free jet expansion, and the 

principle F atom source is a discharged flow of He/F2. Once again 

unwanted artifact sources are rife in this experiment. Although the 

sodium oven operates at vapor pressures (vp < 10 torr) well below 

the 100 torr usually employed to make sodium trimer (Cru 82, Cob 

88), Na3 should be considered a possible contaminant. There is also 

an unspecified potassium impurity in the Baker reagent grade 

sodium. The F atom spray probably contains some molecular 

fluorine, both from incomplete dissociation and atomic 

recombination. This contribution is qualitatively evaluated by 

turning the discharge power off. 

While the target transitions lie in the near ultra-violet, 

consideration of the yellow and blue regions allows a better 

understanding of the processes occurring. Figure 34 addresses the 

yellow region and Figure 35 the blue wavelengths. It is seen that the 

characteristic 3p-3s transition is quite strong (108 cps, corrected for 

filters), and is bounded by much weaker 5s-3p and 4d-+3p peaks. 

The "foot" at the base of the central line probably results from 

imperfect focusing by the grating, not from any transition region 

wing emission (Arr 83). 
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"Wings" about central line probably result from imperfect 
grating focus. Oven temperature is 765 K (3.3 torr). Monitor is 
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The blue spectrum in Figure 35 exhibits emission from both 

Na* and Na2*. A cut-off filter, which attenuates wavelengths longer 

than 550 nm, interrupts the Na2 Blnu-XlLg band system. This 

identification is made by modelling with Franck-Condon factors (Kus 

78) and an upper state vibrational temperature of 1000 K. The 

model predicts unstructured molecular emissiOn from 565 to 460 

nm. By varying oven conditions, it is seen that the two peaks at 454 

and 436 nm track together, but that their dependence upon oven 

conditions differs from that of the unstructured emission lying to the 

red of 460 nm. Thus these peaks are probably not Na2 B-X. A 

similar, doubly-peaked band system is identified in the literature as 

either pure triplet emission Na2 (1)3Ag-a3Lu, A=L or TI (Wan 86); or 

a mixed system Na2 23Tig-13Lu and Na2 21Lu-X1Lg (Pic 86), where 

21Lu is a double-minimum state lying slightly below Clnu. (Each 

author's notation is used, but it seems the authors are describing the 

same triplet states.) 

The blue region emissions show a strong dependence on oven 

temperature. Figure 36 shows that for sufficiently low vapor 

pressures (vp<0.5 torr) the spectrum exhibits a continuum of 1 cps, 

very little Na2 B-X, and well defined atomic lines ranging from the 

6s-3p peak to the unresolved lls-3p/10d-3p. However, at the 

vapor pressures used to acquire near uv data (~5 torr), Na2 B-X is 

prominent and the high-energy atomic lines "collapse" into the triplet 

structures of 454/436 nm. This surprising behavior is, of course, 

reproducible. 
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Three possible mechanisms are proposed for dimer excitation. 

1) Light from the discharge region may excite the dimers. This 

does not seem plausible, as tests conducted with a pure He discharge 

show very little ( < 10 cps total) glow-induced fluorescence. 

2) Reaction of halogen atom with Na3 has been shown to yield 

dimer fluorescence (Cob 88, Cru 82). The large change in emission 

profile between vapor pressures 0.5 and 5 torr may correlate with 

the beginning of significant trimer production. However, the onset of 

Na3 should not quench the highly excited atomic emission from 460 

to 425 nm. Thus Na3 + F can explain the appearance of the 454/436 

nm peaks, but it fails to rationalize the disappearance of highly 

excited atomic emissions seen in Figure 36. 

3) Collisional energy transfer between excited atom and ground 

state dimer has been documented (Arr 83a) for the Na2 + F reaction, 

where emission from Na2 Alr was observed. Sufficient energy is also 

available (Table 12) to excite higher Na2 states, and this mechanism 

may explain the change from atomic to dimeric emitters seen at the 

blue end of Figures 35 and 36. These highly excited atomic states 

are relatively long-lived, with lifetimes on the order of 2 J.ISec (Wei 

69). During the low vapor pressure experiment of Figure 35, these 

states are formed and fluoresce in the usual way. With higher 

pressure in the oven, and thus significantly more N a2 in the beam, 

these atomic states are formed but then collide with a dimer before 

they can fluoresce. If tbe collision allows transfer of electronic 

energy, then the atomic emission is quenched and the dimeric 
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emission IS enhanced. This suppressiOn and enhancement follows the 

trend observed between Figure 36 and 35. 

The target spectral region is shown in Figure 37. While it does 

not show an atomic peak corresponding to 4s-+3s (388.5 nm), it does 

exhibit a feature at the other target transition, 3d-3s (342.8 nm). 

Calibrating the wavelength scale with Hg, N e, and He lamps, one 

obtains a function that, when extrapolated, yields 330.5 nm for the 

feature assigned as Na 4p-+3s. This compares favorably to the 

tabulated doublet wavelengths of 330.4 and 330.3 nm (Moo 71). The 

calibration seems adequate, and places the observed feature at 342.9 

nm, well within the 0.5 nm pixel width of the spectrograph from 

342.8 nm. Therefore, it appears that system may indeed be 

undergoing this "disallowed" target transition. 

Halogen artifact studies are presented in Figures 38 and 39. 

Turning the discharge power off allows molecular F2 to react with the 

sodium beam. One sees that the target feature and the allowed 

4p-3s peak are significantly reduced. (Inexplicably, lines from the 

potassium impurity increase with discharge-off.) Figure 39 is 

acquired with CF4/He as the discharge gas, and this spectrum has an 

appearance similar to Figure 37. It is probable, then, that the target 

feature is a result of F atoms. 
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Figure 37. Filters: Schott glass BG-3, KG-3. Sodium beam reacts 
with discharged F2/He. Monitor is 11 ,000 nA. Oven temperature is 
793 K (6.0 torr). Note lack of atomic-like emission at 388.5 nm. 
Integrated peak intensity, corrected for filters, of other target 
feature ( +) is 7.6 cps, of 4p-3s is 850 cps. 
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Figure 38. Filters: Schott glass BG-3, KG-3. Discharge power is 
off. Sodium beam reacts with Fz/He. Monitor is not recorded, but 
is consistently 10% of discharge-on. Oven temperature is 793 K 
(6.0 torr). Lack of target transition ( +) suggests that it does not 
arise from Fz. 
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Figure 39. Filters: Schott glass BG-3, KG-3. Sodium beam reacts 
with discharged CF 4/He. Monitor is greater than 2000 nA. Oven 
temperature is 822 K (9.7 torr). Target transition ( +) occurs with 
both CF 4/He and F2/He discharge gases. 
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Figure 40 addresses the role of impurity potassium, which has 

a transition K(6p-4s) at 344.8 nm (Moo 71). The oven is loaded 

with 0.07 g of K in addition to its 23 g of Na. This spectrum is then 

compared to one taken with a "pure" sodium charge. The monitor 

(3d-3p) registers 9,000 nA for the K-added spectrum and 11,000 

nA for the "pure" one. For the comparison, the latter spectrum Is 

multiplied by 0.82 (9,000/11,000). The figure illustrates that 

potassium makes very little contribution to the emission spectrum 

except at its 5p-4s atomic transition. 
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Figure 40. Filters: Schott glass BG-3, KG-3. Two spectra taken with 
discharged F2/He. One profile is acquired with a potassium-doped 
oven (T=771 K, 3.6 torr, monitor=9,000 nA, file 1634.B27). Other 
spectrum, taken on same day as Figure 37, uses "pure" sodium 
reagent (T=793 K, 6.0 torr, monitor 11,000 nA, file 1633.B21). 
Latter is multiplied by 0.82, ratio of monitor signals. Potassium is 
not responsible for target feature. 
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There is a large continuum throughout the spectrum, and two 

tests address the origin of these photons. To test for any 

contribution from stray visible emission, a Schott glass filter GG-400, 

which passes wavelengths longer than 400 nm, is introduced. The 

continuum is then seen to approach zero for wavelengths shorter 

than the cut-on for this filter. The lack of measured count rates 

bluer than 400 nm suggests that photons normally registered 

between 400 and 320 nm are indeed ultra-violet. 

A second "bad light" check evaluates possible red-shifted 

fluorescence of the collection optics. The (4p-3s) emission at 330 

nm is severely attenuated by the two achromats, which may 

subsequently fluorescence. The Schott glass KV -370 passes 

wavelengths longer than 370 nm and is specified as a special, low 

fluorescence filter; thus the filter should absorb all 330 nm light but 

not emit (presumably converting the energy into heat). A special 

experiment is run where the filter is placed inside the vacuum 

system, below the first optical element of the collection system. If 

the signal normally measured between 420 and 370 nm arises from 

330 nm-induced fluorescence of the vacuum flat or achromats, then 

this region of the spectrum should be baseline, since the 330 has 

been filtered before striking these elements. Instead, the usual 

signal levels from 420 to 370 nm are seen in this special 

configuration, indicating that light in this region does not anse from 

collection optic fluorescence induced by wavelengths shorter than 

370 nm. 
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The target feature is only one of many in the region. Along 

with the anticipated 4p-3s, one sees a strong peak at 360 nm. An 

even more troubling point is that there may be a possible 

progression to the blue which appears to end with the target 

transition. It is believed that most of this emission results from 

excited sodium dimer. 

Chemiluminescence from Na3 + X (X=Cl,Br,I) has been reported 

by Gole and co-workers (Cru 82,Cob 88) using source vapor pressures 

between 20 and 120 torr. Structured emission is observed in the 

near ultra-violet, and is thought to arise from singlet transitions of 

the excited product Na2* although no features are explicitly 

identified. These reported spectra look very different from Figure 

37. However, this does not preclude trimer related emission in 

Figure 37 because the energetics of our system are different from 

those of Gole: the halogen is different and thus also is the 

exothermicity, and the oven operating temperatures are unlike as 

well. 

The 360 nm peak was investigated by varymg the oven 

conditions. Its intensity was found not to change proportionally with 

the atomic (3d-3p) or (4p-3s) transitions. Therefore, this feature is 

probably not related to the forbidden transitions (3d-3s) or (4s-3s) 

The 360 nm feature is quite similar to a N a2* triplet band 

reported by Wang et al (Wan 86). Using a heat pipe oven and double 

pumping with 589 nm photons, they observe the 454/436 nm triplet 

band system identified in Figure 35. (These bands are probably 

responsible for the long wavelength rise of Figure 37 .) They also see 
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another triplet band system, originating from a higher state, that 

emits 385-340 nm light. It manifests a broad peak at 360 nm, and a 

small one at 375 nm. Despite having 0.2 nm resolution, they see no 

other structure. The lack of observed structure between 340 and 

355 nm makes it plausible, if optimistic, that the target feature is 

unrelated to this band system. 

An artifact interpretation of the spectra includes the target 

feature as part of a Na2 C-+ X vibrational progression. Figure 39 · 

shows three peaks of approximately equal spacing at 353.0, 348.2, 

and of course, 342.9 nm. The Na2 C1Tiu-+Xltg system is known to 

fluoresce between 330 and 360 nm (Ver 82, Bou 70), but the 

observed spacing is too large to represent emission from a single 

vibrational upper state into various ground vibrational states. 

[Observed spacing is ::::420 cm-1 versus we Xl.t=l59 cm-1(Kus 78).] 

Furthermore, modelling the Na2 ClTiu-+X1tg spectrum at upper state 

vibrational temperatures from 1 to 1000 K yields only a doubly

peaked structure with a spacmg .of 200 cm-1. The inability to 

interpret the observed peaks as N a2 C-+ X emission suggests that free 

Na2 C1nu may not be an interference in this experiment. Thus the 

target feature is possibly unrelated to dimeric fluorescence. 

It conclusion, it is repeated that the 4s-+3s target transition 

(388.5 nm) is not observed, although it may well be obscured by the 

large signals extending from 425 to 340 nm. It is the author's 

opinion that this large positive baseline results from Na2 emission. 

Dimer interference, whether by collisional energy transfer or Na3 
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reaction, also casts some doubt on the atomic nature of the observed 

feature (343.9 nm), which will continue to be tentatively identified 

as the 3d-3s target transition (342.8 nm). Unfortunately, discussion 

in chapter 5 will make the identification moot: signal levels observed 

at 343.9 nm are compatible with those expected from the Na 3d 

atoms in free space, unperturbed by any reaction partners. 
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CHAPTERS 

Discussion and Conclusion 

Na2Cl + hv 

Comparison of normal versus null spectra (Figures 32 and 33) 

shows no significant laser-induced fluorescence which can be 

attributed to N a2Cl. In general, one expects to observe emission at 

wavelengths similar to those of the exciting laser, since Franck

Condon factors that "allow" the excitation will also encourage 

emission in the same region. Unfortunately, background fluorescence 

is bright enough here to require at least lOOX attenuation of the 

signals. 

The source of interference is not positively identified, but 

sodium dimer is a likely candidate. The bright system of Figures 32e 

and 32f appears to be Na2 BlTiu(v'=7)-Xli:g(v"=0,1, ... 19), and Table 

11 lists calculated and observed line positions for this progression. 

While agreement is not exact, the calculated and observed spectra 

show similar variation in peak spacings along the 70 nm emission 

range. Populating the upper level v' = 7 state with a 514.5 nm 

photon reqmres an initial lower vibrational quantum number of 

about 11. This surprisingly high initial state will be discussed at the 

conclusion. 



Table 11. Observed peak positions of Figure 32f and calculated 
wavelengths for Na2 B1 llu(v'=7,J=O)- X 1.tg(v"=0, 1, ... 19,J=0). 
Exciting transition is (approximately) B(v'=7,J'=0)-X(v"=ll,J"=0), 
correspondin~ to 513 5 nm 

Calculated 
v" wavelen~th 

0 473.2 
1 476.8 
2 480.3 
3 483.9 
4 487.6 
5 491.2 
6 494.9 
7 498.5 
8 502.2 
9 505.4 
10 500.7 
11 513.4 
12 517.2 
13 521.0 
14 524.7 
15 528.6 
16 532.4 
17 536.2 
18 540.1 
19 543.9 

Constants (em -I) 
Te 20,319.596 
We' 124.0656 
tt.eXe' -.6863 

II 

We 159.125 
II 

WeXe -.72547 

(nm) 
Observed 
wavelen~th 

473.0 
476.0 
479.0 
483.5 
486.5 
492.0 
495.5 
-

502.5 
506.5 
510.5 
514.0 
517.0 
521.0 
524.5 
528.0 
531.5 
535.0 
538.5 
541.5 

Reference 
(Dem 69) 
(Dem 69) 
(Dem 69) 
(Dem 75) 
(Dem 75) 

(nm) 
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The results cannot imply that Na2Cl does not absorb and 

fluoresce. As discussed in the introduction, theoretical work (Str 73) 

on the Na2Cl system predicts a ground state well with depth of 14.6 

kcal/mole (5098 cm-1). The same calculation, and analogy to the 

KNaCl system (Yam 87), suggests bound excited states which 

correlate to the Na 3p atomic state (16,978 cm-1). Although the 
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upper well depth is not known, it can be surmised that the most 

energetic photon giving rise to excitation below the dissociation limit 

of the upper state, and starting from the ground state of the complex, 

is 453 nm (22,076 cm-1). The laser wavelengths used here, 514.5 

nm (19,436 cm-1) and 488 nm(20492 cm-1), thus are not too 

energetic to populate the postulated excited state. The existence and 

accessibility of this bound, excited state has been established by the 

observed two-photon ionization resonance (Kap 89). While the 

excited state may have non-radiative decay pathways, the 

observation of two-photon absorption suggests that it does not 

instantly undergo internal conversion and therefore may have some 

quantum yield for fluorescence. 

Conclusion 

The proper conclusion seems to be that the large background 

fluorescence emanating from homonuclear sodium molecules is 

swamping any laser-induced fluorescence from the Na2Cl complex. 

Four rationalizations of this null result are offered. 

1) Documented Na2Cl production (Kap 85) involves a single 

chamber oven. The present experiment used a double chamber type 

with the nozzle heated 100 to 150 K hotter than the body. This extra 

heat may significantly dissociate the weakly bound target molecule. 

2) The eleven hot bands of Figure 32f suggest a significant 

population of v"=11 sodium dimers in the ground state. This is 

unexpected and troubling, since, for the expansion parameter 45 

torr-mm, the expected vibrational temperature is c. 150 K (Arr 83a). 
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The beam may be suffering collisions after the expansiOn which heat 

the dimer. These same collisions may dissociate the Na2CL 

3) The exciting photons (514.5 and 488.0 nm) may not be 

resonant with a Na2Cl electronic transition. This contradicts the 

observation of two-photon ionization (Kap 89) and therefore does not 

seem plausible. 

4) The quantum yield for fluorescence may be very small as a 

result of internal conversion or predissociation. 

Ma.ss analysis of the molecular beam would reduce the 

uncertainty with respect to points (1) and (2). Not only would a 

mass spectrometer be able to verify the production of N a2Cl, the 

diagnostic could also measure relative abundances of Nax and thus 

permit determination of oven conditions which maximize Na2Cl:Nax 

concentrations in the beam. 

A coumarin dye laser might be a better excitation source than 

the argon ion laser. Recall that the lower energy resonance of Na2Cl 

is centered around 525 nm, and the cross section for two-photon 

ionization is four times greater at this energy than at 514 nm (Kap 

89). More importantly, longer excitation wavelengths might result in 

significantly less Na2 B-X background fluorescence since 514 nm is 

already near the low energy limit of Na2 B-X excitation (Ber 78, Dem 

69). 
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Na2 + F - NaF + Na* 

Before analyzing the data, it is instructive to consider the 

energetics and excitation mechanism of the reaction. Table 12 lists 

enthalpies for relevant reactions. 

Table 12 Entha1pies for germane reactions. Enthalpy for 
principle reaction (1) is derived from reactions 2 and 3. Energies 
are given in thousands of wavenumbers. 

Reaction 

1 ) Na2 + F ._ NaF + Na 

2) Na +F._ NaF 

3) Na + Na -- Na2 

4) Na + NaF ._ Na2F 

5) Na2F+ + e- ._ Na2F 

6) Na2+ + e- - Na2 

7) F + e- -- p-

8) Na+ + e- -Na 

9) 3p Na -- 3s Na 

10) 4s Na -3s Na 

11) 3d Na -- 3s Na 

12) 4p Na -3s Na 

33.9 

39.88 

5.97 

12 

32.3 

38.7 

27.4 

41.5 

16.97 

25.74 

29.17 

30.30 

Reference 

(Arr 89) 

(Kus 78) 

(Kap 85) 

(Kap 85) 

(Arr 89) 

(Arr 89) 

(Moo 71) 

(Moo 71) 

(Moo 71) 

(Moo 71) 

(Moo 71) 

Magee (Mag 40) was one of the frrst to invoke curve crossings 

to explain excited product formation of alkali dimer and halogen 

reactions. Struve et al. (Str 75) attribute the large variety of product 

states to the large number of energetically available curve crossings 

in the transition region. Polanyi et al. (Arr 89) consider this for the 
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reaction studied here. They present a qualitative figure that displays 

these crossings, which is sketched in Figure 41. 

l 

F-+ Na; fiT 9 ) 

F-+ Na; (2 r; ) 

- + 
F+ N~ fiiu) 

F-+ Na; (2 1:~) 

F+~ ~1:~) 
F+N~ er;) C - Na+*+NaF

Na+ +NaF

~--~ Na* (:f D)+ NaF 

Na* (iS)+ NaF 

Na* {tP)+NaF 

Na ds> + NaF 

Reaction Coordinate 

Figure 41. Cuts through potential energy surfaces for Cs 
symmetry. Open circles represent avoided crossings. Traversal 
of crossings is responsible for excited atomic product First 
crossing in entrance channel is at 10.3 A, inner crossings from 4 
A to 2 A. Figure adapted from reference (Arr 89). 

Figure 41 considers the Cs (planar) symmetry of the three atom 

system. Diabatic curves that correlate with the ionic dimer are seen 

to drop below the diabatic covalent curve. The radius of the crossing 

can be approximated by the simple electrostatic equality 
e2 
- = IP -EA. 
rc 

where IP is the ionization potential of the dimer and EA is the 

electron affinity of the F atom. Using equations 6 and 7 of Table 12, 
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this places the first crossing at 10.3 A. The other crossings in the 

entrance channel are between 4 and 2 A. Crossings are also shown in 

the exit channel, where the lowest ionic curve intersects the various 

covalent asymptotic product curves. One intersection is at 7 A, and 

the remainder are near 10 A. (The simplified figure indicates only 

one surface emanating from degenerate reactant and product states 

which actually branch into several surfaces. Also, only the three 

lowest diabatic curves are defined through the transition region, 

while all should continue to product states.) 

In the adiabatic representation, these curves do not cross, smce 

they are of the same symmetry. The non-adiabatic transitions that 

must take place to create highly excited products are thought to 

occur at these avoided intersections. The reaction begins on the 

ground, covalent surface. When it reaches the avoided crossing, the 

trajectory may proceed adiabatically down the well, or it can jump to 

the excited state, continuing along the initial diabatic curve. This 

probability is given by (Lan 65) 

Pjump= exp[ -21TV2fhvaS] 

where v is the relative speed, aS is the difference m curve slopes at 

the point of nearest approach, and V is the matrix element in the 

Hamiltonian that couples the two states. At the first crossing, the 

wavefunctions of the two states are quite different: the covalent 

surface has the "active" electron on the dimer, whereas the ionic 

system places the electron 10.3 A away on the F- ion. Thus the 

coupling term, V, is likely to be very small and a significant fraction 

of the collisions will make the non-adiabatic transition. This 
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proposed mechanism also predicts that increased collision energy 

(relative speed v) will also facilitate non-adiabatic transition. At the 

inner crossings the coupling term will be much larger, giving much 

smaller probability of non-adiabatic crossing. These inner surfaces 

adiabatically correlate with excited atomic states (see Appendix 1); 

thus, the variety of excited product states can be attributed to 

multiple surface jumps in the transition region. 

Evaluation of Atomic Signals 

The experiment attempts to observe em1ss10n from the sodium 

atom as the reaction complex dissociates into products. The 

experiment focuses on two atomic transitions: 

4s 2 S 1 - 3s 2 S 1 3d 2 D s 3 - 3s 2 S 1 
2 2 2 1 2 2 

Although these transitions are electric dipole forbidden, emission 

may take place under the perturbing influence of the other reaction 

product, NaF. Such emission would be a direct observation of a 

transition region species emitting "late" in the reaction event, when 

the nascent products are reasonably well formed into alkali atom and 

alkali halide. The frequency of this emission could be that of the free 

atom, or might be shifted slightly (Arr 83, Ude 89). 

No atomic-like (narrow) feature is observed at the 4s-+3s 

transition (388.5 nm). Unfortunately, any weak feature at this 

wavelength will be partially obscured by the 5 cps "continuum" that 

is also present. More will be said about this continuum below. One 

might suppose that the broad peak at 378 nm is shifted 4s-+3s 



em1sswn, but its increase with pure F2 (Figure 38) suggests that it 

results from a process not involving F. 
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A narrow feature is seen at the 3d-3s transition (342.8 nm). 

Like other well-focused atomic lines measured by the spectrograph, 

it has a full-width-at-half-maximum of 5 pixels, which is the profile 

expected from an atomic line. It may also be associated with a 

molecular progression that starts with the 360 nm peak and advance 

to the blue. Positive identification is moot, however, since the 

following calculation will show that electric quadrupole radiation of 

the free atom is expected to be at least as great as the signals 

observed in the results. That is, the 3d atoms created by the reaction 

should produce signals, due to the electric quadrupole transition 

moment of the free atom, that are equal to or greater than the 

observed signals. Perturbation by N aF in the reaction event 1s thus 

not needed to explain the observation. 

Calculation of quadrupole emission rate 

The atomic transitions are forbidden for electric dipole 

radiation, but are not forbidden by other electromagnetic 

interactions (Her 44 ). Selection rules for electric quadrupole radiation 

are: aJ = 0, ±1, ±2; J' + J" ~ 2; and parity +-++ or ---. Thus, both terms 
2 2 
o~ - s_,_ 

2 2 

20 2 ~- 81 
2 2 

of the 3d-3s are electric quadrupole allowed. This section will 

compare the anticipated ratio of 3d-+3s (electric quadrupole) to 

3d-3p (electric dipole) emission rates with the observed intensity 

ratio. 
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The anticipated intensity ratio of 3d-3s and 3d-3p is simply 

the ratio of their Einstein A coefficients. For the quadrupole 

transition, A3d--3s is experimentally measured to be 690 ± 70 sec-1 

(Her 69), and theoretically calculated as 207 sec-1 (McE 73, Tul 72), 

and 607 sec-1 (Ali 71). For the dipole transition, A3d--3p is 4.95 x 107 

sec-1 (Wei 69). Using the experimental quadrupole value, one would 

expect a quadrupole to dipole ratio of 1.4 x10-5 : 1. 

Estimating the ratio observed is more complex. Figure 37 

exhibits a 3d-3s integrated peak size of 3.8 cps. BG-3 and KG-3 

filters attenuate this wavelength by factor of two, giving a "real" 

quadrupole intensity of 7.6 cps. The 3d-3p (819 nm) dipole 

emission is measured with the monitor photomultiplier tube. During 

the acquisition of Figure 37, the monitor current, corrected for 

neutral density filters, was 11,000 nA. At various times during the 

project, the grating was rotated such that the 3d-3p multiplet was 

observed through the spectrograph and monitored simultaneously. 

Integrating the multiplet peak and dividing by the monitor . signal 

yields a conversion factor of 700 spectrograph cps per nA monitor 

current. Thus, it is estimated that the spectrograph would have 

registered 7.7 Mcps 3d-3p during the acquisition of Figure 37. The 

detection efficiency for 343 nm photons is twice that for 8 I 9 nm 

photons (Table 10). To compare intensities, then, the dipole count 

rate must be multiplied by two. The resulting observed ratio is then 

4.9 x 10-7 : 1, quadrupole : dipole. 
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The result is that less sodium 3d-3s quadrupole emission ts 

observed than is expected. Several factors used above may have 

significant error. The conversion from monitor nanoamperes to 

3d-3p photons may be off by 50%. The relative response between 

819 and 343 nm may well be a factor of twenty higher (Appendix 2). 

Employment of this higher red sensitivity yields 9.8 x 1 Q-6 : 1, 

quadrupole:dipole, which is quite similar to the anticipated ratio. 

Thus the observed emission at 342.8 nm seems to be explained by 

free, unperturbed Na (3d-3s) atomic quadrupole emission. 

Continuum emission 

An underlying continuum emission of about 2 counts per 

second exists along the entire wavelength range from 330 to 820 nm. 

Some of this may result from chemiluminescent surface reaction (Kas 

75). Most emission, however, is probably attributable to Na2 A-X 

(560 - 810, Ver 83); B-X (460 -560 nm, see chapter 4); and triplet 

bands (340 - 385 nm, 400 - 475 nm, Wan 86). The mechanism for 

this broadband dimer excitation is probably E-E collisional energy 

transfer between Na* and Na2, although the exoergic reaction, Na3 + F 

- NaF + Na2*, could be important. As mentioned in the introduction 

(Figure 2), electronic transitions from the variety of configurations 

deeper inside the transition region would yield emission at a wide 

range of wavelengths. However, the obvious presence of broadband 

dimer emission casts doubt on any connection between the observed 

continuum and featureless emission from transition region species. 
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Conclusion 

The decision to focus on the two dis-allowed transitions 

originated from two assumptions. 1) The nascent NaF would perturb 

the Na such that the atom had a significant electric dipole transition 

moment for emission to the ground state as it was exiting the 

reactive collision. 2) This perturbation would occur at regions of the 

potential energy surfaces that were separated by 342.9 and 388.5 

nm from the ground surface. Failure to observe these signals implies 

1) that the perturbing influence is very weak, and/or 2) that the 

interaction occurs at regions of the potential energy surfaces which 

are not separated by their asymptotic energy differences. 

Qualitatively, the nature of this perturbation is that the electric field 

associated with the NaF dipole will impart some "p" character to the 

valence electron of the nascent Na atom. However, to conclude any 

upper limit to the strength of this interaction based on the observed 

no-result would entail calculations so fraught with uncertainties as to 

be meaningless. It is, of course, possible that the interaction is 

relatively strong and that the emission is shifted from its asymptotic 

values. This would not be surprising in view of the earlier work 

done on the system (Arr 83) and high pressure collision allowed 

emission seen in Cs-rare gas systems (Say 78). Unfortunately, 

interference from N a2* makes identification of any shifted emission 

quite difficult. (Indeed, dimer emission may be obscuring an 

otherwise resolvable atomic peak at 4s-3s. 388.5 nm.) 

It is believed that most of the excited dimer is formed by 

collision between an excited atom and ground state dimer. The 



excited atom can be formed by the reaction and by radiation 

trapping of other atomic emission. (Not shown is data suggesting 
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that over one-half of the 3p-3s signal is absorbed at conditions used 

in Figure 37 .) To reduce this dimer interference, then, steps should 

be taken to reduce the atomic concentration in the interaction zone. 

A Stem-Gerlach inhomogeneous magnet could be used, but this 

necessitates moving the oven further away from the observation 

zone and thus lowers the reactant dimer concentration. A 

satisfactory solution might be found by installing liquid nitrogen cold 

shields to condense the alkali beam after it has passed through the 

interaction zone. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Adiabatic Correlation Diagrams 

Shuler has invoked symmetry arguments to determine 

adiabatic correlations between reactants and products (Shu 53). In 

this technique, one first postulates the least symmetric transition 

region species, which in the present case is planar (Cs). Thus the 

wavefunctions that describe the system during the evolution are are 

either symmetric A' or antisymmetric A" with respect to inversion 

through the plane. Symmetry considerations now predict the 

number and type of surfaces that lead from the lowest lying reactant 

states into transition region species. The same argument predicts the 

number and symmetry type of surfaces that resolve from product 

states back into transition region species. The resolution table is 

g1ven m Table 13. 

Table 13. Correlation table for reactants (or products) A + BC 
assuming that lowest symmetry of transition region species are 

C s· Tab I~ .. J~ ..... f!~m ~~!!~~~-j~~~--~-~~ .. : ........... ~-·--··----··--·---- ---········-- ___ ---······· ---··-······· 
A 

; s l! s u p !! p u D '!! D u 
r.+ A' A" A'+2A" 2A'+A" 3A'+2A" 2A'+3A" 

oc r.- A" A' 2A'+A" A'+2A" 2A'+3A" 3A'+2A" 

II A'+A" A'+A" 3A'+3A" 3A'+3A" 5A'+5A" 5A'+5A" 
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The three lowest reactant states are ground state F paired with 

ground and excited Na2. The halogen atom term is Is22s22p5 Pu. (It 

is ungerade because L f=oli =5). Spin conservation prohibits usage 

of the triplet dimer states, hence the lowest dimer states are X 1 E +, 

Ali:+, and BliJ. The lowest product states pair the ground state salt 

with the excited atom. The correlations are then drawn such that 

surfaces of like symmetry do not intersect. Figure 42 displays the 

correlations, with the "surfaces" explicitly passing through a 

transition intermediate. The energy placement of these intermediate 

complexes is not quantitative. The first state is placed slightly below 

the products to remind the reader that the N a2F ground state is 

probably bound and the first three excited surfaces may descend 

below the NaF + Na*(3p) asymptotic energy. Lack of information 

concerning the other surfaces prevents speculation on other surface 

minima. 
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F + Na2 (X,A,B) Na ( 3S,3P,4S,30) + NaF 

Reaction Coordinate > 

Figure 42. Correlation diagram between neutral reactants and 
products. Lowest energy of transition region species are 
qualitative for first four states. Since reactants are in their 
ground states, adiabatic processes can only populate Na (3s) and 
Na (3p) product states. 

The correlation diagram readily explains the formation of 

Na(3p): the three fold degeneracy of the F atom creates three 

surfaces on which the reaction may proceed, and the uniqueness of 

the product state means that two of these surfaces will naturally 

result in excited products. It does not, however, account for the 

production of Na(3d), which is seen to fluoresce in significant 

quantity by the monitor (3d-3p). 

The proposed mechanism given m chapter 5 (Figure 41) 

invokes non-adiabatic transitions onto surfaces which have ionic 



character. Thus it might be useful to extend the treatment above 

and discover the adiabatic correlations between products and 
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reactant ionic states. These correlations are shown in Figure 43. The 

ionic state designations are taken from Cerjan, Docken, and Dalgarno 

{Cer 76) and asymptotic energies are evaluated at a Na-Na bond 

distance of 3.5 A. Again, the upper six short horizontal lines 

indicating potential energy of the complex halfway through reaction 

are drawn at arbitrary positions. The mechanism described m 

chapter 5 emphasizes curve crossings in the entrance channel of the 

reaction. If one allows the correlation lines of Figure 43 to represent 

the actual potential energy curve, then the initial covalent diabatic 

curve {at the energy of the large arrow) must exhibit a very strong 

repulsion in order to intersect the upper ionic curves in the entrance 

channel. 

The reader should now have an appreciation of the difficulty 

encountered during interpretation of M2 + X reactions. To account for 

the first four product atomic states, one must consider ten potential 

energy surfaces. Furthermore, these surfaces appear to be related to 

a large number of excited ionic M2+ states; these exotic states are not 

well-characterized and many are apparently unbound. 
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- + 
F + Na2 (6 states) Na ( 3S,3P,4S,30) + NaF 

Reaction Coordinate -~>:. 

Figure 43. Correlation diagram for ionic reactants and neutral 
products. Assumption is made in text that surface crossing to 
ionic states is responsible for excited product formation. Here are 
presented adiabatic connections between the ionic states 
populated in the transition region and covalent (neutral) 
products. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Second Determination of Relative Sensitivity 

Interpretation of the Na2 + F experiment entails comparison of 

emission signals from 819 to 330 nm, and proper comparison must 

allow for the non-uniform detection sensitivity throughout this 

wavelength range. The spectral response of the spectrograph and 

collection optics was measured with a blackbody source and the 

results are tabulated in chapter 3 (Table 10). This appendix presents 

an alternative method of determining the system's relative 

sensitivity: the individual components are each evaluated for their 

own spectral response. The product of the component profiles should 

then give the sensitivity profile of the entire detection system. The 

purpose of this exercise is not to replace the measurements of Table 

10, but to estimate the direction and magnitude of error associated 

with those findings. 

The detection system may be separated into four parts: 

collection optics, grating, cooler window, and detector. 

Grating 

The grating IS coated with aluminum, which exhibits over 90% 

reflectance between 300 and 1000 nm. Hence this component has 

nearly uniform efficiency from 330 to 819 nm. 
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Cooler window 

Two quartz windows form a boundary between the chilled 

detector environment and the ambient temperature grating housing. 

Quartz also exhibits over 90% transmission between 330 and 819 nm, 

and is thus considered wavelength independent. 

Collection optics 

This module consists of a plate glass vacuum flat and two 

achromatic lenses. The Oriel catalogue gives a transmission profile of 

the flat, and relevant transmissions are listed in the second column 

of Table 14. A continuous transmission curve for the matched 

achromatic lenses is not available. Rather, only absorption 

coefficients at selected wavelengths are supplied. These coefficients 

are applied to the average thicknesses of the compound lens, yielding 

the calculated transmission of a single achromat. The collection 

system transmission profile is then determined by multiplying the 

flat transmission by the square of the achromat transmission. 



Table 14. Manufactures' external transm1ss1on of vacuum flat, 
achromatic lens, and collection system. Flat information is from 
Oriel catalogue, achromatic lens data is from Schott Glass. 
Transmission of system is product of column 2 and square of 
column 3. Values with * will be replaced (see text) by 
experimentally estimated transmissions. 

Transmission 
wave 1 e ngth .,._ __ V_a_c_u_u_m--r-, :-=-::=.-::.cO'ne---·-r.. -·s·y--;t e~-----

(nm) Flat I Achromat I 
330 .10 
334 .15 
343 .30 
350 .42 
360 .65 
365 .75 
370 .80 
380 .80 
390 .82 
400 .85 
580 .90 
589 .90 
819 .70 
1060 .65 

.24 

.75 

.88 

.92 

.94 

.96 

.96 

.0086* 

.24* 

.58* 

.68* 

.75* 
.83 

.60 
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Table 14 predicts a precipitous decline in transmission from 

350 to 330 nm. While the flat is well characterized in this region, the 

achromat information is too incomplete to accurately interpolate 

transmission at 343 nm (Na3d-3s) or extrapolate to 330 nm 

(Na4p-3s). As these are critical wavelengths for interpretation of 

chemiluminescence data, a special experiment is run to estimate a 

more complete transmission profile. 

Stable chemiluminescece from Na2 + F is generated and 

measured, with the usual three elements, between 420 and 330 nm. 

The upper achromat is then replaced with a simple lens of fully 

characterized transmission and a second emission profile is acquired. 

The data are displayed in Figure 44. The two spectra should differ 

for two reasons: a) the upper lenses have different gathering powers 
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that guide the extended-source emissiOn into the spectrograph slit, 

and b) the upper lenses exhibit different transmission profiles. 

Phenomenon (a) is not pertinent to the present study, and this 

effect is nullified by normalizing the spectral intensities at 400 nm. 

(Simple and compound lenses have nearly equal transmissions at 

400 nm, and it is approximated that the gathering power does not 

depend on wavelength.) Now all variation between the spectra 

should be wholly attributable to different transmission profiles. 

Given the well characterized transmission of the simple lens, the 

hypothetical spectrum that would be measured with a perfectly 

transmitting upper lens is calculated, and the experimentally 

determined transmission is thus the first spectrum (upper achromat) 

divided by this hypothetical spectrum. Results are plotted in Figure 

45. 

The collection system transmission IS reformulated with 

experimental achromat transmissions and Oriel's vacuum flat values. 

The system transmission is listed in Table 15 and plotted in Figure 

46. Since this experiment did not consider 589 and 819 nm, the 

manufacturers' values are employed for the final two entries of 

Table 15. 
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Figure 44. Spectra employed for experimental determination of 
achromatic lens transmission. Signal at individual wavelengths 
is found by integration over four pixels. Exception is the 330 nm 
peak, which is integrated over its entire width. 
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Figure 45. Transmission of one achromat. Top curve is from 
manufacturer's tables (Table 14), lower curve is acquired 
experimentally. 
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Figure 46. Experimental and manufactures' system transmission 
in the near ultra-violet. Data are from Tables 15 and 14. 
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Table 15. Transmission of collection optics. System transmission 
= t(flat) * t(achromat) * t(achromat). Experimental values of 
achromat are used from 330 to 400 nm. Manufacture's achromat 
values used for 589 and 819 nm. 

Wavelength 

330 
343 
350 
360 
365 
370 
380 
390 
400 
589 
819 

Transmission 
---"'_~-------i!!i~I~~f:_tiii~i-----=----~~~~~r;~~.!Iti!i~~il 

Vacuum ! One i One 
Flat I Achroma t I Achroma t 
.10 .053 
.30 .35 
.42 .47 
.65 .65 
.75 .72 
.80 .73 
.80 .80 
.82 .84 
.85 .94 .88 
.90 .96 
.65 .96 

Detector 

System 

.00028 
.037 
.093 
.28 
.39 
.43 
.51 
.58 
.66 
.83 
.60 
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The ITT F4146 is constructed with a quartz faceplate, hence all 

sensitivity variation between 330 and 819 nm should result from the 

MA-3 photocathode's non-uniform spectral response. ITT measured 

a 3.1% quantum efficiency at 800 nm for the present tube. They also 

supplied typical response curves for F4146 photocathodes, which are 

displayed in Figure 4 7. Extrapolating from 800 nm with the curve 

shape of a typical MA-3 yields a quantum efficiency of 2.4% at 819 

nm. The typical MA-3 exhibits 8.8% efficiency at 589 nm and 7.2% at 

400 nm. These data are listed in the second column of Table 16. 
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Current ITT photocathode characterizations do not extend past 

400 nm. A 1984 catalogue, however, does present a figure that 

extends into the near ultra-violet, but only MA-2 and MA-4 cathodes 

are shown (Figure 47). The MA-2 curve is now used to estimate the 

uv response of the MA-3 tube. The sensitivities are read off Figure 

47 and recorded in column 3 of Table 16. These are then multiplied 

by 0.6 to splice the MA-2 and MA-3 data. The estimated spectral 

response is listed in the fifth column. 

Table 16. Estimated response of MA-3 photocathode. Second 
column is from information received with phototube. Third 
column refers to slightly more blue sensitive MA-2 type cathode 
recorded in 1984 ITT catalogue. 

Wavelength MA-2 MA-2 *0.6 Estimated 
% . E. % .E. MA-3 .E . 

330 2.6 1.6 1.6 
343 6.1 3.7 3.7 
350 6.6 4.0 4.0 
360 7.8 4.7 4.7 
365 8.3 5.0 5.0 
370 8.9 5.4 5.4 
380 9.8 5.9 5.9 
390 11 6.6 6.6 
400 7.2 12 7.2 7.2 
589 8.8 8.8 
819 2.4 2.4 

Conclusion 

The spectral response of the entire detection system is 

calculated in Table 17. Efficiencies of collection optics (from Table 

15) and photocathode (from Table 16) have been normalized such 

they have unitary response at 589 nm. These are multiplied and 

listed in column 4, and the blackbody determination from chapter 3 



is presented for comparison. Significant disagreement IS found at 

343 and 330 nm. 

Table 17. Relative spectral response of detection system. Columns 
2 and 3 list efficiencies of system components that exhibit non
uniform response, and column 4 is their product. Final column 
lists relative response found by blackbody method discussed in 
chapter 3. 

Wavelength Collection Detector This Table 10 
(nm) Optics Determination Chapter 3 
330 .00034 .18 .000061 .001 
343 .045 .42 .019 .12 
350 .11 .45 .050 .18 
360 .34 .53 .18 .30 
365 .47 .57 .27 .36 
370 .52 .61 .32 .38 
380 .61 .67 .41 .42 
390 .70 .75 .53 .55 
400 .80 .82 .66 1 
589 1 1 1 I 
819 .72 .27 .19 .06 
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Two principle sources of error may lead to significant 

uncertainty in this determination. 1) An MA-2 type photocathode 

was used to estimate the MA-3 ultra-violet response. However, this 

should overestimate the 330-400 nm response. 2) Collection optics 

data reduction assumes no wavelength dependence on the gathering 

power of the simple lens, which is questionable since chromatic 

aberration should be significant for the 60 mm diameter, 70 mm 

focal length, biconvex lens. It is unknown whether this aberration 

would increase or decrease the estimated transmission of the 

achromat. 

As mentioned m chapter 3, the sharp decline in sensitivity at 

343 and 330 nm adds significant error to the blackbody 

determination. For example, the imperfect grating may be steering a 
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small portion of 335 nm photons to the 330 nm position on the 

photocathode. The measured signal decreases rapidly at this 

position, and it is quite possible that most of the measured 330 nm 

count rate is due to the redder photons. Thus the blackbody study is 

expected to overestimate the ultra-violet sensitivity. 

As both errors are subject to significant error, neither 

determination should be construed as exact. However, since the two 

determinations were made independently, it is reasonable to suggest 

that the actual sensitivity of the detection system lies between these 

two results. 



APPENDIX 3 

Absolute and Relative Cross Sections of Na2 + F 

Cross sections are found with the following equation: 
obsi!rved rate 

a= Vr [Na2] [F] Deteff vor 

"vr" is the relative speed of collision between Na2 and F. 
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[Na2] and [F] are concentrations of Na2 and F in the observation 

zone. 

[F] is the concentration of F atoms. 

"Deteff" is the absolute spectrograph efficiency for isotropic 

radiation at that wavelength. It is equal to the product of the 

following efficiencies: photo cathode (0.1 at 589 nm), grating 

transmission (0.5), mcp/discriminator (0.6), acceptance cone of f/2.5 

optics 1 6 x ~ 2 . 5 ) 2 . Finally, a correction factor of 0.4 is needed to 

equate the absolute sensitivity with that expected from a blackbody 

source (see chapter 3). Thus the absolute efficiency of the 

spectrograph at 589 nm is 1.2 x l0-4. 

"vol" is the volume of the chemiluminescence zone that is 

imaged by the spectrograph, and is a difficult number to ascertain. 

It is estimated to be 0.025 em wide (slit width), 1.25 em long 

(observed image height), and 2.5 em deep. Thus the volume is 0.08 

cm3. 



It will be shown that creation of the studied atomic state by 

emission from higher states down to the selected state are small. 

This cascade effect will be ignored until the final calculation. 

Absolute cross section for Na(3p) 

The cross section for production of Na(3p) 1s now calculated 

from the data presented in Figure 34. 
1.1 X 1 08 S -1 

cr-- (93,200 cm/s)(5. 7x 1 09cm-3)(5.1 x 1 Oll )( 1.2x 1 0-4)(.08cm3) 
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The calculated cross section is 430 A2, which is significantly higher 

than the 10-100 A2 found by Herschbach and co-workers for similar 

systems (Str 75). The largest error in the calculation is probably the 

effective volume (0.08cm3). The spectrograph is imaging an 

extended source and this value is only a guess. 

Relative cross section Na(3p.4p) 

A spectrum of ultra-violet emission was acquired sixteen 

minutes prior to Figure 34. The Na 4p-3s peak exhibited 268 cps, 

corrected for BG-3 and KG-3 filters. However, the emission rate for 

4p-3s is less than half as great as for 4p-4s (A4p--3s = 2.92x106s-1 

vs A4p--4s = 6.2xi06s-l,Wie 69) If all the 4p atoms had decayed to 

3p, then the spectrograph would have measured 838 cps. Since the 

two spectra are taken at nearly the same time, it can be assumed 

that beam intensities and relative speeds are equal. Thus the 

relative cross section for production for production of 3p and 4p 

atoms is: 
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a 4p = 8 3 8 cps = 0 008 
a3p (l.lxi08cps)(.OOl) · 

where 0.001 accounts for the lOOOX better sensitivity of the 

spectrograph at 589 nm versus 330 nm. Appendix 2 suggests that 

the relative sensitivity at 330 nm might be a factor of sixteen lower, 

which would give a relative cross section 0.125. 

The Krenos and Tully relation (chapter 1, Kre 75) predicts 

<Ji oc gi (et + Ei)2, where gi is the degeneracy of state i, et is the 

collision energy, and Ei is the exothermicity of that reaction path. Ei 

can be found in Table 12, and et is estimated as 0.5J.1vr2, where J.1 is 

the reduced mass of Na2 and F. Expressing energies in KJ/mol, the 

theory predicts 

Krenos and Tully 
04p 3(5.8 + 43.2)2 
03p = 3(5.8 + 203)2 = 0·055 

This value agrees within experimental error. 

Relative cross sections Na(3p.3d) 

Spectra 2105.B08 (3d-3p = 6.lx10S cps) and 2117.B08 (3p-3s 

= 5.3x107 cps) were acquired 12 minutes apart at a body 

temperature of 717 K (1.1 torr)~ nozzle temperature of 767 K, and 

monitor reading of 1200 nA. The relative rate of emission is thus: 
<J3d 6.1x105 cps 
a3p = (5.3x107 cps)(.06) 

where 0.06 is the relative detection sensitivity between 819 nm and 

589 nm (Table 10). The observed ratio is 0.19. 
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Cascade effects can now be estimated. The only dipole allowed 

decay path for the 3d atom is to the 3p state, and 3p can only emit to 

3s. The 3p lifetime is 16 nsec (Wie 69), hence one may assume that 

a 3d atom that is observed emitting to the 3p state will probably 

fluoresce again before it leaves the viewing volume of the 

spectrograph. Since the detector observes a 3d-3p to total 3p-3s 

ratio of 0.19 : 1, it seems that about 20% of the observed 3p-3s 

arises from chemical processes that originally produce Na(3d). The 

relative rate for production of 3d and 3p is thus 

0'3d = 0.19 = 0 24 
0'3p 0.81 . ' 

and repeating the procedure with a relative sensitivity of 0.19 

(Appendix 2) yields: 

0'3d = 0.061 = 0 065 
0'3p 0.939 . 

The Krenos and Tully formula predicts: 

0'3d = 5(5.5 + 56.9)2 - 015 
0'3p 3(5.5 + 203)2- . 

This agreement 1s satisfactory. 
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APPENDIX 4 

Data Acquisition Program: Spec21 

The driver program, subroutines, and functions are listed 

below. The primary language is Fortran-77, with Macro-11 used for 

speedy data transfer. Except for TLKMC6.FOR which resides on the 

LSI 11/23 DUO:MRMAC.DSK, all source codes were copied from one of 

the two 8.5" diskettes which have been left with the other 

spectrograph documentation. The second diskette contains the object 

code most recently used to link SPEC2l.SA V. 

Contrary to appearances, the subroutine IDATE m TIMDA Y is a 

system call. 

The author gratefully acknowledges Derek Iwamoto for his 

valuable assistance with the D/ A and AID subroutines that 

manipulate the flags and read the laser power. 



c 
c 
c 
c 

TITLE: SPEC21.FOR 
AUTHOR: J. SPENCE, DEREK IWAMOTO 
DATE: 6-MAR-89 

C ORNER PROGRAM FOR DATA AQUSITION AND RETRIEVAL OF MCA 
c 
C UPGRADE TO SPEC8: NUMX=1 AND MINX=8 ONLY DIFFERENCE 
C SPEC9: MAP 1/0 PAGE FOR TSX 
C VERSION 2 HAS TWO TSX CALLS: MPIOPS,LKANMY 
C SPEClO: ADDED PRINTING OPTIONS AND REPLACED WASTE.FOR 
C WITH INTERROGATION OF REQ A AT THE CSR 
C SPEC12: 256 CHANNELS 
C SPEC16: ALLOW MULTIPLE AQUISITIONS 
C SPEC17: SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT ORGANIZATION OF THE DATA 
C STRUCTURE IDATA AND RDATA. 
C USING UNFORMATTED INPUT/OUTPUT 
C SPEC18: DIED, TOO BIG. 
C SPEC19: ALSO WAS CRUSHED BY ITS OWN WEIGHT. 
C SPEC20: AQUIRE MULTIPLE BEAM COMBINATIONS 
C SIMULTANEOUSLY AND DO SUBTRACTIONS. 
C FILE STRUCTURE NOW IS OF VARIABLE LENGTH 
C DEPENDING ON THE SIGNAL AQUIRED. 
C SPEC21: USING A SPEC20.BAK FILE AS SOURCE, CHANGED 
C FIELNAMES TO XX####. ALSO CHANGED DEFAULTSC 
c 
C SUBROUTINES CALLED: 
C REED2 (MACRO) 
C TLKMC6 (F77) CALLS DUMUP(MACRO), DUMLO(MACRO) 
C GETNAM(FILNAM) READS FILE NAME INPUT FROM KEYBOARD 
C MPIOPS (TSXLIB) IF RUN ON LSI-11/23 
C TIMDA Y (F77) CALLS IDATE(MACRO) 
C RDPWR(VOLTS,CHAN,SAMPLES) READ THE LASER PWR METER 
C THROUGH THE AID CONVERTER. MINC-23 ONLY 
C SUBROUTINE BEMCHG(MOD,BEMDES) 
C SUMUP(L,S,ISUM) 
C TIMPAR(NSETS,MODE,TIM,DEFTIM,REP,DEFREP) 
C PROSIG(SIG,BEMCUR,NCHANN,D,S) 
C RDFILE(NEWNAM,OLDNAM,COM,RDA,L,IDA,S,NOFILE) 
C WRFILE(NAM,COM,RDA,L,IDA,F,S,N,MODE) 
C CNTRL(STATIC,SIG,TSC,ABORT,MAC,PAUS) 
C FLAGl(BEMDES,FLG,BEMCUR,ABORT,5000) 
C LOGICAL FUNCTION NOZERO 
C V ARlO US SYSLIB: IPEEK,IPOKE 
c 
C THE FOLLOWING ARE KEY CONTRLOL VARIABLES: 
c 
C SIG =[-6,-5,-4,-2,-1,0,1,2,3) 
C IDENTIFING NUMBER FOR VARIOUS BEAM COMBINATIONS 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SIG = -6 (LASER+MOL) - LASER -MOL + DARK 
SIG = -5 (LASER+MOL) -MOL 
SIG = -4 (LASER+MOL)- LASER 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SIG = -2 LASER-DARK 
SIG = -1 MOL- DARK 
SIG = 0 DARK 
SIG= 1 LASER 
SIG=2MOL 

C SIG = 3 (LASER + MOL) 
c 
C MODE- [=-6,-5,-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4,7] 
C MODE TELLS THE PROGRAM WHAT THE OPERATOR IS TRYING TO 
C ACCOMPLISH. MODE -6 THROUGH 4 INDICATES THAT THE OPERATOR 
C IS SEARCHING FOR THAT SIGNAL. FOR EXAMPLE 
C IF MODE = -6 THEN THE FOLLOWING CHANNELS ARE RELEVENT TO 
C THERUN: 
C SIG = -6 (LASER+MOL)- LASER- MOL+ DARK 
C SIG = -2 LASER-DARK 
C SIG = -1 MOL- DARK 
C SIG=ODARK 
C SIG = 1 LASER 
C SIG=2MOL 
C SIG = 3 (LASER + MOL) 
C ANOTHER EXAMPLE 
C IF MODE = -4 THEN THE FOLLOWING SIGNALS ARE VALID 
C SIG = -4 (LASER+MOL)- LASER 
C SIG = 1 LASER 
C SIG = 3 (LASER+MOL) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

MODE= 7, THIS MEANS THAT THE OPERATOR HAS MANIPULATED 
DATA. 

MODE=-3 IS THE DEFAULT FOR SINGLE SPECTRUM CONDITIONS.AS 
SOON AS THE PROGRAM GOES TO THE FLAG SUBROUTINES 
THE TRUE (CURRENT) BEAM COMBINATION IS 
PUT IN MODE. 

C THE MAIN DATA STRUCTURES: 
c 
C SPEC(256) SPECTRA (INTEGERS) FROM POSITION COMPUTER BUFFER 
c 
C D(N,K,J) N=£0 .. 3], K=[1..3], 1=[1...256] RAW DATA 
C N=SIGNAL IDENTIFIER (ALSO CALLED BEAM COMBINATION) 
C =0 DARK 
C =1 LASER ONLY 
C =2 MOLECUALR BEAM ONLY 
C =3 LASER + MOLECULAR 
C K=TIME FRAME OF DATA 
C =3 RUN (TIME=NSETS*NREPT*ITIME) 
C =2 POINT (TIME=NREPT*ITIME) 
C =1 AQUISITION (TIME=ITIME) 
C 1=1...256 THE SPECTRUM ITSELF. 
c 
c 
c 
c 

DI(N,K) N=[0 ..• 3], K=[1...3) 
N= SAME AS ABOVE 
K= SAME AS ABOVE 

ASSOCIATED INFO 

1 8 1 



c 
c 
c 
c 

DI(N,K) HOLDS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SECONDS EVOLVED IN THE 
AQUISITION OF THE N SIGNAL OVER THE K TIME FRAME. 
THUS DI(N,3) CANNOT BE LESS THAN DI(N,1) 

C THE FOLLOWING CONSTITUTE THE DATA FILE. 
C I*2 MODE UNDER WHICH DATA WAS AQUIRED. 
C I*2 # OF SPECTRA IN FILE 
C COMENT(80,3): A BYTE ARRAY HOLDING COMMENTS ABOUT THE DATA. 
C ALSO HOLDS FILENAME AND FILTERS 
C RDATA(0,19): [0-3] SPECTROGRAPH WAVELENGTH COEFFICIENTS 
C [4} LASER WAVELENGTH . 
C [5) LASER POWER NOT READY YET 
C [6] BEAM INTENSITYNOT READY YET 
C IDATA(-9,0): THE CONTENTS OF THESE ELEMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
C [-9,-7] TIME IN HOURS,MINUTES,SECONDS 
C [-6,-4] DATE IN DA Y,MONTH,YEAR 
C [-3] NCHANN 
C [-2} MODE 
C [-1] NUMBER OF SPECTRA IN FILE 
C [0] UNDEFINED 
c 
C X,Y X=SIGNAL IDENT 0,1,2,3, Y=TIME 
C D(N,3,J) ONLY THE LONG, FULLY INTEGRATED DATA IS SAVED. 
C ONLY THOSE N THAT ARE RELEVENT ARE SAVED. 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

PROGRAM SPEC20 
REAL*4 D(0:3,3,256) 
REAL *4 01(0:3,3) 
INTEGER*2 SPEC(256) ! DATA READ IN FROM THE SSL 2401 

INTEGER*2 NCHANN ! NUMBER OF CHANNELS TO BE READ FROM 
PARAMETER (NCHANN=256) ! SSL 2401. 256=8BIT RESOLUTION 

INTEGER*2 ITIME 
INTEGER*2 NTIME 
INTEGER*2 STIME 

! NUMBER OF MILLESECONDS PER AQUISITION 
! ARGUMENT ACTUALLY SENT TO TIMER OF 2401 
! TIME FOR BUFFER CLEARING AQUISITIONS 

INTEGER*2 NAQUIR ! NUMBER OF AQUISITIONS THIS POINT 
INTEGER*2 NAQU(0:3) ! NAQUIR FOR THAT RAW SIGNAL 
INTEGER*2 DEFAQU(0:3) ! DEFAULT VALUES 
INTEGER*2 TIM(0:3) ! ITIME FOR THAT SIGNAL 
INTEGER*2 DEFTIM(0:3) ! DEFAULT VALUES 

INTEGER*2 NSETS ! NUMBER OF SETS OF DATA (MODULATED BEAMS) 
INTEGER*2 NPNTS ! NUMBER OF POINTS PER SET (FIXED AT 1-4) 

INTEGER FLG(O: 1,2) 
INTEGER DEFFLG(O: 1,2) 

INTEGER*2 MODE ! HOW DATA WILL BE AQUIRED. WHAT BEAM 
. ! WILL BE FLAGGED. 

INTEGER*2 BEMDES ! BEAM DESIRED. THE NEW,REQUESTED BEAM COMBO 
INTEGER*2 BEMCUR ! BEAM COMBINATION [0,3] CURRENTLY BEING 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

! AQUIRED. USED FOR INDEXING D(BEMCUR,K,J) 
! AND IS CRITICAL DURING DEFAULT MODE (-3). 

LOGICAL NOZERO ! FUNCTION. TRUE IF DESIRED SIGNAL IS VALID 
LOGICAL SEND ! TRUE FOR TRANSMISSION TO MAC 
INTEGER*2 DELAY ! TIMING PARAMETER THAT DETERMINES BYTE 

! SEPERA TION OF DATA GOING TO MACINTOSH 
INTEGER MACTSC ! TIME SCALE 
INTEGER MACSIG ! SIGNAL 
REAL*4 M(256) ! DATAARRA Y BEING SENT TO MAC 
REAL *4 MI(2) ! INFORMATION OF ARRAY 
INTEGER*2 TRANS(516) ! INTERGER ARRAY OF SAME LENGTH 
INTEGER*2 NTRANS ! NUMBER OF NTEGERS TO TRANSFER 

EQUIV ALENCE(MI(l),TRANS(l)) 
EQUIV ALENCE(M(l),TRANS(S)) 

INTEGER*4 ISUM ! OPERATOR NOTIFICATION OF TOTAL CPS 
REAL*4 LASPWR ! VOLTAGE OUTPUT OF LASER POWER METER 
REAL *4 LASFS ! LASER POWER METER FULL SCALE 
INTEGER*2 ADCHAN ! AID CONVERTER CHANNEL NUMBER FOR LASERPWR 

INTEGER SIG ! SIGNAL [-6,3] 
INTEGER TSC ! TIME SCALE [CPS,AQU,PNT,RUN] 
INTEGER AQU ! =1 AQUISITION TIME SCALE 
INTEGER PNT ! =2 POINT TIME SCALE 
INTEGER RUN ! =3 RUN TIME SCALE 
INTEGER CPS ! =0 CONVERTED TO COUNTS PER SECOND 

PARAMETER (CPS=O,AQU=l,PNT=2,RUN=3) 
. ! FILE ASSOCIATED VARIABLES 

BYTE COMENT(80,3) ! TWO LINES OF COMMENTS. 
! THIRD LINE HAS FILTERS AND FILENAM 
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REAL*4 RDATA(0:19) ! CONTAINS SPECTROGRAPH WAVELENTH COEFFICIENTS 
! AND LASER WA VELENTH 

INTEGER*2 IDATA(-9:0) ! DAY AND TIME AND ASSORTED INFO 
LOGICAL NOFILE ! ILLEGAL FILENAM FLAG 
INTEGER*2 FILNAM(6) ! FILE NAME 

LOGICAL MAC 
LOGICAL ABORT 
LOGICAL PAUS 
CHARACTER*2 ANS 
CHARACTER*! REPLY 

! SEND OAT A TO MACINTOSH? 
! STOP DATA RUN 

! PAUSE DATA RUN 
! OPERATOR INTERFACE VARIABLE 

LOGICAL REDFLG ! DATA HAS BEEN READ IN, THUS SPOILING 
! NEWLY AQUIRED DATA. FURTHERMORE, DATA 
! IS ONLY READ INTO D(K,3,J), SO WE 

! MUST PREVENT HIM FROM ACCESSING AQU,PNT 
LOGICAL REDSTA ! READ STAY. LOOK AT READ PORTION FOR USEAGE 
LOGICAL MANFLG ! USER MANIPULATING OAT A ? 
REAL *4 AI(2) 
REAL *4 A(256) 
REAL*4 BI(2) 



! USE MO TO HOLD B 
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c 
DATA STIME/1/ ! MILLISECONDS FOR BUFFER CLEARING READS 

DATA DEFAQU/4*2/ 
DATA DEFTIM/4*4000/ 

DATA NOFILEI.FALSE./ ! DEFAULT-ASSUME FILE CALLED FILNAM EXISTS 
DATA ADCHAN/0/ ! READ LASER PWR ON CHANNEL 0 OF AID CONVERTER 

DATA LASFS/1000./ 
DATA RDAT A/0.,1.,0., 17*0./ 

DATA DELAY/50/ ! LSI-11/23 AND TSX USE 35, MINC-23 USE 45 
DATA MAC/.TRUEJ 

OAT A NINF0/2/ ! NUMBER OF INFORMATION ELEMENTS TO MAC 
DATA NTRANS/516/ ! (NCHANN + NINFO) *2 
DATA DEFFLG/0,2,0,1/ ! DISABLE MOL FLAG FOR NOW 
EQUNALENCE(COMENT(69,3),FILNAM) ! NOW FILE NAME IS ATTACHED 

c 
C CALL MPIOPS 

6 
5 

7 

00 5 K=0,1 
00 6 1=1,2 
FLG(K,J)=DEFFLG(K,J) 

CONTINUE 
00 7 K=0,3 

NAQU(K)=DEFAQU(K) 
TIM(K)=DEFTIM(K) 

CONTINUE 

ANS='' 
GOT07000 

! INITIALIZE AQUISITION REPITIONS 
! INITIALIZE AQUISITION TIMES 

! READ IN HEADER 
100 WRITE(S,*) 

WRITE(S,l) 
1 FORMAT(T25,' MENU:'/1/ 

2T10,' AD= AQUIRE DATA',TSO,' SD= STORE DATA'/ 
3Tl0,' MC= SEND MACINTOSH',TSO,' RD= RETRIEVE DATA'// 
4T10,' PD= PRINT DATA',TSO,' HD= READ/WRITE HEADER'/ 
5Tl0,' MD= MANIPULATE DATA',TSO,' RP= READ LASER POWER'/ 
6T10,' '/ 
7T25,' EX= RUN A W A Y'//1) 

150 WRITE(5,103) 
103 FORMAT(' WHAT"LL IT BE SAILOR? » ',$) 

READ(5,105)ANS 
105 FORMAT(A2) 

IF(ANS.EQ.'AD') GOTO 2000 
IF(ANS.EQ.'MC') GOTO 3000 
IF(ANS.EQ.'PD') GOTO 4000 
IF(ANS.EQ.'SD') GOTO 5000 
IF(ANS.EQ.'MD') GOTO 6000 
IF(ANS.EQ.'RD') GOTO 8000 
IF(ANS.EQ.'R.P) GOTO 9000 
IF(ANS.EQ. 'HD') GOTO 7000 

IF(ANS.EQ.'EX') GOTO 7400 ! WRITE HEADER BEFORE EXITING 



c 

WRITE(5,*) 'SORRY HONEY, I DON''T DO THAT' 
GOTO 150 

C**************************************-*************** 
C********************************* ~"~'' *********************** 
c 
C BEGIN DATA AQUISITION SECTION 
c 
C***-******************************* I I I I*************** 
C********************************lll I I····-********* 
c 
2000 CONTINUE 

REDFLG=.FALSE. 
MANFLG=.FALSE. 

! DATA IS NOW FRESH 

WRITE(5,200) !DETERMINE AQUISITION MODE 
200 FORMAT(/ff25,' DATA AQUISITION MENU:'//// 

1 T25,' RAW SIGNALS .. .'// 
2 TlO,' 0 = DARK',T45,' 2 =MOL'/ 
3 TlO,' 1 = LASER',T45,' 3 = LASER + MOL'/1/ 
4 T25,' ONE BEAM MODULATION .. .'// 
5 TlO,' -1 = LASER - DARK',T45,' -2 = MOL - DARK'/ 
6 TlO,' -4 =(LASER + MOL) -LASER', 
7 T45,' -5 = (LASER + MOL) - MOL'/1/ 
8 T25,' TWO BEAM MODULATION .. .'// 
9 TlO,' -6 =(LASER + MOL) -LASER- MOL + DARK'///) 

WRITE(5,210) 
210 FORMAT(' ENTER MODE »',$) 

c 
READ(5,9903) MODE ! READ AS A2 CHARACTER 

IF(MODE.EQ."20040) THEN ! SPACE, NO INPUT 
MODE=-3 ! DEFAULT MODE 

ELSE ! MUST HANDLE POS AND NEG DIFFERENTLY 
I=(MODE.AND."377) ! GRAB LOWER BYTE 
IF(I.EQ. "55) THEN ! '-',SO MODE IS NEGATIVE 

MODE=(MODE.AND."177400) ! GRAB UPPER BYTE 
MODE=MODE/256 ! SHIFT RIGHT BY 8 BITS 
MODE=MODE-48 ! ASCII OFFSET 
MODE=MODE*(-1) ! MAKE IT NEGATNE AGAIN 

ELSE ! MODE IS POSITNE 
MODE=(MODE.AND."377) ! ZERO UPPER BYTE 
MODE=MODE-48 ! SUBTRACT OCTAL OFFSET 

END IF 
END IF 

DO 220 K=0,3 
DI(K,RUN)=O. 

DO 240 J=l,NCHANN 
D(K,RUN,J)=O. 

! INITIALZE ARRAYS 

240 CONTINUE 
220 CONTINUE 

DO 270 J=1,NCHANN 
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SPEC(J)=O 
270 CONTINUE 

c 

NSETS=l ! DEFAULT TO SINGLE BEAM 
IF(MODE.NE.-3) THEN ! ALLOW USER TO CHANGE DEFAULT 
CALL TIMPAR(NSETS,MODE,TIM,DEFTIM,NAQU,DEF AQU) 

ENDIF ! TIMING PARAMETERS 

BEMDES=3 
IF(MODE.LT .O.AND.MODE.NE.-3) THEN 
BEMDES=O ! BEMCHG TO STRONG SIGNAL 
END IF 

NPNTS=l ! FOR SINGLE BEAM AQUISITION 
IF(MODE.EQ.-1) NPNTS=2 ! ONE BEAM MODULATION 
IF(MODE.EQ.-2) NPNTS=2 ! HAS 2 POINTS PER SET 
IF(MODE.EQ.-4) NPNTS=2 
IF(MODE.EQ.-5) NPNTS=2 
IF(MODE.EQ.-6) NPNTS=4 ! 4 POINTS PER SET. 

DO 2100 L=l,NSETS ! START THE RUN 
! (FOR NO MODULATION NSETS=l) 

DO 2200 N=l,NPNTS ! START A SET 

CALL BEMCHG(MODE,BEMDES) ! FIND THE NEW BEAM COMBINATION 
CALL FLAG1(BEMDES,FLG,BEMCUR,ABORT,5000) ! MOVE THE FLAGS. NEW 

! BEAM COMBINATION (SIGNAL) IS 
! BEMCUR. 5000 IS DELAY FOR STATUS 

IF(MODE.EQ.-3)MODE=BEMCUR ! DEFAULT MODE NOW ASSIGNED 
MACSIG=BEMCUR 
MACTSC=AQU 

DI(BEMCUR,PNn=o. 
DO 2220 J=l,NCHANN 

2220 D(BEMCUR,PNT ,J)=O. 

c 

ITIME = TIM(BEMCUR) 
NAQUIR = NAQU(BEMCUR) 

! NOTE ABOUT FOLLOWING LOOP: 
! 1=-2,-1 .. READING (ZEROING) BUFFERS 

! 1=0 A QUIRING GOOD DATA 
! 1=1 READING GOOD DATA 

DO 2300 I=-2,NAQUIR ! START A POINT 
! BEGIN DATA AQUISITIONS BUT FIRST 

! DO TWO FAST RUNS TO CLEAR BUFFERS 
! AND ONE ITIME RUN TO PUT VALID 
! DATA IN THE IDLE (AVAILABLE)BUFFER 

IF(I.LE.-1) NTIME=STIME ! ZEROING BUFFERS 
IF(I.GE.O) NTIME=ITIME ! GOOD DATA, TIME= USER SELECTED 
IF(I.EQ.NAQUIR) NTIME=STIME ! JUST SWAPPING BUFFERS THIS PASS 

CALL IPOKE(" 177772,NTIME) 
CALL IPOKE("l77772,"100001) ! START AQUISIITION 
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! START MAC BUSINESS 
IF(I.GT.l.AND.MAq THEN ! HAVE ALREADY READ GOOD DATA. 

CALL TLKMC6(DELA Y,NTRANS,TRANS,SEND) 
ENDIF ! END MAC BUSINESS 

! NEED TO WAIT FOR END OF AQUISITION! 
2350 IWORD=IPEEK(" 177770) ! GET VALUE AT CSR 

ISTAT=(IWORD.AND."200) ! "200 IS MASK FOR REQ A 
IF (ISTAT.EQ.O) GOTO 2350 ! REQ A NOT ASSERTED YET, WAIT 

! DONE, FALL THROUGH 
CALL REED2(NCHANN,SPEC(1)) ! READ 
IF(I.LE.O) GOTO 2300 ! FIRST THREE READS ARE BOGUS DATA 

C CALL TESTRD(NCHANN,SPEC,BEMCUR) ! FAKE INPUT FOR DIAGNOSTICS 
ISUM=O ! THIRD TIME IS OK 

DI(BEMCUR,AQU) = FLOAT(ITIME)/1000. 
DI(BEMCUR,PNT) = DI(BEMCUR,PNT) + DI(BEMCUR,AQU) 
DI(BEMCUR,RUN) = DI(BEMCUR,RUN) + DI(BEMCUR,AQU) 

DO 2390 J=1,NCHANN ! TALLY COUNTS 
D(BEMCUR,AQU,J)=FLOAT(SPEC(J)) 
D(BEMCUR,PNT ,J)=D(BEMCUR,PNT ,J)+ D(BEMCUR,AQU,J) 
D(BEMCUR,RUN,J)=D(BEMCUR,RUN,J)+D(BEMCUR,AQU,J) 

2390 CONTINUE 

CALL CNTRL(.FALSE.,MACSIG,MACTSC,ABORT ,MAC,PAUS) 
IF(ABORT)THEN 

ABORT=.FALSE. 
GOTO 2400 ! SCOOT, BUT DATA IS STILL GOOD 

END IF 
IF(PAUS) THEN 

PAUS=.FALSE. 
PAUSE I YES ... <CR>' 

END IF 

IF(MACSIG.EQ.-3) MACSIG=BEMCUR ! DEFAULT 
IF (NOZERO(MACSIG,DI)) THEN ! REQUESTED SIGNAL CAN BE MADE 
ELSE 

WRITE(5,9920) MACSIG ! TELL USER ABOUT PROBLEM 
MACSIG=BEMCUR 
END IF 

CALL PROSIG(MACSIG,MACTSC,BEMCUR,D,DI,M,MI,NCHANN,NINFO) 

CALL RDPWR(LASPWR,ADCHAN,50) ! READ LASER POWER 
CALL SUMUP(NCHANN,SPEC,ISUM) ! FIND TOTAL COUNTS FOR OPERATOR 

IF(BEMCUR.EQ.3) WRITE(5,9910) 
IF(BEMCUR.EQ.2) WRITE(5,9912) 
IF(BEMCUR.EQ.l) WRITE(5,9914) 
IF(BEMCUR.EQ.O) WRITE(5,9916) 
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WRITE(5,2370) ISUM,MACSIG,L,(LASPWR/2.20)*LASFS 
WRITE(5,2375) 1000. *ISUM/FLOAT(ITIME),MACTSC,I,SEND 

2370 FORMAT(' TOT CNTS=',I8,T25,'MACSIG=',I2,T45,'SET#=',I3, 
1 T55,' LAS PWR =',F11.2,'mw') 

2375 FORMAT(' CPS=',F8.0,T25,'MACTSC=',Il,T45,' AQU#=',I3, 
1 T55,' SEND=',Ll) 

2300 CONTINUE ! DO ANOTHER AQUISITION 

2200 CONTINUE ! DO ANOTHER POINT 

2100 CONTINUE ! DO ANOTHER SET 

2400 CONTINUE ! END OF RUN 

GOTO 100 

C*****llllllll 11*********111 II Ill 111+++***++11+************** 

c 
C SEND TO MACINTOSH 
c 
3000 CONTINUE 

IF(MANFLG) THEN ! SIGNAL ALREADY IN M,MI 
CALL TLKMC6(DELA Y,NTRANS,TRANS,SEND) 

ELSE ! MAKE SIGNAL 
CALL CNTRL(.TRUE.,SIG,TSC,ABORT ,MAC,PAUS) 
IF(NOZERO(SIG,DI)) THEN ! SIGNAL VALID 
IF(REDFLG) TSC=RUN ! ONLY RUN CHANNELS READ IN 
CALL PROSIG(SIG,TSC,BEMCUR,D,DI,M,MI,NCHANN,NINFO) 
CALL TLKMC6(DELA Y,NTRANS,TRANS,SEND) 
IF(.NOT.SEND) TYPE*,' SPECTRUM NOT SENT' 

ELSE 
WRITE(5,9920) SIG 

END IF 
END IF 
GOTO 100 

c+++IIIII+U+U+IIIIIII U***+tUUUIIIIIIIIIIIII-11111*** 

c 
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C PRINT THE RESULTS ***TEMPORARY CHANGE UNIT FROM PRINTER(6) TO MONITOR(5) 
c 
4000 CONTINUE 

IF(MANFLG) THEN 
TYPE*,' FIRST SPECTRUM ID,TIME,MULTIPLIER',AI(1),AI(2),X 
TYPE*,' SECOND SPECTRUM ID,TIME,MULTIPLIER',BI(1),BI(2),Y 

ELSE 
CALL CNTRL(.TRUE.,SIG,TSC,ABORT ,MAC,PAUS) 
IF(NOZERO(SIG,DI)) THEN ! SIGNAL VALID 
IF(REDFLG) TSC=RUN ! ONLY HAVE NUMBERS IN RUN 
CALL PROSIG(SIG,TSC,BEMCUR,D,DI,M,MI,NCHANN,NINFO) 

ELSE 
WRITE(5,9920) SIG 



GOTO 100 
END IF 

END IF 

! SCOOT 

WRITE(5,9934) (COMENT(I,1),I=1,80) 
WRITE(5,9934) (COMENT(I,2),I=1,80) 
WRITE(5,9934) (COMENT(I,3),I= 1 ,80) 
WRITE(5,9938) (IDAT A(I),I=-9,0) 
WRITE(5,9932) (RDAT A(I),I=0,19) 
WRITE(5,9902) MI(1),MI(2) 
DO 4150 I=1,250,5 
WRITE(5,4170) I,(M(J))=I,I+4) ! INDEX AND 5 VALUES 

4170 FORMAT(I5,5F12.1) 
4150 CONTINUE 

WRITE(5,4170) 256,M(256) ! PRINT LEFTOVERS 
GOTO 100 

c--**-+1111111111+--***111111-******** 

c 
C WRITE THE RESULTS TO DEFAULT DEVICE 
c 
5000 CONTINUE 

IF(REDFLG) THEN ! OLD DATA IN D,DI 
TYPE*,' CURRENT DATA CAME FROM STORAGE' 
GOTO 100 

END IF 
! LOADIDATA 

CALL TIMDA Y(IHRS,IMIN,ISEC,IDA Y,IMONTH,IYEAR) !PUT TIME AND DAY 
IDATA(-9) = IHRS !INFORMATION INTO IDATA 
IDATA(-8) = IMIN 
IDATA(-7) = ISEC 
IDATA(-6) = IDAY 
IDATA(-5) = IMONTH 
IDATA(-4) = IYEAR 
IDATA(-3) = NCHANN 
IDATA(-2) =MODE 
IDATA(-1) = 0 
IDATA(O) = 0 

WRITE(5,5100) 
5100 FORMAT(' LASER WAVELENGTH» ',$) 

READ(5,5120) RDATA(4) 
5120 FORMAT(F) 

WRITE(5,5140) 
5140 FORMAT(' ENTER TWO LINES OF COMMENTS » ) 

READ(5,9904) (COMENT(I,1),I=1,80) 
READ(5,9904) (COMENT(I,2),1=1,80) 

WRITE(5,5150) 
5150 FORMAT(' FILTERS ? » ',$) 

READ(5,9904) (COMENT(I,3),I=10,68) !FILENAM STARTS @ 69 

COMENT(1,3)="106 
COMENT(2,3)=" 111 

! WRITE 'FILTERS: ' 
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COMENT(3,3)=" 114 
COMENT( 4,3)=" 124 
COMENT(5,3)=" 105 
COMENT{6,3)=" 122 
COMENT(7,3)="123 
COMENT(8,3)="072 
COMENT(9,3)="040 

FILNAM(1)=256*(48+" 130) 
FILNAM(l)=FILNAM(1)+"130 ! "X" 
FILNAM(2)=256*(48+MOD(IHRS,10)) ! ONE'S COLUMN HOURS 
FILNAM(2)=FILNAM(2)+48+ IHRS/10 ! TEN'S COLUMN HOURS 
FILNAM(3)=256*(48+MOD(IMIN,10)) ! ONE'S COLUMN MINUTES 
FILNAM(3)=FILNAM(3)+48+IMIN/10 ! TEN'S COLUMN MINUTES 

C FILNAM(3)=256*(48+MOD(ISEC,10)) 
C FILNAM(3)=FILNAM(3)+48+ ISEC/10 

IF(IMONTH.GE.10) THEN 
FILNAM(4)=256*("101+MOD(IMONTH,l0)) ! A,B,C FOR 10,11,12 

ELSE 
FILNAM(4)=256*( 48+ !MONTH) 

END IF 
FILNAM(4)=FILNAM(4)+"56 ! '.' 

FILNAM(5)=256*(48+MOD(IDA Y,10)) 
FILNAM(5)=FILNAM(5)+48+ IDA Y /10 

FILNAM(6)=0 

WRITE(5,5160) (FILNAM(I),I=1,6) 
5160 FORMAT(' FILE NAME= ',6A2) 

c 

N=1 ! HOW MANY SIGNALS TO STORE 
IF(MODE.EQ.-6) N=4 
IF(MODE.EQ.-5.0R.MODE.EQ.-4) N=2 
IF(MODE.EQ.-2.0R.MODE.EQ.-l) N=2 
CALL WRFILE(FILNAM,COMENT ,RDAT A,NCHANN,IDAT A,D,DI,M,MI,N,MODE) 

GOTO 100 

C MANIPULATE DATA 
c 
6000 CONTINUE 

MANFLG=.TRUE. 
WRITE(5,6100) 

6100 FORMAT(//' SPECTRUM C = (X)*SPECTRUM A + (Y) * SPECTRUM B') 

6110 WRITE(5,6120) 
6120 FORMAT(//' RETRIEVE DATA FOR SPECTRUM A :') 

REDFLG=.TRUE. 
CALL GETNAM(FILNAM) 

CALL RDFILE(FILNAM,COMENT ,RDAT A,NCHANN,IDAT A,D,DI,M,MI,NOFILE, 
N,MODE) 

IF(NOFILE) THEN 
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NOFILE=.FALSE. 
TYPE*,' TRY AGAIN?? <CR> =YES' 

READ{S,9901) REPLY 
IF(REPLY.EQ.'N'.OR.REPLY.EQ.'n') GOTO 100 

GOTO 6110 
END IF 

CALL CNTRL(.TRUE.,SIG,TSC,ABORT,MAC,PAUS) 
IF(NOZERO(SIG,DI)) THEN ! SIGNAL VALID 
IF(REDFLG) TSC=RUN ! ONLY HAVE NUMBERS IN RUN 
CALL PROSIG(SIG,TSC,BEMCUR,D,DI,M,MI,NCHANN,NINFO) ! M NOW FULL 
CALL TLKMC6(DELA Y,NTRANS,TRANS,SEND) ! SEND A 

TYPE*,' ENTER X (USE DECIMAL) »' 
READ{S,990S) X 
Al(1)= Ml(1) 
Al(2)= MI(2) 
DO 6210 J=l,NCHANN 

6210 A(J)= X * M(J) 
ELSE 

WRITE{S,9920) ! SIGNAL NOT AVAILABLE 
GOTO 100 

END IF 

6200 WRITE{5,6220) 
6220 FORMAT(/f RETRIEVE SPECTRUM B :') 

CALL GETNAM{FILNAM) 
CALL RDFILE(FILNAM,COMENT ,RDAT A,NCHANN,IDATA,D,DI,M,MI,NOFILE, 

1 N,MODE) 
IF(NOFILE) THEN 

NOFILE=.FALSE. 
TYPE*,' TRY AGAIN?? <CR> = YES' 

READ(5,9901) REPLY 
IF(REPLY.EQ.'N'.OR.REPLY.EQ.'n') GOTO 100 

GOTO 6200 
END IF 

CALL CNTRL{.TRUE.,SIG,TSC,ABORT,MAC,PAUS) 
IF(NOZERO(SIG,DI)) THEN ! SIGNAL VALID 
IF(REDFLG) TSC=RUN ! ONLY HA VB NUMBERS IN RUN 
CALL PROSIG(SIG,TSC,BEMCUR,D,DI,M,MI,NCHANN,NINFO)! FILL M 
CALL TLKMC6(DELA Y,NTRANS,TRANS,SEND) ! SEND B 
TYPE*,' ENTER Y (USE DECIMAL) »' 

READ(S,990S) Y 
BI(l)=MI(1) 
BI(2)=MI(2) 
DO 6230 J=1,NCHANN 

6230 M(J)= Y * M(J) 
ELSE 

WRITE(S,9920) ! SIGNAL NOT AVAILABLE 
GOTO 100 

END IF 
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MI(1)=7 ! IDENTIFY AS UNCERTAIN 
MI(2)=AI(2)+ BI(2) ! TOTAL TIME 
DO 6240 J=1,NCHANN 

6240 M(J)=A(J)+ M(J) 
CALL TLKMC6(DELAY,NTRANS,TRANS,SEND) ! SEND MANIPULATED 

GOTO 100 

C**************--***-**************~ 

C READ/WRITE HEADER 
c 
c 
7000 CONTINUE 

OPEN (UNIT=1,ST ATUS='OLD',NAME='HEAD.DA T', 
1FORM='UNFORMATTED',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',ERR=7400) 

READ(1) FLG,RDAT A,DELA Y,DEFTIM,DEFAQU 
CLOSE (UNIT=1,DISPOSE='KEEP') 

IF(ANS.EQ.' ') GOTO 100 ! USER JUST STARTED PROGRAM 

C INSPECT/ ALTER FLAG PARAMTERS 

7050 WRITE(5,7100) ((FLG(K,J),J=1,2),K=0,1) 
7100 FORMAT(///T30,' FLAG PARAMETER MENU:',//1 

1 TlO,' O=AUTO 1= MANUAL 2= IGNORE', 
2 T45,' 0= NO OVERRIDE 1= OVERRIDE'/// 
3 T34,' LASER FLAG .. .'// 
4 T5,' LM = MODE (AUTO/MANUAL/IGNORE) = ',11, 
5 T45,' LS = STATUS (OVERRIDE ?) = ',12,1// 
6 T34,' MOL FLAG .. .'// 
7 T5,' MM =MODE (AUTO/MANUAL/IGNORE)= ',11, 
8 T45,' MS = STATUS (OVERRIDE ?) = ',11,//// 

9 ' ENTER DESIRED PARAMETER CHANGE, <CR> OF OK »') 
READ(5,20) ANS 

20 FORMAT(A2) 
IF(ANS.EQ.' ') GOTO 7150 
WRITE(5,7130) 

7130 FORMAT(' NEW VALUE »',$) 
IF(ANS.EQ.'LM') READ(5,*) FLG(0,1) 
IF(ANS.EQ.'LS') READ(5, *) FLG(0,2) 
IF(ANS.EQ.'MM') READ(5, *) FLG(1,1) 
IF(ANS.EQ.'MS') READ(5, *) FLG(1,2) 

IF(FLG(0,1).EQ.2) FLG(0,2)=1 ! IF IGNORE, THEN OVERRIDE 
IF(FLG(1,1).EQ.2) FLG(1,2)=1 

GOTO 7050 
7150 CONTINUE 

C OBSERVE AND/OR CHANGE GRATING COEFFICIENTS 

7200 WRITE(5,7210) 
7210 FORMAT(' PRESENT GRATING COEFFICIENTS:') 

WRITE(5,7220) (RDAT A(I),I=0,3) 
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7220 FORMAT(ff 10,'0 =',E12.5,tr 10,' 1 =',El2.5, 
1 ff10,'2 =',E12.5,tr10,'3 =',E12.5) 
WRITE(5,*) 'ENTER ORDER TO CHANGE <CR>= NO CHANGE »' 
READ(5,9901) N ! N IS INTEGER, BUT READ AS A1 
IF(N.EQ."20040) THEN ! SPACE, NO CHANGE 

GOTO 7260 
ELSE ! CONVERT N TO INTEGER 

N=(N .AND." 177) 
N=N-48 ! SUBTRACT OCTAL OFFSET 

WRITE(5,7240) N 
7240 FORMAT(' ENTER NEW ',I2,' ORDER COEFFICIENT»',$) 

READ(5,*) RDATA(N) 
END IF 
GOTO 7200 

7260 CONTINUE 

C MACINTOSH PARAMETERS 

WRITE(5,7300) DELAY 
7300 FORMAT(' MACINTOSH TRANSMISSION DELAY PARAMETER »',IS) 

TYPE*,' NEW VALUE» I 

READ(5,9908) N 
IF(N.NE.O) DELAY=N 

7400 OPEN (UNIT=1,STATUS='NEW',NAME='HEAD.DAT', 
1FORM='UNFORMA TTED',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 

WRITE(l) FLG,RDATA,DELAY,TIM,NAQU 
CLOSE (UNIT=l,DISPOSE='KEEP') 

IF(ANS.EQ.'EX') GOTO 9900 
GOTO 100 

! USER WANTS OUT 

c-··· t I I I I 1-*********ttt t tt tt--l I I I ************C 

C READ IN A DATA FILE 
c 
8000 CONTINUE 

REDSTA=.FALSE. 
IF(REDFLG) REDSTA=.TRUE. ! ALREADY IN READ ATTITUDE 

REDFLG=.TRUE. 
CALL GETNAM(FILNAM) 

CALL RDFILE(FILNAM,COMENT ,RDAT A,NCHANN,IDATA,D,DI,M,MI,NOFILE, 
1 N,MODE) 

IF(NOFILE) THEN 
NOFILE=.FALSE. 
IF(.NOT.REDSTA) REDFLG=.FALSE.! WE WERE NOT IN READ ATTITUDE 

ENDIF ! BEFORE, SO THE D(K,N,J) IS 
! STILL FULL 

GOTO 100 

C**********lllllllll***llll*lllllllltt-lllltUUUIIIIII•II 

c 
C READ THE LASER POWER 
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c 
9000 CONTINUE 

CALL RDPWR(LASPWR,ADCHAN,50) ! READ LASER POWER 
WRITE(5,9001) (LASPWR/2.2)*LASFS 

9001 FORMAT(' LASER POWER= ',F11.2,' MW',20X,' AGAIN ?',$) 
READ(5,9010) REPLY 

9010 FORMAT(A1) 
IF (REPL Y.EQ.'N'.OR.REPL Y.EQ.'n') GOTO 100 

GOTO 9000 
C***--***--******************* 
C END MENU SELECTIONS 
9900 CONTINUE 
9901 FORMAT(A1) 
9902 FORMAT (5F9.2) 
9903 FORMAT (A2) 
9904 FORMAT (80A1) 
9905 FORMAT (F) 
9906 FORMAT (5E12.5) 
9908 FORMAT (1018) 
9910 FORMAT (/,' (LAS+MOL):') 
9912 FORMAT (/,'MOL:') 
9914 FORMAT (/,' LASER:') 
9916 FORMAT (/,' DARK:') 
9920 FORMAT(/,' REQUESTED SIGNAL', I3,' NOT AVAILABLE.') 
9932 FORMAT (' ',5E11.4) 
9934 FORMAT (' ',80A1) 
9938 FORMAT (' ',1018) 

STOP 
END !END MAIN PROGRAM 
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195 
TITLE: REED2.MAC READ 
AUTHOR: J.SPENCE 

DATE: 5-NOV -86 
VERSION: VlA THIS IS A MODIFICATION OF REED.MAC. IT DOES NOT SWAP 

BUFFERS BEFORE THE READ. 

VERSION : 2 INTERRUPT VECTOR AT 270 

GLOBALS:REED2 

THIS SUBROUTINE READS DATA IN FROM THE MCA INTO A SINGLE WORD BUFFER 
TO BE CALLED BY FORTRAN: 

CALL REED2(Nl,N2) 
Nl= NUMBER OF CHANNELS TO BE READ. THIS DEPENDS UPON 

JUMPERING OF THE SSL UNIT. UPTO 4096 
TYPE 1*2 

N2= ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF DATA 

DRVCSR=177770 
DRVOUT=DRVCSR+2 
DRVIN=DRVCSR+4 
DRVVEC=270 

REED2:: MOV RO,-(SP) 
MOV Rl,-(SP) 
MOV R2,-(SP) 

; DRV-11 CONTROL AND STATUS REGISTER 
; DRV-11 OUTPUT BUFFER 

; DRV-11 INPUT BUFFER 
; DRV-11 REQ A INTERRUPT VECTOR 

; SAVE RO 
; SAVE Rl 
; SAVE R2 

CLR 
MOV 
MOV 

RO ; INIT COUNTER 
@2(RS),Rl ; NUMBER OF CHANNELS TO BE READ 
4(RS),R2 ; R2 NOW HOLDS ADDRESS OF DATA ARRAY 

LOOP: MOV @#DRVIN,(R2)+ 
INC RO 
CMP RO,Rl 
BLT LOOP 

MOV (SP)+ ,R2 ; RESTORE REGISTERS 
MOV (SP)+ ,Rl 
MOV (SP)+,RO 

RETURN 
.END 



c 
c 

TLKMC6.FOR TALK TO MACINTOSH. 

C THIS SUBROUTINE SENDS DATA OUT OF THE DLVll-J TO THE MACINTOSH. 
C THE SERIAL PORT USED DEPENDS UPON THE PARAMETERS GIVEN IN 
C THE TWO MACRO ROUTINES DUMUP (DUMP UPPER BYTE) AND DUMLO 
C (DUMP LOWER BYTE), AND UPON THE ADDRESSES USED IN THE IPEEKS 
C ADN !POKES BELOW. 
c 
C ENHANCEMENTS FROM TLKMC4: VARIABLE DELAY (PASSED) 
C TLKMC5: MADE IT MORE FLEXIBLE, WITH AJUSTABLE 
C ARRAYS 
C MUST BE LINKED WITH DUMUP (MACRO) AND DUMLO (MACRO). 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE TO BE CALLED FROM FORTRAN 
C CALL TLKMC4(NCHANN,DATA) 
C CALLTLKMC5(DELAY,NCHANN,DATA) 
C CALL TLKMC6(DELAY,NUMINT,IDATA,SEND) 
C WHERE DELAY IS A TIMING PARAMETER 
C NUMINT IS THE NUMBER IF INTEGERS TO SEND 
C IDAT A IS THE INTEGER ARRA YY I*2 
C SEND IS LOGICAL, TRUE FOR TRANSMISSION 
c 

c 

SUBROUTINE TLKMC6(DELA Y,NUMINT,IDATA,SEND) 
INTEGER NUMINT 
INTEGER IDA T A(NUMINT) 

INTEGERNUM 
INTEGER DLVCSR 
INTEGER DL YIN 
INTEGER STATUS 
LOGICAL SEND 
INTEGER DELAY ! DETERMINES SEPERATION TIME BETWEEN NUMBERS 

DLVIN=IPEEK(" 176512) 
STATUS=(DLVIN.AND. "377) 
IF (STATUS.NE."21) THEN 
SEND=.FALSE. 

RETURN 
ELSE 
SEND=. TRUE. 
DO 70 J=l,DELAY 
X=FLOAT(J) 

! READ INPUT BUFFER 
! ZERO MOST SIG BYTE 

! DID NOT RECEIVE CNTROL-Q 

70 CONTINUE 
DO 97 l=l,NUMINT 
NUM=IDAT A(I) 

CALL DUMUP(NUM) 
DO 98 J=l,DELAY 

X=FLOAT(J) 
98 CONTINUE 

NUM=IDAT A(I) 
CALL DUMLO(NUM) 
DO 96 J=l,DELAY 
X=FLOAT(J) 

! SEND MOST SIG BYTE OUT 

! WASTE TIME 

! SEND LEAST SIGNIFICANT BYTE 
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96 CONTINUE 
97 CONTINUE 
c 

RETURN 
END IF 
END 

DUMUP SEND THE UPPER BYTE OF A 2BYTE WORD OUT THE DLVll-J 
CALL DUMUP(N) 

INTEGER*2 N 

D~XCSR=176514 

DLXBUF=176516 

DUMUP:: NOP 
MOV R3,-(SP) 
MOV R2,-(SP) 
MOV #O,@#DLXCSR 
MOV 2(RS),R2 
MOV (R2),R3 
SWAB R3 
MOVB R3,@#DLXBUF 
MOV (SP)+ ,R2 
MOV (SP)+,R3 
RETURN 

.END 

; DLVll-J CHANNEL 0 TRANS CSR 
; TRANS BUFFER 

; SAVER2 
; DISABLE INTERRUPTS 

; R2 NOW HOLDS ADDRESS OF DATA 

; SEND OUT MOST SIG BYTE 
; RESTORE REGISTERS 

DUMLO SEND THE LOWER BYTE OF A 2BYTE WORD OUT THE DLVll-J 
CALL DUMLO(N) 

INTEGER*2 N 

DLXCSR= 176514 
DLXBUF=176516 

DUMLO:: NOP 
MOV R3,-(SP) 
MOV R2,-(SP) 
MOV #O,@#DLXCSR 
MOV 2(R5),R2 
MOV (R2),R3 
MOVB R3,@#DLXBUF 
MOV (SP)+,R2 
MOV (SP)+,R3 
RETURN 

.END 

; DLVll-J CHANNEL 0 TRANS CSR 
; TRANS BUFFER 

; SAVER2 
; DISABLE INTERRUPTS 

; R2 NOW HOLDS ADDRESS OF DATA 

; SEND OUT LEAST SIG BYTE 
; RESTORE REGISTERS 
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c TITLE: GETNAM.FOR 
C AUTHOR: JHS 
C DATE: 5-NOV-86 
C VERSION: 1 
c 
C A SUBROUTINE FOR USER ENTRY OF FILENAM 
c 
C CALL GETNAM(PARM) 
C WHERE PARM= I*2(6) ARRAY 
c 

SUBROUTINE GETNAM(NAME) 
INTEGER*2 NAME(6) 
WRITE(5,10) 

10 FORMAT('/ ENTER FILE NAME ») 
READ(5,20) (NAME(I),I=1,5) 

20 FORMA T(5A2) 
NAME(6)=0 

RETURN 
END 

C SUBROUTINE TIMDA Y 
C DEREK IWAMOTO 
C 19 JULY 1988 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE RETURNS THE HOUR,MINUTE,MONTH,DA Y AND YEAR IN INTEGER 
C FORMAT SO THAT DATA FILES CREATED BY SPECXX.FOR CAN BE LABELED 
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C IT CALLS THE SYSLffi ROUTINES GTIM AND CVTTIM AND THE MACRO ROUTINE IDATE. 

SUBROUTINE TIMDA Y(HRS,MIN,SEC,DA Y ,MON, YEAR) 

INTEGER*4 ITIME 
INTEGER*2 HRS,MIN,SEC,DA Y,MON,YEAR 

C LOGICAL*1 STRING(8) 

C CALL MPIOPS 
CALL GTIM(ITIME) !GETS CURRENT TIME OF DAY 
CALL CVTTIM(ITIME,HRS,MIN,SEC) !CONVERTS 2 WORD INTERNAL 

C CALL TIME(STRING) 

!FORMATTED TIME TO HOURS, 
!MINUTES,SECONDS,CLOCK TICKS 

C WRITE (5,10) (STRING(I), 1=1,8) 
!GETS TIME OF DAY IN ASCII 

!FORMAT AND STORES IN STRING 
C10 FORMAT (8A1) 

CALL IDATE(MON,DAY,YEAR) !CALLS MACRO ROUTINE THAT 

RETURN 
END 

!RETURNS THE DATE IN INTEGER 
!FORMAT 



C SUBROUTINE RDPWR 
C DEREK IWAMOTO 
C 27 JULY 1988 
c 
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C THIS SUBROUTINE READS THE LASER POWER METER FROM CHANNEL 'CHAN' OF THE 
AID 
C CONVERTER. IT TAKES 'SAMPLE' SAMPLES AND THEN AVERAGES THE SAMPLES TO 
C GIVE A RELATIVE INDICATOR OF THE LASER POWER. 
C THE CSR OF THE AID CONVERTER IS LOCATED AT ADDRESS "171000 AND THE DBR 
CAT ADDRESS "171002. THE AID CONVERTER HAS 16 CHANNELS WHICH ARE SELECTED 
C BY BITS 8-11 OF THE CSR. A CONVERSION IS INITIATED BY SETTING BIT 0 OF THE 
C CSR TO 1. THE CONVERTED DATA IS STORED AS A 12 BIT WORD IN BITS 0-11 OF THE 
C DBR. THE AID CONVERTER HAS A RESOLUTION OF 2.5 mV AND CAN ACCEPI' ANALOG 
C VOLTAGES BETWEEN -5.12V ("0000) AND +5.12V ("7777). THE OPERATION OF THE 
AID 
C CONVERTER IS IDENTICAL TO THAT OF THE ADVll-A. SEE THE MICROCOMPUTER 
C INTERFACES HANDBOOK FOR MORE INFORMATION. 

SUBROUTINE RDPWR (VOLT,CHAN,SAMPLE) 

INTEGER*2 ADCSR 
INTEGER*2 ADDBR 
INTEGER*2 CHAN 
INTEGER*2 SAMPLE 
REAL*4 VOLT 
INTEGER*4 VSUM 
INTEGER*2 CSR 

ADCSR = "171000 
ADDBR = ADCSR + 2 
VSUM =0 

!AID CSR ADDRESS 
!AID DBR ADDRESS 

!CHANNEL NUMBER 
!NUMBER OF SAMPLES 

!ACTUAL VOLT AGE 
!SUM OF SAMPLES 

!CSRVALUE 

CSR = (CHAN * (2**8)) + 1 !SET CHANNEL ADDRESS AND CONVERT BIT 
DO 100 1=1,SAMPLE 

CALL IPOKE(ADCSR,CSR) !INITIATE CONVERSION 
ITEMP = IPEEK(ADDBR) !READ DBR 
VSUM = VSUM + ITEMP !KEEP RUNNING TOTAL 

100 CONTINUE 
VOLT = ((VSUM/SAMPLE)*.0025)-5.12 !CONVERT TO VOLTAGE 

RETURN 
END 



SUBROUTINE BEMCHG(MODE,BEMCUR) 
INTEGER*2 MODE,BEMCUR 

IF(MODE.EQ.-1) THEN 
IF(BEMCUR.EQ.O) THEN 
BEMCUR=l 

! LASER - DARK 

ELSE 
BEMCUR=O 

END IF 
ELSE IF(MODE.EQ.-2) THEN 

IF(BEMCUR.EQ.O) THEN 
BEMCUR=2 

ELSE 
BEMCUR=O 

END IF 

! MOL- DARK 

ELSE IF(MODE.EQ.-4) THEN ! (LASER + MOL) - LASER 
IF(BEMCUR.EQ.3) THEN 
BEMCUR=l ! SWITCH WITH LASER 

ELSE 
BEMCUR=3 

END IF 
ELSE IF(MODE.EQ.-5) THEN ! (LASER + MOL) -MOL 

IF(BEMCUR.EQ.3) THEN 
BEMCUR=2 ! TOGGLE WITH MOL 

ELSE 
BEMCUR=3 

END IF 
ELSE IF(MODE.EQ.-6) THEN ! (LASER + MOL)-LASER-MOL+ DARK 

IF(BEMCUR.EQ.3) THEN 
BEMCUR=2 ! MOL 

ELSE IF(BEMCUR.EQ.2)THEN 
BEMCUR=l !LASER 

ELSE IF(BEMCUR.EQ.l)THEN 
BEMCUR=O ! DARK 

ELSE 
BEMCUR=3 

END IF 
ELSE IF (MODE.EQ.-3) THEN ! DEFAULT 

! NO CHANGE 
ELSE ! RAW SIGNALS MODE.EQ.-3,0,1,2,3 
BEMCUR=MODE 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 

! END THE MODE IF-THEN BLOCK 
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C THIS SUBROUTINE SUMS UP DATA RETURNED FROM SSL2401 
c 

SUBROUTINE SUMUP(NCHANN,S,ISUM) 

INTEGER *2 NCHANN, S(NCHANN) 
INTEGER*4 ISUM 
ISUM=O 
DO 5 I=l,NCHANN 

ISUM=ISUM + S(I) 
5 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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C TIMPAR: TIMING PARAMTERS. USER SELECTS NUMBER OF SETS OF DATA, REPITITIJJ!2 
C PER POINT (REP), AND TIME PER REPTITION (TIM) 

SUBROUTINE TIMPAR(NSETS,MODE,TIM,DEFTIM,REP,DEFREP) 
INTEGER*2 NSETS,MODE,TIM(0:3),DEFTIM(0:3),REP(0:3),DEFREP(0:3) 

c 
IF(MODE.GE.O.AND.MODE.LE.3) THEN ! SINGLE BEAM 

WRITE(5,2006) DEFREP(MODE) 
2006 FORMAT(/,TlO,' NUMBER OF REPITIONS ? »',14,' ',$) 

READ(5,2034) REP(MODE) 
IF(REP(MODE).EQ.O) REP(MODE)=DEFREP(MODE) 
WRITE(5,2008) DEFTIM(MODE) 

2008 FORMAT(/,TlO,' TIME PER REPITITION ? »',15,' ',$) 
READ(5,2034) TIM(MODE) 

2034 FORMAT(!) 
IF(TIM(MODE).EQ.O) TIM(MODE)= DEFTIM(MODE) 

ELSE 
WRITE(5,2026) 100 

READ(5,2034) NSETS 
IF(NSETS.EQ.O) NSETS=lOO 
IF(MODE.EQ.-6.0R.MODE.EQ.-5.0R.MODE.EQ.-4) THEN 

WRITE(5,2010) DEFREP(3) 
READ(5,2034) REP(3) 
IF(REP(3).EQ.O) REP(3)=D EFREP(3) 
WRITE(5,2018) DEFTIM(3) 
READ(5,2034) TIM(3) 
IF(TIM(3).EQ.O) TIM(3)=DEFTIM(3) 

END IF 
IF(MODE.EQ.-6.0R.MODE.EQ.-5.0R.MODE.EQ.-2) THEN 

WRITE(5,2012) DEFREP(2) 
READ(5,2034) REP(2) 
IF(REP(2).EQ.O) REP(2)=DEFREP(2) 
WRITE(5,2020) DEFTIM(2) 
READ(5,2034) TIM(2) 
IF(TIM(2).EQ.O) TIM(2)=DEFTIM(2) 

END IF 
IF(MODE.EQ.-6.0R.MODE.EQ.-4.0R.MODE.EQ.-1) THEN 

WRITE(S,2014) DEFREP(l) 
READ(5,2034) REP(l) 
IF(REP(l).EQ.O) REP(l)=DEFREP(l) 
WRITE(5,2022) DEFTIM(l) 
READ(5,2034) TIM(l) 
IF(TIM(l).EQ.O) TIM(l)=DEFTIM(l) 

END IF 
IF(MODE.EQ.-l.OR.MODE.EQ.-2.0R.MODE.EQ.-6) THEN 

WRITE(5,2016) DEFREP(O) 
READ(5,2034) REP(O) 
IF(REP(O).EQ.O) REP(O)=DEFREP(O) 
WRITE(5,2024) DEFTIM(O) 
READ(5,2034) TIM(O) 
IF(TIM(O).EQ.O) TIM(O)=DEFTIM(O) 

END IF 

! (L+M) 

!MOL 

! LASER 

! DARK 



c 
c 

END IF 

2010 FORMAT(/,' REPITIONS OF (LASER + MOL) PER POINT = ',13,' ',$) 
2012 FORMAT(/,' REPITIONS OF (MOL) PER POINT = ',13,' ',$) 
2014 FORMAT(/,' REPITIONS OF (LASER) PER POINT = ',13,' ',$) 
2016 FORMAT(/,' REPITIONS OF (DARK) PER POINT = ',13,' ',$) 
2018 FORMAT(' TIME (MSEC) OF (LASER+MOL) PER REPIT1TION = ',16,' ',$) 
2020 FORMAT(' TIME (MSEC) OF (MOL) PER REPITIT10N = ',16,' ',$) 
2022 FORMAT(' TIME (MSEC) OF (LASER) PER REPITITION = ',16,' ',$) 
2024 FORMAT(' TIME (MSEC) OF (DARK) PER REP1TIT10N = ',16,' ',$) 
2026 FORMAT(/,' NUMBER OF SETS »',16,' ',$) 
c 

DO 99 K=0,3 
DEFTIM(K)=TIM(K) 
DEFREP(K)=REP{K) 

99 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

! UPDATE DEFAULTS 
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C PROSIG.FOR PROCESS SIGNAL 
c 
C CALL PROSIG(SIG,BEMCUR,NCHANN,D,S) 
c 
C SIG =[-6,3) 
C PROCESS SIGNALS ASSOCIATED WITH CODE NUMBER SIG. FOR INSTANCE, 
C IF SIG =-6 (LASER+MOL)-LASER-MOL+DARK 
C THEN CREATE SIG=-6 =3-2-1+0 
c 
c 
C INPUT FOR THE ROUTINE IS FROM DO. 
C OUTPUT GOES TO S 

SUBROUTINE PROSIG(SIG,TSC,BEMCUR,D,DI,S,SI,NCHANN,NINFO) 

INTEGER NINFO 
INTEGER*2 NCHANN 

REAL*4 DI(0:3,NINFO),D(0:3,3,NCHANN),S(NCHANN),SI(NINFO) 
INTEGER*2 BEMCUR ! DEFAULT SIGNAL 
INTEGER*2 SIG ! DESIRED SIGNAL 
INTEGER*2 TSC ! DESIRED TIMESCALE 

IF(SIG.EQ.-6) THEN 
SI(l)=SIG ! SIGNAL IDENTIFIER 

SI(2)=DI(3,TSC)+ DI(2,TSC)+ DI( l,TSC)+ DI(O, TSC) 
DO 10 J=1,NCHANN 

10 S(J)=D{3,TSC,J)/DI(3,TSC) - D(2,TSC,J)/DI(2,TSC) -
1 D(1,TSC,J)/DI(1,TSC) + D(O,TSC,J)/DI{O,TSC) 

ELSE IF(SIG.EQ.-5) THEN 
Sl(l)=SIG 

SI(2)=DI(3, TSC)+ DI{2, TSC) 
DO 20 J=l,NCHANN 

20 S(J)=D(3,TSC,J)/Dl(3,TSC) - D(2,TSC,J)/Dl(2,TSC) 
ELSE IF(SIG.EQ.-4) THEN 
Sl(l):::;SlG 

SI(2)=DI{3,TSC)+DI(l,TSC) 
00 30 J=l,NCHANN 

30 S(J)=D{3,TSC,J)/Dl(3,TSC) - D(l,TSC,J)/Dl(1,TSC) 
ELSE IF(SIG.EQ.-3) THEN 
Sl(l)=BEMCUR 
SI(2)=DI(BEMCUR, TSC) 
DO 40 J=1,NCHANN 

40 S(J)=D(BEMCUR,TSC,J)/Dl(BEMCUR,TSC) 
ELSE IF(SIG.EQ.-2) THEN 
SI(l)=SIG 

SI(2)=DI(2, TSC)+ DI(O, TSC) 
00 50 J=l,NCHANN 

50 S(J)=D(2,TSC,J)/Dl(2,TSC) - D(O,TSC,J)/Dl(O,TSC) 
ELSE IF(SIG.EQ.-1) THEN 
SI(l)=SIG 

SI(2)=DI(l,TSC)+DI{O,TSC) 
00 60 J=l,NCHANN 

60 S(J)=D(l,TSC,J)/Dl{l,TSC) - D(O,TSC,J)/Dl(O,TSC) 
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ELSE IF(SIG.GE.O.AND.SIG.LE.3) THEN 
SI(l)=SIG 
SI(2)=Dl(SIG,TSC) 
DO 70 J=l,NCHANN 

70 S(J)=D(SIG,TSC,J)/DI(SIG,TSC) 
END IF 

RETURN 
END 
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c 
c 
c 

THIS SUBROUTINE READS THE UNFORMATTED NSPEC,MODE,BYTEDATA, 
REALDATA,INTEGER DATA AND RAW SPECTRA. 

THE MI,M V ARABLES ARE USED AONL Y AS UTILITIES 

SUBROUTINE RDFILE(FILNAM,COM,RDA,L,IDA,D,DI,M,MI,NOF,N,MODE) 

INTEGER*2 FILNAM(6) 
REAL*4 RDA(0:19) 
BYTE COM(80,3) 
INTEGER*2 IDA(-9:0) 
LOGICAL NOF 
INTEGER*2 L 
INTEGER*2 N 
INTEGER*2 MODE 

REAL *4 01(0:3,3) 
REAL*4 D(0:3,3,L) 

REAL *4 Ml(2) 
REAL*4 M(L) 

NOF=.FALSE. 

!FILENAME JUST ENTERED 
!ARRAY OF REAL DATA 

!COMMENT 
!ARRAY OF INT DATA 

!NCHANN 
! NUMBER OF SPECTRA IN FILE 

! MODE OF FILE BEING READ 

10 IF (FILNAM(l). EQ. "20040) GOTO 90 !IF FIRST TWO CHARACTERS ARE 
!SPACES, ASSUME ABORT 

OPEN(UNIT=1,STATUS='OLD',NAME=FILNAME,FORM='UNFORMATTED', 
1ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',ERR=100) 

DO 20 K=0,3 
DO 25 1=1,3 
DI(K,I)=O. 
DO 30 J=l,L 

30 D(K,I,J)=O. 
25 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 

READ(1) N,MODE 
READ(1) COM,RDA,IDA 

DO 50 1=1,N 
READ(1) MI,M 
ID = NINT(MI(1)) 
DI(ID,3) = Ml(2) 
DO 50 J=1,L 
D(ID,3,J) = M(J) 

50 CONTINUE 

! ZERO ALL TIME SCALES, BUT 
! ONLY FILL TSC=RUN (3) 

! NUMBER OF SPECTRA, MODE 

! CONVERT SIGNAL ID TO INTEGER 
! FILL 'RUN' EXPOSURE ELEMENT 

TYPE*,' MODE=',MODE,' #OF FILES =',N 
CLOSE(UNIT=1,DISPOSE='SA VE') 

RETURN 
100 TYPE*,' BAD FILE NAME' 
90 NOFILE = .TRUE. 

RETURN 
END 
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c 
C HERE THE FILE IS CREATED. THE FORM IS UNFORMATTED. 
c 
C THE PURPOSE IS TO WRITE THE 'RUN' DIMENSION ARRAY D AND Dl. 
C ARRAY M AND MI ARE USED AS UTILITIES. 

SUBROUTINE WRFILE(NAM,COM,RDA,L,IDA,D,DI,M,MI,N,MODE) 

INTEGER*2 NAM(6) 
BYTE COM(80,3) 
REAL*4 RDA(0:19) 
INTEGER*2 IDA(-9:0) 
INTEGER*2L 
INTEGER*2 N 

REAL *4 DI(0:3,3) 
REAL *4 D(0:3,3,L) 

REAL *4 MI(2) 
REAL*4 M(L) 

! FILENAME 
! HOLDS COMMENTS 

! ARRAY OF REAL DATA 
! ARRAY OF INT DATA 

! NCHANN 
! NUMBER OF SPECTRA 

10 IF (NAM(l). EQ. w20040) GOTO 90 !IF FIRST TWO CHARACTERS ARE 

c 

30 

20 

!SPACES, ASSUME NO FILENAME 
!ENTERED AND EXIT 

OPEN(UNIT=l,ST ATUS='NEW',NAME=NAM,FORM='UNFORMATTED', 
lACCESS='SEQUENTIAL ') 

WRITE(l) N,MODE 
WRITE(l) COM,RDA,IDA 

DO 20 K=0,3 
IF(DI(K,3).NE.O) THEN 

MI(l) = K ! SIGNAL ID 
Ml(2) = DI(K,3) 
DO 30 J=l,L 
M(J) = D(K,3,J) 

WRITE(l) MI,M 
END IF 
CONTINUE 

CLOSE(UNIT=l,DISPOSE='SA VE') 

! CHECK THE EXPOSURE TIME 
! CHANNEL WAS ACTNE SO 

COPY IT 

! WRITE IT 

90 RETURN 
END 
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C CNTRL.FOR CONTROL 
c 
C PURPOSE: TO LOAD SIG AND TSC OR SET FLAGS 
C A SUBROUTINE TO BE CALLED FROM SPEC18.FOR 
C IF THE PARAMETER STATIC.EQ.FALSE IT READS THE CONSOLE TERMINAL 
C INPUT SERIAL PORT,THUS RETRIEVING THE LAST CHARACTER WRITTEN. 
C THAT CHARACTER DETERMINES WHAT FLAGS ARE SET OR WHICH SIGNAL 
C GET PUT INTO ARRAY SIG. 
C IF THE PARAMETER ST A TIC.EQ.TRUE. THEN THE FLAG PORTION IS SKIPPED 
C AND THE USER IS QUEREIED FOR THE SIGNAL DESIRED. 
c 

c 

SUBROUTINE CNTRL(ST ATIC,SIG,TSC,ABORT,MAC,PAUS) 
INTEGER*2 SIG ! CODE FOR DESIRED SIGNAL 
INTEGER*2 TSC ! TIME SCALE DESIRED 
INTEGER*2 I 
INTEGER*2 INPORT 
CHARACTER REPLY 
LOGICAL ABORT 
LOGICAL MAC 
LOGICAL STATIC 
LOGICAL PAUS 

IF(STATIC) THEN 

! TRUE FOR USER REQUEST ABORT 
! TRUE FOR REQUEST TO SENT TO MAC 
! TRUE FOR USER QUERY 
! TRUE FOR REPQUEST TO PAUSE 

TYPE*,' ENTER KEYBOARD CODE LETTER»' 
READ(S,lO)I 

10 FORMAT(A) 

c 

I=(I.AND." 177) 
ELSE 

I=IPEEK("177562) ! READ CONSOLE INPUT BUFFER 
END IF 

IF(I.EQ. "33) THEN ! ESCAPE 
ABORT =.TRUE. 

ELSE IF(I.EQ."136) THEN ! A 

MAC=.TRUE. 

ELSE IF(I.EQ." 100) THEN ! @ 

MAC = .FALSE. 

ELSE IF(I.EQ. "72) THEN ! : 
PAUS=.TRUE. 

ENDIF ! END CONTROL 

IF(I.EQ."6l.OR.I.EQ."62.0R.I.EQ."63.0R.I.EQ."64.0R. ! ACROSS 1-0 
1I.EQ. "65.0R.I.EQ. "66.0R.I.EQ. "67.0R.I.EQ. "70.0R. 

21.EQ."7l.OR.I.EQ."60) THEN 
TSC=3 

ELSE IF(I.EQ."12l.OR.I.EQ."127.0R.I.EQ."105.0R.I.EQ."122.0R. ! Q-P 
11.EQ. "124.0R.I.EQ." 13l.OR.I.EQ." 125.0R.I.EQ." 11l.OR. 

21.EQ."117.0R.I.EQ."120) THEN 
TSC=3 
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ELSE IF(I.EQ." lOl.OR.I.EQ." 123.0R.I.EQ." 104.0R.I.EQ." 106.0R. ! A-; 
li.EQ." 107.0R.I.EQ." 110.0R.I.EQ."112.0R.I.EQ."ll3.0R. 

2I.EQ." 114.0R.I.EQ. "73) THEN 
TSC=2 

ELSE IF(I.EQ."132.0R.I.EQ."l30.0R.I.EQ."l03.0R.I.EQ."126.0R. ! Z-/ 
ll.EQ." 102.0R.I.EQ. "116.0R.I.EQ." 116.0R.I.EQ. "054.0R. 

2I.EQ. "056.0R.I.EQ. "057) THEN 
TSC=1 

END IF 
IF(I.EQ."6l.OR.I.EQ."l21.0R.I.EQ."101.0R.I.EQ."132) THEN ! DOWN 1-Z 

SIG=1 
ELSE IF(I.EQ."62.0R.I.EQ."127.0R.I.EQ."123.0R.I.EQ."l30) THEN ! 2-X 

SIG=2 
ELSE IF(I.EQ."63.0R.I.EQ." 1 05.0R.I.EQ." 1 04.0R.I.EQ." 1 03) THEN ! 3-C 

SIG=3 
ELSE IF(I.EQ."64.0R.I.EQ."122.0R.I.EQ."106.0R.I.EQ."126) THEN ! 4-V 

SIG=-4 
ELSE IF(I.EQ."65.0R.I.EQ."124.0R.I.EQ."107.0R.I.EQ."102) THEN ! 5-B 

SIG=-5 
ELSE IF(I.EQ."66.0R.I.EQ."131.0R.I.EQ."llO.OR.I.EQ."l16) THEN ! 6-N 

SIG=-6 
ELSE IF(I.EQ. "67 .OR.I.EQ." 125 .OR.I.EQ." 112.0R.I.EQ." 115) THEN ! 7-M 

SIG=-2 
ELSE IF(I.EQ. "70.0R.I.EQ." lll.OR.I.EQ." 113.0R.I.EQ."54) THEN ! 8-, 

SIG=-1 
ELSE IF(I.EQ."7l.OR.I.EQ."117.0R.I.EQ."ll4.0R.I.EQ."56) THEN ! 9-. 

SIG=-3 
ELSE IF(I.EQ."60.0R.I.EQ."120.0R.I.EQ."73.0R.I.EQ."57) THEN ! 0-/ 

SIG=O 
END IF 

RETURN 
END 
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C FLAGl.FOR MAINIPULATE FLAGS 
C DEREK IWAMOTO AND JHS 
C 8 JULY 1988 
c 
C THIS PROGRAM CONTROLS AND MONITORS THE STATUS OF THE BEAM FLAGS 
C USING THE DIGITAL OUT AND DIGITAL IN MODULES ON THE MINC 23. 
C THESE MODULES EACH HAVE 16 CHANNELS. EACH CHANNEL CORRESPONDS TO 
C 1 BIT OF THE DATA BUFFER REGISTER. THE DOUT CHANNELS AND THE DIN 
C CHANNELS MUST CORRESPOND TO THE SAME FLAG. 
c 
c 
C CALL FLAG1(BEMDES,FLAGS,STATUS,ABORT) 
C WHERE BEMDES=BEAM COMBINATION BEING SOUGHT [0,1,2,3] 
C FLAGS= 2-D ARRAY THAT HOLDS PARAMTERS ABOUT HOW TO 
C CARRY OUT THE CHANGE 
C STATUS= 1*2 SHOWING NEW BEAM COMBINATION. 
C ABORT= FLAG TO ABORT RUN DUE TO POORLY FUNCTIONING FLAG 
c 
C FLAGS: FLAGS(N,K) 
C N=O FOR LASER FLAG N=l FOR MOL FLAG 
C K=l FOR ACTNATION MODE ( IGNORE=2, MANUAL=l, COMPUTER=O) 
C K=2 FOR STATUS OVERRIDE IGNORE COMPUTER DETERMINED STATUS? 
C FLAG(N,2)=1 DON'T BOTHER WITH READ STATUS OF THIS FLAG 
C =0 READ AND USE STATUS 
c 
C STATUS: BITO ONES STATUS OF LASER FLAG (CHANNEL 0) 
C BIT1 GNES STATUS OF MOL FLAG (CHANNEL 1) 
C THERE IS A CONVERTION HERE!!! IF THE BIT IS SET (=1) THEN 
C THAT FLAG IS OPEN. 
c 
C INPUT IS BEMDES, FLAGS 
C OUTPUT IS STATUS,ABORT 
c 

SUBROUTINE FLAGl(BEMDES,FLAGS,STATUS,ABORT,LL) 
INTEGER BEMDES 

INTEGER FLAGS(O: 1,2) 
INTEGER STATUS 
LOGICAL ABORT 
INTEGER IOUT,IIN ! USED FOR DIGITAL INTERFACE 
INTEGER DICSR, DffiUF, DOCSR, DOBUF 
INTEGER MASK 
INTEGER FLOIN,FLOOUT 
INTEGER FLliN,FLlOUT 

INTEGER QUEST 
CHARACTER ANS 

DICSR = "171160 
DffiUF = DICSR + 2 
DOCSR = "171260 

DOBUF = DOCSR + 2 
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STATUS= 0 
C DEAL WITH LASER FLAG FIRST 

100 MASK=l 
IF (FLAGS(O,l).EQ.2) THEN ! IGNORE ACTN ATION 
GOTO 200 

ELSE IF(FLAGS(O,l).EQ.l)THEN ! MANUAL MODE 
IF(BEMDES.EQ.O.OR.BEMDES.EQ.2) PAUSE ' CLOSE LASER FLAG' 
IF(BEMDES.EQ.l.OR.BEMDES.EQ.3) PAUSE' OPEN LASER FLAG' 

ELSE IF(FLAGS(O,l).EQ.O) THEN ! COMPUTER MODE 
IF(BEMDES.EQ.O.OR.BEMDES.EQ.2)QUEST=l ! CLOSE FLAG 
IF(BEMDES.EQ.l.OR.BEMDES.EQ.3)QUEST=O ! OPEN FLAG 
IOUT=IPEEK(DOBUF) ! READ WHAT'S ALREADY DOING 
FLOOUT=(IOUT.AND.MASK) ! ZERO ALL BUT BITO 
IF(FLOOUT.EQ.QUEST) GOTO 200 ! ALREADY DONE 
IF(QUEST.EQ.O) IOUT=IOUT-MASK ! ZERO BITO 
IF(QUEST.EQ.l) IOUT=IOUT+MASK ! SET BITO 
CALL IPOKE(DOCSR,O) 
CALL IPOKE(DOBUF,IOUT) ! SEND TO DIGOUT 

END IF 
! FLAG HAS NOW BEEN MOVED 

DO 99 II=l,LL 
X=FLOAT(LL) 

99 CONTINUE 

! RATHER, IS NOW MOVING 

200 IF(FLAGS(0,2).EQ.O)THEN ! CHECK SENSORS 
IF(BEMDES.EQ.O.OR.BEMDES.EQ.2)QUEST=l ! FLAG CLOSED 
IF(BEMDES.EQ.l.OR.BEMDES.EQ.3)QUEST=O ! FLAG OPEN 
IIN=IPEEK(DIBUF) ! READ ALL INPUT LINES 
FLOIN=(IIN.AND.MASK) ! CLEAR ALL BUT BITO 
IF(FLOIN.EQ.QUEST) GOTO 300 ! FLAG IS O.K. 
IF(QUEST.EQ.O) WRITE(S,SO) 
IF(QUEST.EQ.l) WRITE(S,SS) 

SO FORMAT(' LASER FLAG NOT OPENING.') 
55 FORMAT(' LASER FLAG NOT CLOSING,') 

WRITE(S,60) 
60 FORMAT(' TYPE <A> TO ABORT RUN, <CR> TO TRY AGAIN.') 

READ(S,6S) ANS 
65 FORMAT(Al) 

IF(ANS.NE.'A') GOTO 100 ! TRY AGAIN 
ABORT=.TRUE. ! SET ABORT FLAG 

300 FLOIN=(FLOIN.XOR.MASK) ! INVERT BECAUSE O=OPEN 
STATUS=(STATUS.OR.FLOIN) ! LOAD BITO OF STATUS 

ELSE ! IGNORE SENSORS 
IF(BEMDES.EQ.O.OR.BEMDES.EQ.2)ST ATUS=O ! FLAG CLOSED 
IF(BEMDES.EQ.l.OR.BEMDES.EQ.3)STATUS=l! FLAG OPEN 

ENDIF ! LASER STATUS 

C NOW DEAL WITH MOL FLAG 

IF(FLAGS(l,O).EQ.2) THEN 
GOTO 2200 

! IGNORE 
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ELSE IF(FLAGS(l,l).EQ.l)THEN ! MANUAL MODE 
IF(BEMDES.EQ.O.OR.BEMDES.EQ.l) PAUSE 'CLOSE MOL FLAG' 
IF(BEMDES.EQ.2.0R.BEMDES.EQ.3) PAUSE ' OPEN MOL FLAG' 

ELSEIF(FLAGS(l,l).EQ.O) THEN ! COMPUTER MODE 
TYPE*,' MOL FLAG NOT YET READY.' 

END IF 

2200 IF(FLAGS(l,l).EQ.O) THEN ! COMPUTER READ STATUS 
TYPE*,' MOL SENSOR NOT READY YET.' 

ELSE 
IF(BEMDES.EQ.O.OR.BEMDES.EQ.l)STATUS=STATUS + 0! FLAG CLOSED 
IF(BEMDES.EQ.2.0R.BEMDES.EQ.3)STATUS=STATUS + 2! FLAG OPEN 

END IF ! MOL STATUS 

RETURN 
END 
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C NOZERO.FOR NONZERO 
c 
C LOOK AT THE TIME ELEMENTS OF THE FOUR RAW CHANNELS TO SEE 
C IF ALL NEEED CHANNELS [0,1,2,3] ARE NON-ZERO. OTHERWISE 
C SIGNAL PROCESSING WILL FAIL AS IT TRIES TO CONVERT TO 
C COUNTS PER SECOND. (FURTHERMORE THE REQUESTED SIGNAL IS 
C NOT READY YET AND DESERVES NO ATTENTION.) 
c 
C LOGICAL FUNTION NOZERO(SIG,DI) 
C SIG= [-6 ... 3] SIGNAL BEING SOUGHT 
C 01(0:3,3) TIME INFORMATION 
C USE OI(K,3) (TOTAL) VALUE 

LOGICAL FUNCTION NOZERO(SIG,DI) 
INTEGER SIG 

REAL *4 01(0:3,3) 
LOGICALLM 
LOGICALM 
LOGICALL 
LOGICALD 

LM=.FALSE. 
M=.FALSE. 
L=.FALSE. 
D=.FALSE. 
NOZERO=.FALSE. 

! LASER+ MOL 

!DARK 

IF(OI(3,3).NE.O) LM=.TRUE. 
IF(OI(2,3).NE.O) M=.TRUE. 
IF(OI(l,3).NE.O) L=.TRUE. 
IF(OI(0,3).NE.O) D=.TRUE. 

IF(SIG.EQ.-6) THEN 
IF(LM.AND.M.AND.L.AND.D) NOZERO=.TRUE. 

ELSE IF(SIG.EQ.-5) THEN 
IF(LM.AND.M) NOZERO=.TRUE. 

ELSE IF(SIG.EQ.-4) THEN 
IF(LM.AND.L) NOZERO=.TRUE. 

ELSE IF(SIG.EQ.-2) THEN 
IF(M.AND.D) NOZERO=.TRUE. 

ELSE IF(SIG.EQ.-1) THEN 
IF(L.AND.D) NOZERO=.TRUE. 

ELSE IF(SIG.EQ.-3) THEN 
NOZERO=.TRUE. ! DEFAULT IS CURRENT BEAM 
ELSE IF(OI(SIG,3).NE.O) THEN 
NOZERO=.TRUE. 

END IF 
RETURN 
END 
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* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

APPENDIX 5 

Spectrum Display Program: Comm 18 

* 
COMM18.for Communication 18 
This program is adapted from the Microsoft Fortran distributed 
program term.for. It is used as data display for spectrograph 
running SPEC20.FOR on MINC23. JHS '88 

Changes from version 10: 
Memdat does not use standard user interface. 

Grating coefficient input altered.xchange.sub 
"Ordinate changed to "abcissa" in menues. 

Changes from version 11 
Many small changes. look at menus 
Use moreinfo(lO) to soter more information 
Storing current instead of next plot. 

Much more data on screen. 
Refresh capabilties 
Using version 10 memdat interface 

Changes from version 12 
Added fourth Integration window 
Plotting now bar graph 
REmoved laser information 

Changes from Comm 13 
Added x axis labels on plot 

Changes from Comm 14 
Added vertical tick marks 

Changes from Comml5 
Give more space to aquisition time write out Now can 
print more than 999seconds. 

Changes from Comm 16 
Give fraction ymin, ymax on screen 

Changes from Comm 17 
Add manipulate menu 

implicit none 

* The following give offests needed for toolbx .sub 
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* 

INTEGER INITCURSOR 
PARAMETER (INITCURSOR=Z'85000000') 
INTEGER SETCURSOR 
PARAMETER (SETCURSOR=Z'85130000') 

INTEGER PBSETVOL 
PARAMETER (PBSETVOL=Z'01580010') 

INTEGER SETPORT 
PARAMETER (SETPORT=Z'87310000') 

INTEGER TEXTFONT 
PARAMETER (TEXTFONT=Z'88708000') 

INTEGER TEXTSIZE 
PARAMETER (TEXTSIZE=Z'88A08000') 

INTEGER TEXTFACE 
PARAMETER (TEXTF ACE=Z'88808000') 

INTEGER UNETO 
PARAMETER (UNETO=Z'89109000') 

INTEGERUNE 
PARAMETER (LINE=Z'89209000') 

INTEGER MOVETO 
PARAMETER (MOVETO=Z'89309000') 

INTEGER MOVE 
PARAMETER (MOVE=Z'89409000') 

INTEGER PENPAT 
PARAMETER (PENPAT=Z'89030000') 

INTEGER ERASERECT 
PARAMETER (ERASERECT=Z'8A330000') 

INTEGER NEWWINDOW 
PARAMETER (NEWWINOOW=Z'B 1300000') 

INTEGER SHOWWINOOW 
PARAMETER (SHOWWINOOW=Z'91510000') 

INTEGER FINOWINDOW 
PARAMETER (FINOWINOOW=Z'92C56000') 

INTEGER FRONTWINDOW 
PARAMETER (FRONTWINOOW=Z'92480000') 
INTEGER CLOSEWINDOW 
PARAMETER (CLOSEWINOOW=Z'92010000') 
INTEGER NEWMENU 
PARAMETER (NEWMENU=Z'9318EOOO') 

INTEGER APPENOMENU 
PARAMETER (APPENOMENU=Z'93316000') 

INTEGER INSERTMENU 
PARAMETER (INSERTMENU=Z'93511000') 

INTEGER ORA WMENUBAR 
PARAMETER (ORA WMENUBAR=Z'93700000') 

INTEGER HIUTEMENU 
PARAMETER (HIUTEMENU=Z'93808000') 

INTEGER MENUSELECT 
PARAMETER (MENUSELECT=Z'93090000') 

INTEGER GETMHANOLE 
PARAMETER (GETMHANOLE=Z'94988000') 
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* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

INTEGER CHECKITEM 
PARAMETER (CHECKITEM=Z'94511600') 

INTEGERGETNEXTEVENT 
PARAMETER (GETNEXTEVENT=Z'970C:EOOO') 

INTEGER GETMOUSE 
PARAMETER (GETMOUSE=Z'97230000') 

INTEGER BUTTON 
PARAMETER (BUTTON=Z'974COOOO') 

INTEGER GETKEYS 
PARAMETER (GETKEYS=Z'97630000') 

INTEGERPTR 
PARAMETER (PTR=Z'COOOOOOO') 

INTEGER SFPUTFIIE 
PARAMETER (SFPUTFIIE=Z'9EAOAD96') 

INTEGER SFGETFIIE 
PARAMETER (SFGETFIIE=Z'BEA00003') 

INTEGER PBOPEN 
PARAMETER (PBOPEN=Z'00080010') tollbox offsets 
INTEGER PBREAD 
PARAMETER (PBREAD=Z'00280010') 
INTEGER PBWRITE 
PARAMETER (PBWRITE=Z'003800 1 0') 
INTEGERPBCONTROL 
PARAMETER (PBCONTROL=Z'00480010') 
INTEGER PBSTA TUS 
PARAMETER (PBSTATUS=Z'005800 1 0') 
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The following structure defines an event record for making calls to the 
Macintosh event manager. Events are occurances such as the detection of 
a change in the state of the mouse button, capturing keyboard input, and 
detecting the insertion of a disk. You can specify the specific events 
that your application is interested in handling. A typical call to the 
event manager for returning the next event is: 

eventflag = toolbx(GETNEXTEVENT ,eventmask,eventrecord) 

integer*4 eventmask ! specifies the events of interest 
1 =null 
2 = mouse down 
4 =mouse up 
8 =key down 

16 = key up 
32 = auto-key 
64 =update 
128 = disk inserted 
256 = activate 
512 =abort 
1024 = network 
2048 = 1/0 driver 



c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

keys: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

integer*2 eventrecord(8) 

integer*2 what 

integer*4 message 

integer*4 when 
integer*2 where(2) 
integer*2 modifiers 

4096 = application defined 
8192 = application defined 

16384 = application defined 
32768 = application defined 

overlying structure 

type of event: 
0 =null 
1 = mouse down 
2 =mouse up 
3 =key down 
4 =key up 
5 = auto-key 
6 =update 
7 = disk inserted 
8 = activate 
9 =abort 
10 = network 
11 = 1/0 driver 
12 = application defined 
13 = application defined 
14 = application defined 
15 = application defined 
extra event information: 
keyboard: ASCII code in bits 0-7 
disk inserted: drive number 
Activate and deactive: window pointer 
Mouse: undefined 
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! time of event in 60ths of seconds 
mouse location in global coordinates 
state of mouse button and modifier 

1 = activate/deactivate 
2 = System/application window 

4 =unused 
8 = unused 
16 =unused 
32 =unused 
64 =unused 
128 = mouse button 
256 = Command key 
512 = Shift key 

1024 = Caps Lock key 
2048 = Option key 
4096 = unused 
8192 = unused 

16384 = unused 
32768 = unused 

equivalence 
equivalence 

( eventrecord( 1 ), what) 
( eventrecord(2 ),message) 



equivalence 
equivalence 
equivalence 

( eventrecord( 4 ), when) 
( eventrecord( 6), where( I)) 
( eventrecord( 8) ,modifiers) 

* This program receives data from the LSI-11/23 via the DLV 11-J and 
* Mac's modem port. The program is adapted (stolen) from "term.for" 
* which is included in Microsoft Fortran V2.2 Example source code. 
* Most of the comments are theirs, so they probably don't make a lot 
* of sense. Read "term.for" to understand this program. 
* The following structure is from "params.inc", a distributed 
* file of MSFORTRAN. 
* 
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integer nint2 
integer* I params(l 08) 
integer ionameptr 
integer*2 iorefnum 
integer* 1 iopermssn 
integer iobuffer 
integer ioreqcount 
integer*2 cscode 
integer* 1 csparam(52) 

number of i*2 integers involved in transfer 
! Enough for all variants. 

equivalence 
equivalence 
equivalence 
equivalence 
equivalence 
equivalence 
equivalenc·e 

(params( 19), ionameptr) 
(params(25), iorefnum) 
(params(28), iopermssn) 
(params(33), iobuffer) 
(params(37), ioreqcount) 
(params(27),cscode) 
(params(29),csparam( 1)) 

* Eqivalence a long word (integer) over the first 4 elements of the byte 
* array csparam (in params.inc) for convenience. This long word returns 
* the input character count in a serial status call. 

integer incount ! Count of serial input characters. 
equivalence ( csparam(l ),incount) 

* Eqivalence a word (integer*2) over the first 2 elements of the byte array 
* csparam (in params.inc) for convenience in setting up the serial port. 

integer*2 sercont ! Serial protocol control word. 
equivalence ( csparam( 1 ),sercont) 

character*32 t1lename 
Scratch. 

integer err 
integer iref,oref 

integer*2 inchar 
character* 1 outchar 
integer inbuff, outbuff 

integer paramptr 

! Used to build driver names. 

! Error code for file calls. 
' Serial input and output ref #'s. 
! Serial port input buffer. 

! Serial port output buffer. 
! Pointers to 1 char. buffers above. 

! Pointer to the parameter block. 

integer i,j 
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* Definitions for setting up the serial port. 

* 
* 

integer bd9600,bd4800,bd2400 ! baud rates 
parameter (bd9600 = z'OOA') 
parameter (bd4800 = z'Ol6') 
parameter (bd2400 = z'02E') 

integer stl stop bits 
parameter (stl = z'4000') 
integer pnone parity 
parameter (pnone = z'OOOO') 

integer db8 data bits 
parameter ( db8 = z'COO') 

* We have four windows: plot, the spectrum is graphed 
stat,(status) total counts * 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

integer*4 
integer*4 
integer*4 
integer*4 
integer* 1 
integer* 1 
integer* 1 
integer* 1 
integer*2 
integer*2 
integer*2 
integer*2 
integer*4 

xy, output of mouse driven subroutine 
inte,(integrate),peak integration 

stat_ window 
plot_ window 
xy_window 
inte_ window 
sta t_record(15 4) 
plot_record(154) 
xy _record( 154) 
inte_record( 154) 
stat_rect( 4) 
plot_rect( 4) 
xy_rect(4) 
inte_rect( 4) 
window 

pointer to the stat_ window 
pointer to the graphics window 
pointer to mouse subroutine data 

stat window record 
graphics window record 
xy window record 

rectangle for stat window 
rectangle for plotting window 
rectangle for mouse subr. output 

general purpose pointer 

* Miscellaneous declarations 
* 

* 

integer*4 menuhandle 
integer*4 mouseloc 
integer*4 toolbx 
character*256 str255 
logical checked 
integer*4 i,j 

location of mouse from GETNEXTEVENT 
the tool box interface 

! function to create a Pascal LSTRING 
! utility for menues 

* Cursor variables 
* 

integer*2 crosscursor(34) 
integer*2 crossda ta( 16) ,cross mask( 16) ,crosshotspot(2) 
equivalence(crosscursor(l),crossdata(1)) 
equivalence(crosscursor( 17),crossmask( 1)) 



* 

equivalence( cro sscursor( 33), cro sshotspot( 1)) 

integer*2 transcursor(34) ! data transit cursor 
integer*2 transdata( 16),transmask( 16),transhotspot(2) 
equivalence( trans cursor( 1), transda ta( 1)) 
equivalence( transcursor( 17), transmask( 1)) 
equivalence( transcursor( 3 3), transhotspot( 1)) 

* Mouse routine variables, needed for the XY window stuff. 
* 

mousehoriz horizontal coordinate of mouse 
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integer*4 
location 

integer*4 mousechann channel number of present mouse 
location 

real*4 
real*4 
real*4 
real*4 
real*4 

rmousechann 
rnchann 

rplotwide 
intensity 
wavelength 

! real of above 
! real NCHANN 

! real PLOTWIDE 
! signal of this channel 
! wavelength at his point 

* 
* Status routine variables, needed for the STAT window routines. 
* 

* 

real*4 
integer 
real*4 

totcnt 
itotcnt 

fullscalecps 

! total counts of data 
! integer value of above 

full scale value of y axis in term 
of counts per second. 

* Integration routine variables, needed for INTE_ window stuff 
* 

* 
* 
* 

#0) 

integer* 1 keymap( 16) keyboard 
logical buttonflag 
integer rintpix,lintpix left right pixels for integration 
integer bintpix horiz pixel associated with baseline 
integer bvertpix ! vertical of above 
integer rintchann,lintchann associated channels (1-256) 
integer bintchann 
logical downi,downl true when the key is down 
logical downr,downb 
rea I in tto t total integrated counts per second 

Plotting variables, needed for PLOT window operations. 

integer*4 PLOTHEIGHT 
integer*4 PLOTWIDE 
integer*4 YBOTTOM 

integer*4 
integer*4 
integer*4 

sdata(256) 
sy(256) 
sx(256) 

real*4 
real*4 

ymax 
ymin 

pixel height of plot 
pixel width of plot 
pixel # of bottom of plot (x=O is pixel 

! spectral data scaled PLOTHEIGHT 
pixel number assigned to sydata 
channel numbers scaled with PLOTWIDE 

also equals pixel number 
positive extreme of plot 
negative extreme of plot 



* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

integer*4 symin 
integer*4 syzero 
real*4 fullscale 

integer ax( 6) 
integer wavpix 

character*64 memname 
character* 12 storename 
logical memnamegood 
logical storenamegood 

! scaled value of above 
y=O scaled value 
full scale value of y axis 

! labels for x axis 
! integer function that converts 

wavelengths to Mac pixels 
! file name for retieval 
! file name for writing to disk 

parameter (PLOTHEIGHT=225) 
parameter (PLOTWIDE=512) 
parameter (YBOTTOM=250) 

The following variables are relevent to spectroscopic data. We transfer 
the numbers from LSi to Mac via I*2 arrays because we KNOW how to 
tranfer I*2 numbers. In actuality, though, the numbers are R*4 and 

we finesse this with use of the EQUIVALENCE concept. (. Note the dirty 
little bit with subroutine cont1t. As soon as the nubers are read in 
[ via trans() which equals info()+data()] then we must convert from 

Lsi's version of a real*4 to Mac's version. 

integer*2 trans(516) ! transferred data 
! number of I*2 to read in 

spectral data 
number of spectroscopic channels 
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integer*4 NPTS 
real*4 data(256) 
integer*4 NCHANN 
real*4 info(2) 
integer*4 NINFO 

! associated data attatched to spectrum 
! number of elements of info(n) 

equivalence (trans( 1 ),info( 1 )) 
equivalence (trans(5),data( 1)) 
parameter (NPTS=516) 
parameter (NCHANN=256) 
parameter (NINF0=2) 

! 
! 

two times ( nchann + ninfo) 

integer*4 x(256) 

real*4 wave(256) 

holds channel numbers for plotting 
(typically 0,1 ,2, ... 256) 

wavelength associated with x(n) 

real*4 moreinfo(lO) ! parameters not transferred by LSI 
real*4 xaxis(0:4) elments 0-4 are first 5 coefficients 

neede to make wave(n) 
real*8 lambda ! laser wavelength 
equivalence (moreinfo( l),xaxis) 
equivalence (moreinfo(6),lambda) 

* Control variables 
* 

integer*4 inputmode ! -1 = do nothing 
0= get spectrum real time 



* 

* 

logical scaleflag 
logical abortflag 
logical eraseflag 
logical writeflag 
logical error 1 
logical xflag 
logical refreshflag 

1= store next spectrum on disk 
2= graph a spectrum from disk 

automatic scaling of y axis 
true for user aborted data transmission 
clear previous plot? 
write data to screen? 

xaxis has been changed 
user wants to draw data again 

data stat_rect /310,240,335,3101! uvert,uhorz,lvert,lhoriz 
data xy_rect /310,320,335,505/ 
data p1ot_rect /25,0,300,512/ 
data inte_rect /310,7,335,230/ 
data xaxis /0., 1.,0.,0.,0./ 
data fullscale /256/ 
data inputmode /-11 
data scaleflag /.true./ 
data eraseflag /.true./ 
data writeflag/.false./ 
data xf1ag /.false./ 
data refreshflag /.false./ 
data errorl /.false./ 
data lambda /0.0/ 
data memnamegood/.false./ 
data storenamegood/.false./ 

* Define cursors 
* 

crossdata( 1) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
crossdata(2) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
crossdata(3) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
crossdata( 4) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
crossdata(5) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
crossdata(6) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
crossdata(7) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
crossdata(8) = b'1111111111111111' 
crossdata(9) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
crossdata(l 0) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
cross data( 11) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
crossdata( 12) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
crossda ta( 13) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
crossdata( 14) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
crossdata( 15) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 
crossdata(16) = b'OOOOOOO 1 00000000' 

do (i=1,16) 
crossmask(i )= crossdata(i) 
repeat 
crossmask(8) = b '0000000000000000' invert hot spot 
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* 

crosshotspot( 1) = 7 
crosshotspot(2) = 7 ! center hot spot 

call toolbx(SETCURSOR,crosscursor) 

transdata( 1) = b'Oll1100111100111' 
transdata(2) = b'O 100100100100 100' 
transdata(3) = b'O 1001001001001 00' 
transdata(4) = b'0100100100100100' 
transdata(5) = b'O 1001001001001 00' 
transdata(6) = b'0100100100100100' 
transdata(7) = b'O 100100100100 100' 
transdata(8) = b'0100 1001001001 00' 
transdata(9) = b'O 1001001001001 00' 
transdata(l 0) = b'01 001001001001 00' 
transdata( 11) = b'01 00100100100 100' 
transdata( 12) = b'01 001001001001 00' 
transdata( 13) = b'Ol00100100100100' 
transdata( 14) = b'0100100100100100' 
transdata( 15) = b'O 1001001001001 00' 
transdata( 16) = b' 1100111100100100' 

do(i=l, 16) 
trans mask( i)=transda ta( i) 
repeat 

transhotspot( 1 )=8 
transhotspot(2 )=8 

* Intitialize communications. ! Again, this is stolen from 
the distributed program term.for * ! 

* Clear the file parameter block. ! standard file parameter block 
do (i = 1, 80) 

params(i) = 0 
repeat 

paramptr = toolbx(PTR, params) 

* Open the serial port for output. 
filename = char(5) II '.AOUT' 
ionameptr = toolbx(PTR, filename) 

iopermssn = 2 ! Write only. 
err = toolbx(PBOPEN, paramptr) 

oref = iorefnum 

* Open the serial port for input. 
filename = char(4) II '.AIN' 
ionameptr = toolbx(PTR, filename) 

iopermssn = 1 ! Read only. 
err = toolbx(PBOPEN, paramptr) 

iref = iorefnum 

Pointer to parameter block. 
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* Set up the output port for 4800 baud, 8 data bits, 1 stop bits, no parity. 
cscode = 8 ! Set communications parameters. 
sercont = bd4800 + st 1 + pnone + db8 
iorefnum = oref 
err = toolbx(PBCONTROL, paramptr) 

* Set up the input port for 4800 baud, 8 data bits, 1 stop bits, no parity. 
cscode = 8 ! Set communications parameters. 
sercont = bd4800 + st 1 + pnone + db8 
iorefnum = iref 
err = toolbx(PBCONTROL, paramptr) 

* Get pointers. 

inbuff = toolbx(PTR, inchar) 
outbuff = toolbx(PTR, outchar) ! Pointer to serial output char. 

* Flush the input port. I don't ur.derstand this well. There is apparently 
* a storage area associated with the input port, and it's 64bytes big. 
* The following flushes (reads) any old data residing in it. 
* However, if this storage area ever gets full, the system hangs!!! 

* 
* 
* 
* 

ioreqcount = 2 
iorefnum = iref 

cscode = 2 
iobuffer = inbuff 

do(i=1,1024) 
err = toolbx(PBSTATUS, 
if (incount <> 0) then 

err = toolbx(PBREAD, 
endif 

repeat 

! 2 bytes per transfer. 
! Input port 

! Get number of pending characters 
! from PBSTATUS call. 

paramptr) ! cscode=2 
! If a character is pending-

paramptr) ! Read it. 

Set up the event manager mask (you should accept responsibility for all 
events to insure that the event queue is flushed; some calls such as 
MENUSELECT will not work properly if there are extra mouse up events 
lying around): 

eventmask = -1 ! GETNEXTEVENT will .true. for 
any event 
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* 
* 
* 
* 

Close MacFortran I/0 window (never make a DISPOSEWINDOW call on this 
window): 

* 
* 
* 

window = toolbx(FRONTWINDOW) 
call toolbx(CLOSEWINDOW,window) 

Build the menus (for details refer to "Menu Initialization and 
Allocation" in "The MacFortran Tool Box Interface"): 



* 

+ 

menuhandle = toolbx(NEWMENU,30,str255("Commands")) 
call toolbx(APPENDMENU,menuhandle, 

str255( "Chain;Exit")) 

225 

call toolbx(INSERTMENU,menuhandle,O) insert at end of 
list 

menuhandle = toolbx(NEWMENU,3l,str255("Data")) 
call toolbx(APPENDMENU ,menuhandle, 

+ str255("From LSI;Store this;From disk .. ;ldle;Write")) 

call toolbx(INSERTMENU,menuhandle,O) ! insert at end of list 

menuhandle = toolbx(NEWMENU,32,str255("0ptions")) 
call toolbx(APPENDMENU ,menuhandle, 

+ str255("Autoscale;Set scale ... ;Draw again;Erase plot")) too long 
call toolbx(INSERTMENU,menuhandle,O) ! insert at end of 

list 

menuhandle = toolbx(NEWMENU,33,str255("Grating")) 
call toolbx(APPENDMENU ,menuhandle, 

+ str255("See coeff;Alter coeff .. ;Calc coeff .. ; 
+Calc GROT;New UV coeff")) 

call toolbx(INSERTMENU,menuhandle,O) insert at end of 
list 

menuhandle = toolbx(NEWMENU,34,str255("Manipulate")) 
call toolbx(APPENDMENU,menuhandle, · 

+ str255("Add spec .. ;Add const..;Mult spec .. ; 
+Mult const..")) 

call toolbx(INSERTMENU,menuhandle,O) insert at end of 
list 

call toolbx(DRA WMENUBAR) 
* 
* Create the windows. The SETPORT call determines the window through 
* which FORTRAN 1/0 will take place: 
* 

stat_ window = toolbx(PTR,stat_record) 
stat_ window = toolbx(NEWWINDOW, stat_ window, sta t_rect, 

+ str255("TTY"),.true.,2,-l,.false.,O) 
plot_ window = toolbx(PTR,plot_record) 
plot_ window = toolbx(NEWWINDOW,plot_ window ,plot_rect, 

+ str255("Plot"),. true.,2,stat_ window ,.false.,O) 
xy _window = toolbx(PTR,xy _record) 
xy _window = toolbx(NEWWINDOW ,xy _window ,xy _rect, 

+ str255("XY"),. true.,2,plot_ window ,.false.,O) 
inte_ window = toolbx(PTR,inte_record) 
inte_ window = toolbx(NEWWINDOW ,inte_ window ,inte_rect, 

+ str255("1NTE"),. true.,2,xy _window ,.false.,O) 
call toolbx(SETPORT,stat_window) 



* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

call toolbx(TEXTFONT,4) monaco 
call toolbx(TEXTSIZE, 18) big 
call toolbx(SETPORT ,xy _window) 
call toolbx(TEXTFONT,4) monaco 
call toolbx(TEXTSIZE, 18) ! big 
call toolbx(SETPORT,inte_window) 
call toolbx(TEXTFONT,4) ! monaco 
call toolbx(TEXTSIZE, 12) ! small 
call toolbx(SETPORT ,plot_ window) 
call toolbx(TEXTFONT,4) ! monaco,3=geneva 
call toolbx(TEXTSIZE, 18) small 

Dump out bogus data two stat_window and xy_window so that the output 
scrolls down to the visible portion. Otherwise the first several values 
are hidden by plot_window. 

call toolbx(SETPORT ,plot_ window) 
do (25 times) 

write(9,*) I I 

repeat 
call toolbx(SETPORT,stat_window) 
do (25 times) 

write(9, *) I I 

repeat 
call toolbx(SETPORT,xy_window) 
do (25 times) 

write(9,*) I I 

repeat 
call toolbx(SETPORT ,inte_ window) 
do (25 times) 

write(9,*) 1 1 

repeat 

* Initialize x axis 
do (i=1,NCHANN) 

x(i)=i ! load x with channel numbers 
repeat 
call scalex(NCHANN ,x,sx,xaxis, wave,PLOTWIDE) 

do (i=1,256) 
data(i)=32000. 
repeat 

* Initialize mouse routine. 
rnchann= FLOAT (NCHANN) 
rplotwide= FLOAT (PLOTWIDE) 

* Initialize control. 
abortflag=.false. 
inputmode=-1 

* 

! initialize data with bogus #1S 
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* Main event processing loop. 
superfluous. 

227 
Check marks on data menu are 

* You'll never see anything but idle 

do 
! update check marks 

call toolbx(SETPORT ,plot_ window) 
menuhandle = toolbx(GETMHANDLE,31) 
call toolbx(CHECKITEM,menuhandle,5, writeflag) 
checked = .false. 
if(inputmode.EQ.-1) checked = .true. 
call toolbx( checkitem,menuhandle,4,checked) 

menuhandle = toolbx(GETMHANDLE,32) 
call toolbx( CHECKITEM,menuhandle, 1 ,scaleflag) 
call toolbx(CHECKITEM,menuhandle,4,eraseflag) 

!end 
abortflag = .false. 

Data menu 
write? 

! idle ? 

! Options menue 

check updatte 

if (toolbx( GETNEXTEVENT ,eventmask,eventrecord)) 
detected 

then ! Action 

if (what.EQ.l) then ! The mouse was 
down 

mouseloc = toolbx(FINDWINDOW,where, window) ! Where was it 
down? 

if (mouseloc=1) then ! In the menues 
call menus( where,inputmode,scaletlag,ymin,ymax 

+ ,xaxis,eraseflag, writeflag,xflag,refreshflag) ! marching as to 
war 

else 
endif 

else 
endif 

end if 

if (xflag) then 

somewhere else,ignore 
mouseloc 
It wasn't a mouse down 

! what.eq.1 
! GErNEXTEVENT 

call scalex(NCHANN ,x,sx,xaxis, wave,PLOTWIDE) 
xflag=.false. ! Mission accomplished 

endif xflag 

if (refreshflag) goto 300 

if(inputmode.EQ.-1) then 
goto 100 

draw old data again 

Idle, no input 

else if(inputmode.EQ.O) then ! from LSI 
call toolbx(SETCURSOR,transcursor) 

call reldat(NPTS,trans,params,iref,oref,abortflag) ! get the transfer 
call toolbx(SETCURSOR,crosscursor) 
if (abortflag) then 
inputmode = -1 
abortflag=.false. 

goto 100 



endif 
storenamegood = .false. 
memnamegood = .false. 
call conflt(NPTS/2,trans) 

have new data now 

else if(inputmode.EQ.l) then ! Store current data 
call stodat(moreinfo,NINFO,info,NCHANN ,data,storename) 

storenamegood = . true. 
memnamegood = .false. 

else if(inputmode.EQ.2) then 
memory 

! Read one in from 

call memdat(moreinfo,NINFO,info,NCHANN,data,memname) 
call scalex(NCHANN ,x,sx,xaxis, wave,PLOTWIDE) 
memnamegood = .true. 
storenamegood = .false. 
call toolbx(SETCURSOR,crosscursor) 
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if(eraseflag.EQ .. false.) then ! user wants to compare 
call plotit(NCHANN,sdata,sy,sx,symin,YBOTTOM, 

1 p lot_rect,eraseflag,xaxis,PLOTHEI GHT) 
endif 

end if 

300 totcnt=O. 
do (i=l,NCHANN) 

totcnt=totcnt + data(i) 
repeat 
itotcnt = NINT(totcnt) 

! offer to refresh old plot 
! inputmode 

if (scaleflag) call calext(NCHANN ,data,ymax,ymin) 
call scaley(NCHANN ,data,ymax,ymin,sdata,symin,PLOTHEIGHT) 
call plotit(NCHANN,sdata,sy,sx,symin,YBOTTOM, 
1 p lot_rect,erasetlag,xaxis,PLOTHEI GHT) 

call toolbx(MOVET0,440,20) 
type*,' 
call toolbx(MOVET0,440,20) 
if(ABS(ymax).LE.l.) type(9,34) ymax 

34 format(f5.2) 
if(ABS(ymax).GT.l.) type(9,35) ymax 

35 format(f5.0) 
type(9,35) ymax 
call toolbx(MOVET0,140,20) 
type*, ' I 

call toolbx(MOVETO, 140,20) 
if(info(l).EQ.-6) type*,' (L+M)-M-L+D 
if(info(l).EQ.-5) type*,' (Na+F) - F I 

if(info(l).EQ.-4) type*,' (L+M)-Las 
if(info(l).EQ.-2) type*,' Mol-D 
if(info(l).EQ.-1) type*,' Las-D 
if(info(l).EQ. 0) type*,' Dark 
if(info(l).EQ. 1) type*,' Laser 

type top line 



36 

if(info(l).EQ. 2) type*,' F 
if(info(l).EQ. 3) type*,' (Na+F) 
if(info(l).EQ. 7) type*,' ? 
call toolbx(M OVETO ,345 ,20) 
type*,' ' 
call toolbx(MOVET0,345,20) 
type(9,36) NINT(info(2)) 
format(i4,'s') 

type lower line 
call toolbx(MOVET0,450,269) 
type*,' 

! type lower scale value 

40 

call toolbx(MOVET0,450,269) 
if(ABS(ymin).LE.l.) type(9,34) ymin 
if(ABS(ymin).GT.l.) type(9,35) ymin 
call toolbx(MOVET0,5,20) 
if (storenamegood) type(9,40) storename 
if (memnamegood) type(9,40) memname 
forma t(a 12) 

call toolbx(SETPORT,stat_window) 

file names 

call toolbx(MOVETO,O, 19) ! local coordinates 
type*,' ! clear old line 
call toolbx(MOVET0,5,19) 
type* ,itotcnt 

* All roads lead here. 

* Integration routine 
100 buttont1ag = toolbx(BUTTON) 

downi = .false. 
downl = .false. 
downr = .false. 
downb = .false. 
if(buttonflag) then 

call toolbx( GETKEYS ,key map) 
downi = keymap(5) .AND. 4 
downr = keymap(2) .AND. 128 
downl = keymap(5) .AND. 32 
downb = keymap(2) .AND. 8 
end if 

if( downl) then 
call toolbx(GETMOUSE,where) 
lintpix = where(2) 
lintchann = lintpix/2 
call toolbx(SETPORT,inte_window) 

call toolbx(MOVET0,0,19) 
type*,' , 
call toolbx(MOVET0,5,19) 

type(9, 11 0) wave(lintchann) 
110 format(f5.1) 

else if(downr) then 
call toolbx(GETMOUSE,where) 

! bit2 = 'i' 

left extreme 
where is the mouse 
horizontal 
integer division 

right extreme 
where is the mouse 
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rintpix = where(2) 
rintchann = rintpix/2 
call toolbx(SETPORT ,inte_ window) 

call toolbx(MOVET0,75,19) 
type*,' ' 
call toolbx(MOVET0,75,19) 

type(9,110) wave(rintchann) 
else if( downb) then 

call toolbx(GETMOUSE,where) 
bintpix = where(2) 
bintchann = bintpix/2 
call toolbx(SETPORT ,inte_ window) 

call toolbx(MOVET0,150,19) 
type*,' ' 
call toolbx(MOVET0,150,19) 

type(9,120) data(bintchann) 
120 format(f5.2) 

endif 

if( downi) then 
call toolbx(SETPORT ,inte_ window) 

inttot = 0. 

horizontal 
integer division 

baseline 
where is the mouse 
horizontal 
integer division 

i = lintchann ! tally up the counts 
while ( i .LE. rintchann ) 

inttot = inttot + data(i) - data(bintchann) 
i = i + 1 

repeat 
call toolbx(MOVET0,145,19) ! local coordinates 

type*,' ! clear old line 
call toolbx(MOVET0,145,19) 
type(9 ,91 0) inttot 

910 format(f7.2,' cps') 
call toolbx(SETPORT,plot_window) 
bvertpix = sy(bintchann) 

i = lintchann 
while ( i .LT. rintchann+ 1) 

call toolbx(MOVETO,sx(i),bvertpix) 
call toolbx(LINETO,sx(i),sy(i)) 
call toolbx(MOVETO,sx(i)+ l,bvertpix) 
call toolbx(LINETO,sx(i)+ l,sy(i)) 

i=i+ 1 
repeat 

endif 

refreshflag=. false. 
if (writetlag) call wridat(moreinfo,NINFO,info,NCHANN ,data) 
writeflag=.false. 
call toolbx(SETPORT,plot_window) ! begin mouse routine 
call toolbx(GETMOUSE,where) ! Get mouse location 
if(where(2).EQ.mousehoriz.and.inputmode.EQ.-1) then 
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goto 200 mouse has not been moved 
231 

e 1 s e update xy window 
mousehoriz=where(2) ' only need horizontal 

rmousechann=(mousehoriz/rp lotwide) *rnchann 
mousechann= NINT(rmousechann) ! nearest integer 
intensity= data(mousechann) intensity at this point 
wavelength= wave(mousechann) ! associated wavelength 

call toolbx(SETPORT,xy_window) 
call toolbx(MOVETO,O,l9) ! local coordinates 

type*,' ! clear old line 
call toolbx(MOVET0,5,19) 

type(9,20) wavelength,intensity 
20 format(f5.1 ,'nm' ,f7.2) 

end if end mouse routine 

if(inputmode.NE.O) inputmode=-1 ! set other modes to idle 

* Read the input buffer to prevent fill-up and subsequent hang. 

200 ioreqcount = 2 
iorefnum = iref 

cscode = 2 
iobuffer = inbuff 

do (256 times) 
err = toolbx(PBSTATUS, 
if (incount <> 0) then 

err = toolbx(PBREAD, 
endif 
repeat 

repeat 

end 

! 2 bytes per transfer. 
! Input port 

! Get number of pending characters 
! from PBSTATUS call. 

paramptr) 
!If 

paramptr) 

! cscode=2 
a character is pending

! Read it. 
! But don't save it. 

The 64 times read 
the big ol' do 



232 * menus: a mouse down event was detected in the menu area; process menu 
selection 
* 

* 
* 
* 

subroutine menus(where,inputmode,scaleflag,ymin,ymax 
+ ,xaxis,eraseflag, writeflag,xflag ,refreshflag) 

implicit none 
integer*2 where(2) ! mouse location from the event record 
integer*4 inputmode 
real *4 ymin,ymax,xaxis(0:4) 
logical eraseflag, wri teflag, scaleflag ,xflag ,refreshflag 
integer*4 toolbx,i 
real*4 grot,wav,dpos ! grating rotation and utilty wavelength 

INTEGER HILITEMENU ! and detector position 
PARAMETER (HILITEMENU=Z'93808000') 

INTEGER MENUSELECT 
PARAMETER (MENUSELECT=Z'93D90000') 

variables for making menu selections 

integer*2 menuselection(2) menu selection information 
c ! (1) = menuid 
c (2) = menu item number 

integer*4 menudata ! for use left of equals sign 

equivalence (menuselection,menuda ta) 

* 
* Menu selection constants: 
* 

Commands,Da ta, Options, Grating ,Manipulate ! 
Chain,Exit ! "Commands" menu 

menus 
selections 

integer 
integer 
integer 
integer 
integer 
integer 
integer 
integer 
integer 

FromLS I ,S torethi s 
Fromdisk,Idle, Write 
Autoscale,Setscale 
Drawagain,Eraseplot 
Seecoeff,Chgcoeff 
Calcoeff,Calgrot,NewUVA 

"Data" menu selections 

"Options" menu selections 
"Grating" menu 

Addspec,Addconst,Multspec,Multconst 

parameter 
parameter 
parameter 
parameter 
parameter 
parameter 
parameter 
parameter 
parameter 

(Commands=30,Data=3l ,Options=32,Grating=33) 
(Manipula te=34) 

(Chain=l, Exit=2) 
(FromLSI= 1 ,Storethis=2) 
(Fromdisk=3,Idle=4,Write=5) 
(Auto scale= I ,Setscale=2) 
(Drawagain=3,Eraseplot=4) 
(Seecoeff= 1 ,Chgcoeff=2) 

(Calcoeff=3,Calgrot=4,NewUVA=5) 



* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

parameter (Addspec= 1 ,Addconst=2,M ultspec=3 ,M ultconst=4) 
233 

The MENUSELECT tool box call handles the messy details of highlighting 
menus and menu selections, pulling menus down, and determining which 

item was selected. The HILITEMENU call at the end of the select case 
blocks actually unhighlights the menus. 

menudata = toolbx(MENUSELECT,where) 

select case (menuselection( 1)) 

case (Commands) ! the "Commands" menu was selected 

select case (menuselection(2)) 

case (Chain) 
call chain 

case (Exit) 
stop 

end select 

call toolbx(HILITEMENU,O) 

case (Data) ! the "Data" menu was selected 

select case (menuselection(2)) 

case (FromLSI) 
inputmode=O 

case (Storethis) 
inputmode=1 

case (Fromdisk) 
inputmode=2 

case (Idle) 
inputmode=-1 

case (Write) 
if (writet1ag) then 

writet1ag=.false. 
else 

writet1ag=. true. 
end if 

end select 

call toolbx(HILITEMENU,O) 



10 

20 

case( Options) ! the "Options" menu was selected 

select case (menuselection(2)) 

case (Autoscale) 
scaleflag = . true. 

case (Setscale) 
scaleflag = .false. 
write(9, *) ' ' 
write(9,*) ' enter ymax >>' 
read(9,*) ymax 
write(9,*) ' enter ymin >>' 
read(9, *) ymin 

case (Drawagain) 
refresh flag=. true. 

case (Eraseplot) 
if ( erasetlag) then 

eraseflag=.false. 
else 

eraseflag=. true. 
end if 

end select 
call toolbx(IDUTEMENU ,0) 

case (Grating) ! the "Grating" menu was selected 

write(9,*) ' ' 
select case (menuselection(2)) 

case (Seecoeff) 
do (i=0,4) 

write(9,10) i,xaxis(i) 
format(' order',i2,' =',el2.4) 

repeat 

case (Chgcoeff) 
xflag=. true. 

do (i=O,l) 
write(9,20) i 
format(' enter order',i2,' >>') 
read(9, *) xaxis(i) 

repeat 

case (Calcoeft) 
xtlag=. true. 
write(9,*) ' enter GROT>>' 
read(9, *) grot 
xaxis(O) = 1034.6913 - 1482.2125 * grot 
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+ 

+ 

* 

+ 1962.801 * (grot**2) - 1816.8856 * (grot**3) 
xaxis(l) = -.4844 + .5133 *grot 

- 2.4375 * (grot**2) + 2.7448 * (grot**3) 

case (Ca1grot) 
write(9,*) ' enter longest desired wavelength' 

read(9, *) wav 
grot = 1.1732 -.00123*wav 
write(9,*) ' GROT = ', grot 

case (NewUVA) 
xflag=. true. 

xaxis(O) = 435.58 
xaxis(1) = -.536 

end select 

! jan 24, 1990 

call toolbx(HIUTEMENU,O) 

case (Manipulate) 
call manip(menuselection(2)) 

call toolbx(HILITEMENU,O) 

case default ! just playing with the mouse 

end select 

return 

end 
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* 
* 

memdat: bring m a previously stored spectrum 

subroutine memda t(moreinfo ,ninfo, info,nchann,a ,filename) 

236 

memory data 
implicit none ! retrieve data from mac's disk 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 1 
* 
* 
* 

10 

20 

integer*4 ninfo,nchann 
real *4 a(nchann),info(ninfo ),moreinfo( 1 0) 
integer i 
real templ,temp2 
character*64 filename 
character* 12 fname 
character fn( 1 0) 

call getfil('TEXT', filename) 
if (filename = " ") return 

open ( 1 ,file=filename,status='old') 

type(9,*) '>> ' 
read(9,1) (fn(i),i=l,lO) 
format( lOa!) 

utilities 
! name of file to get 

fnam e=fn( 1 )//fn( 2) //fn( 3 )I lfn( 4) I lfn( 5 )I lfn( 6) I I 
1 fn(7)11fn(8)11fn(9)11fn( 10) 

open ( 1 ,file=fname,status='old') 

read( 1, 1 0) temp 1, temp2 
IF (templ.EQ.99.) THEN 

read(l, 10) (moreinfo(i),i=1, 10) 
read(1,10) (info(i),i=1,ninfo) 

ELSE 
info( 1 )=temp 1 
info(2)=temp2 

END IF 

format(5e12.5) 
read(l ,20) (a(i),i= 1 ,nchann) 
format(5e12.5) 

close (1) 
return 
end 

! read first two numbers 
! version Comm12 or later 

read more info 
! get parameters 

older version 

get intensities 



* 
* stodat: Store data on disk. 
* 

subroutine stoda t( moreinfo ,ninfo, info ,nchann,da ta, fname) 
implicit none 
integer nchann,i,ninfo 
real*4 data(nchann), info(ninfo),moreinfo(lO) 
character* 12 fname 
character fn( 1 0) 

write(9,*) I I 

write(9, *) I enter file name I 

read(9,1) (fn(i),i=1,10) 
1 format( 1 Oa 1) 

fname=fn( 1 )//fn(2 )//fn(3 )//fn( 4 )//fn(5 )//fn( 6)// 
1 fn(7)//fn(8)//fn(9)//fn( 10) 

open( unit= 1 ,file=fname, status= 1 new 1
) 

write(l,lO) 99.0,99.0 code for version 12 
write( 1,1 0) (moreinfo(i),i= 1, 10) 
write(1,10) (info(i),i=1,ninfo) associated goodies 

10 format(5e 12.5) 
write(1,20) (data(i),i=1,nchann) write data 

20 format(5e12.5) 
close( unit= 1) 
return 
end 
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* 
* manip: manipulate stored data 
* 

subroutine manip(mode) 
implicit none 

238 

integer*2 mode ! 1-4 , which menu item was chosen 
integer nchann,i,ninfo 
real *4 da ta(256), info(2) ,moreinfo( 1 0), secondinfo(2) 
real*4 seconddata(256),mul 
character* 12 fname 
character fn( 1 0) 
character*64 filename name of file to get 

nchann = 256 
ninfo = 2 
call memdat(moreinfo,ninfo,info,nchann,data,filename) 
if(mode.EQ.l.OR.mode.EQ.3) then 

write(9,*) ' now for other file' 
call memda t( more info ,ninfo, secondinfo ,nchann, 

1 seconddata,filename) 
info(2)=info(2) + secondinfo(2) 
do (i=l,nchann) 

data(i)=data(i) + seconddata(i) 
repeat 

end if 
if(mode.EQ.2.0R.mode.EQ.4) then 

write(9,*)' enter multiplier' 
read(9, *) mul 
do (i=l,nchann) 

data(i)=data(i)*mul 
repeat 

endif 
call stodat(moreinfo,ninfo,info,nchann,data,fname) 

end 



* 
* calext: determine the extremes of the y axis. 
* 

subroutine calext(nchann,da ta,ymax,ymin) 
implicit none 
integer*4 nchann 
real*4 data(nchann) 
real*4 smallest, bigest,ymax,ymin 
integer i,n 
logical still_looking 

bigest=O. 
DO (i=l,nchann) 

bigest = MAX(bigest,data(i)) 
REPEAT 

smallest=O. 
DO (i=l,nchann) 

smallest = MIN(smallest,data(i)) 
REPEAT 

if(smallest.GE.O.) then 
ymin = 0. 
n=O 

DO 
if (bigest.LE.(1.)*(2**n)) then 

ymax = (1.)*(2**n) 
return 

else 
n=n+l 

end if 
REPEAT 

find largest data point 

find smallest data point 

all positive 

this is the extreme 
return to main program 

try a larger one 

else if(bigest.LE.O.) then all negative 
ymax = 0. 
n=O 

DO 
if (smallest.GE.(-1.)*(2**n)) then 

ymin = ( -1.)*(2**n) this is then extreme 
return return to main program 

else 
n=n+l 

end if 
REPEAT 

try a larger one 

else pos and neg. 
still_ looking = . true. 

n=O 
WHILE (still_looking) 
if (bigest.LE.( 1.)*(2**n)) then 

ymax = (1.)*(2**n) this is the extreme 
still_looking = .false. 
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else 
n=n+l 

endif 
REPEAT 

n=O 
DO 

if (smallest.GE.(-l.)*(2**n)) 
ymin = (-1.)*(2**n) 

return 
else 

n=n+l 
endif 

REPEAT 

end if 
return 
end 

try a larger one 

then 
! this is the extreme 

return to main program 

try a larger one 

pos and neg 
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* 
* 
* 

scaley: scale the y axis of data to be plotted. 

subroutine scaley(nchann,data,ymax,ymin,sdata,symin,ph) 
implicit none 
integer*4 nchann ! 
real*4 data(nchann),ymin,ymax 
integer*4 sdata(nchann),symin 
integer*4 ph 
real*4 factor 
integer i 

! input 
output 
pixel length of y axis 

if(ymin.EQ.O) then all positive 
factor=FLOAT(ph)/ ymax 

else if(ymax.EQ.O) then ! all negative 
factor=ABS(FLOAT(ph)/ymin) 

else 
factor=ABS(ymin)/(ABS(ymin)+ymax) ! too big for one line 
factor= ( 1-factor)*ph/ymax 

endif 
do ( i= 1 ,nchann) 

sdata(i)= NINT(data(i)*factor) nearest integer 
repeat 

symin=NINT(ymin*factor) 

return 
end 
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* 
* 
* 

xchange: prompt user for axis coefficients. 

subroutine xchange(xaxis) 
implicit none 
real*4 xaxis(0:4) 
integer i 
character reply 
do (i=0,4) 

write(9, 1 0) i,xaxis(i) 
10 format(' order1,i2,' = 1,el2.5) 

repeat 
write(9, *) I Change them? >> 1 

read(9,20) reply 
20 format(al) 

while (reply .EQ.'y 1
) 

write(9, *) 1 Enter order to change >>1 

read(9,*) i 
write(9, *) I New value >> 1 

read(9,*) xaxis(i) 
do (i=0,4) 

write(9,10) i,xaxis(i) 
repeat 

write(9,*) I Change them ? >> 1 

read(9,20) reply 
repeat 

return 
end 
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* 
* 
* 

scalex: scale the x axis and create wave(n). 

subroutine scalex(nchann,x,sx,c, wave,plotwide) 
implicit none 
integer*4 nchann 
integer*4 x(nchann) 
integer*4 sx(nchann) 
integer*4 plotwide 
real*4 c(0:4) 
real*4 wave(nchann) 
real*4 factor 
integer 

factor=FLOAT(plotwide)/ FLOAT(nchann) 
do ( i= 1 ,nchann) 

sx(i)= NINT(x(i)*factor) 
repeat 
do (i=l ,nchann) 

input 
output 

input 
output 

wave(i)=c(O) + c(l)*x(i) + c(2)*(x(i)**2) + c(3)* 
+ (x(i)**3) + c(4)*(x(i)**4) 

repeat 
return 
end 
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* 
* 
* 

plotit: plot an array on the screen 

subroutine plotit (nchann, sda ta, sy ,sx,symin,yb,rect,eraseflag, 
lxaxis,ph) 

implicit none 
integer*4 nchann 
integer*4 sdata(nchann), sx(nchann) 
integer*4 sy(nchann) 
integer*2 rect( 4 ),local_rect( 4) 

scaled data 
pixel value of point 
globalcoordinates, local 
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coordinates 

* 

integer*4 yb,i,symin,ph 
real*4 xaxis(0:4) 
integer function wavpix 
integer wavpix 
integer iwave 
logical eraseflag 
integer*4 ih,iv 
integer origin 
integer top 

INTEGER ERASERECT 

! wavelength for ticks 

coordinates to be plotted 
! pixel value of origin 

pixel value of top of plot 

PARAMETER (ERASERECT=Z'8A330000') 
INTEGER MOVETO 

PARAMETER (MOVETO=Z'89309000') 
INTEGER UNETO 

PARAMETER (UNETO=Z'89109000') 
INTEGER LINE 

PARAMETER (UNE=Z'89209000') 
INTEGER TEXTSIZE 

PARAMETER (TEXTSIZE=Z'88A08000') 

data local_rect /0,0,300,512/ 

if ( eraseflag) call toolbx(ERASERECT ,local_rect)! clear plotting screen 
iv=yb+symin ! note that symin is negative 
i=O 
while(i.LE.600) 
call toolbx(MOVETO,i,iv) 
call toolbx(LINETO,i+2,iv) draw origin 
i=i+ 10 
repeat 

ih=sx( 1) 
sy(l)= yb+symin-sdata(l) 
call toolbx(MOVETO,ih,sy(l)) 
do (i=2,nchann-1) 

ih=sx(i) 
call toolbx(LINETO,ih,sy(i-1 )) 
sy(i)=yb+symin-sdata(i) 

call toolbx(LINETO,ih,sy(i)) 
repeat 

invert and shift to bottom 
! start plot on first point 

draw horizontal line 
! 

! draw vertical line 



10 

call toolbx(TEXTSIZE, 12) 
do (i=0,1000,20) 

IF( i.LE.xaxis(O)) iwave = i 
repeat 
iv=yb+symin 

iwave = iwave + 5 
ih= wavpix(iwave,xaxis) 
call toolbx(MOVETO,ih,iv-2) 
call toolbx(LINE,0,4) 
iwave = iwave -5 
do (i=l,5) 

ih= wavpix(iwave,xaxis) 
call toolbx(MOVETO,ih,iv-4) 
call toolbx(LINE,0,8) 
call toolbx(MOVETO,ih-1 0,269) 
type(9, 10) iwave 

iwave = iwave - 5 
ih= wavpix(iwave,xaxis) 

call toolbx(MOVETO,ih,iv-2) 
call toolbx(LINE,0,4) 

iwave = iwave - 5 
ih= wavpix(iwave,xaxis) 

call toolbx(MOVETO,ih,iv-4) 
call toolbx(LINE,0,8) 

iwave = iwave - 5 
ih= wavpix(iwave,xaxis) 

call toolbx(MOVETO,ih,iv-2) 
call toolbx(LINE,0,4) 

iwave = iwave - 5 
repeat 

ih= wavpix(iwave,xaxis) 
call toolbx(MOVETO,ih,iv-4) 
call toolbx(LINE,0,8) 
call toolbx(MOVETO,ih-10,269) 
type(9, 1 0) iwave 
iwave = iwave - 5 
ih= wavpix(iwave,xaxis) 
call toolbx(MOVETO,ih,iv-2) 
call toolbx(LINE,0,4) 
format(i3) 
call toolbx(TEXTSIZE, 18) 

origin = yb + symin 
top = yb - ph 
do (i=l,10) 

iv = (origin-top)*(i/10.0) 
iv = origin - iv 
call toolbx(MOVETO,O,iv) 

medium size 
! find shortest wavelength 

! baseline (y=O) 
move back 5 nm 

small tick mark 

large tick mark 

small tick mark 

large tick mark 

! small tick mark 
ready for next label 

large tick mark 

last one 

small tick mark 

large 

vertical ticks 
full scale pixel number 

origin > ph 

if (i.NE.5.0R.i.NE.l O)call toolbx(LINET0,3,iv) 
if (i.EQ.5.0R.i.EQ.l0)call toolbx(LINET0,8,iv) 
call toolbx(MOVET0,512,iv) 

! small tick 
! large 
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if (i.NE.5.0R.i.NE.10)call toolbx(LINET0,508,iv) 
if (i.EQ.5.0R.i.EQ.10)call toolbx(LINET0,505,iv) 
repeat 

end 

! small tick 
!large 
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* 
* 
* 

wavpix : input wavelength (integer), output corresponding X-axis pixel 
for the Mac 

integer function wavpix(iwavelength,xaxis) 
integer iwavelength,i 
integer channelnumber 
real*4 xaxis(0:4) 

************************* 
******* 

this only works for linear dispersion 

channelnumber = (iwavelength - xaxis(O)) I xaxis(l) 
wavpix = channelnumber * 2 
return 
end 
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* 
* reldat: real time data. 
* 

subroutine relda t( npts, trans,pa s sblock,iref,oref,abortflag) 
implicit none 
INTEGER PBOPEN ! toolbox offsets 
PARAMETER (PBOPEN=Z'00080010') ! see toolbx.par 
INTEGER PBREAD 
PARAMETER (PBREAD=Z'00280010') 
INTEGER PBWRITE 
PARAMETER (PBWRITE=Z'003800 10') 
INTEGERPBCONTROL 
PARAMETER (PBCONTROL=Z'00480010') 
INTEGER PBSTATUS 
PARAMETER (PBST ATUS=Z'005800 1 0') 
INTEGER PTR 
PARAMETER (PTR=Z'COOOOOOO') 

INTEGER BUTTON 
PARAMETER (BUTTON=Z'974COOOO') 

integer* 1 passblock(108) 
integer iref,oref 
integer npts 
integer*2 trans(npts) 
logical*4 abortt1ag 

integer datacounter 
integer i,toolbx 
integer err 

integer*2 inchar 
character* 1 outchar 
integer inbuff, outbuff 

integer paramptr 

! 
! Serial input and output ref #'s. 

! User may get tired of waiting for 
input. Pressing mouse button 

causes abort. 

! Error code for file calls. 
! Serial port input buffer. 

! Serial port output buffer. 
! Pointers to 1 char. buffers above. 

! Pointer to the parameter block. 

integer* 1 params(l 08) ! This list from params.inc 
integer*2 iorefnum 
integer iobuffer 
integer ioreqcount 
integer*2 cscode 
integer* 1 csparam(52) 
equivalence (params(25), iorefnum) 
equivalence (params(33), iobuffer) 
equivalence (params(37), ioreqcount) 
equivalence (params(27),cscode) 
equivalence (params(29),csparam( 1 )) 

integer incount ! Count of serial input characters. 
equivalence (csparam( l),incount) 

do (i=1,108) 
params(i)=passblock(i) 
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repeat 

paramptr = toolbx(PTR, params) ! Pointer to parameter block. 
inbuff = toolbx(PTR, inchar) 
outbuff = toolbx(PTR, outchar) Pointer to serial output char. 

* Send handshake character out the serial port. 

* 

* 

outchar = z' 11' ! control-q 
ioreqcount = 1 
iobuffer = outbuff 
iorefnum = oref 

1 bytes per transfer. 

err = toolbx(PBWRITE, paramptr) 

Loop for data input, but tirst set some values. 

ioreqcount = 2 
iorefnum = iref 

cscode = 2 

! 2 bytes per transfer. 
! Input port 

iobuffer = inbuff 
! Get number of pending characters 

! from PBSTATUS call. 

datacounter = 1 
while ((datacounter.LE.npts).AND.(.NOT.abortflag)) 
abortflag= toolbx(BUTTON) ! is 

err = toolbx(PBSTATUS, paramptr) 
if (incount <> 0) then ! If 

err = toolbx(PBREAD, paramptr) 

mouse button held down? 
! cscode=2 

a character is pending
! Read it. 

trans( data counter )=inchar 
datacounter=datacounter + 1 

endif 
increment counter 

repeat 

* Send control-s to LSI to notify that we are not ready for transfer. 
* 

outchar = z' 13' 
ioreqcount = 1 
iobuffer = outbuff 
iorefnum = oref 

control-s 
1 bytes per transfer. 

err = toolbx(PBWRITE, paramptr) 
return 
end 
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* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

250 
conflt: convert floating points. The subroutine reldat returns 

with the real number array that was transmitted from the LSI. 
HOWEVER, LSI AND MAC HAVE DIFFERENT INTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS 
of floating point numbers. To convert from LSI to MAC we divide 

by 4. 
This subroutine to be called immediately after reldat. 

subroutine conflt(halfnpts, trans) 
implicit none 
integer halfnpts 
real*4 trans(halfnpts) 
integer i 
do ( i= 1 ,halfnpts) 
trans ( i)=trans( i)/4. 
repeat 
return 
end 

treating them real now 



* 
* 
* 

wridat: write data to screen. 

subroutine wrida t( more info, ninfo, info ,nchann, data) 
implicit none 
integer ninfo,nchann,i 
real *4 info( ninfo) ,moreinfo(l 0) 
real*4 data(nchann) 

INTEGER TEXTSIZE 
PARAMETER (TEXTSIZE=Z'88A08000') 

call toolbx(TEXTSIZE,9) small 
write(9,30) (moreinfo(i),i= 1, 10) 
write(9,30) (info(i),i=l,ninfo) 
if(nchann.GT.l28) then 

write(9,30) (data(i),i=1,128) 
pause ' <cr> to see more' 

write(9,30) ( data(i),i=129,nchann) 
30 format(8ell.4) 

else 
write(9,30) ( data(i),i=l ,nchann) 

end if 
call toolbx(TEXTSIZE,18) big 
return 
end 
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* 
* 
* 

getfile: prompt user for tile name and look it up 

subroutine getfil(ftype, filename) 

implicit none 

INTEGERPTR 
PARAMETER (PTR=Z'COOOOOOO') 

INTEGER SFGETFILE 
PARAMETER (SFGETFILE=Z'BEA00003') 

INTEGER PBSETVOL 
PARAMETER (PBSETVOL=Z'Ol580010') 

integer*4 toolbx 

integer* 1 reply(76) 
integer*2 good 
character*4 ostype 
integer*2 vrefnum 
integer*2 version 
character*64 fname 
integer flength 
character*64 filename 

equivalence 
equivalence 
equivalence 
equivalence 
equivalence 

(reply(l), 
(reply(3), 
(reply(7), 
(reply(9), 
(reply( 11 ), 

integer*4 where 
integer*2 wh(2) 

good) 
ostype) 
vrefnum) 
version) 
fname) 

equivalence (wh( 1), where) 

logical exist 

* File parameter block. Used to set the default volume in response to a 
* Standard File call. 

integer* 1 params(80) ! Enough for all variants. 
integer iolink 
integer*2 iotype 
integer*2 iotrap 
integer iocmdaddr 
integer iocompletion 
integer*2 ioresult 
integer ionameptr 
integer*2 iovrefnum 

equivalence (params(l), iolink) 
equivalence (params(5), iotype) 
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equivalence 
equivalence 
equivalence 
equivalence 
equivalence 
equivalence 

(params(7), iotrap) 
(params(9), iocmdaddr) 
(params(l3), iocompletion) 
(params( 17), ioresult) 
(params( 19), ionameptr) 
(params(23), iovrefnum) 

integer filerr 

wh(l) = 50 
wh(2) = 50 

call toolbx(SFGETFILE, where, 0, 0, 1, 
+ toolbx(PTR, ftype), 0, reply, 2) 

if (good = 0) then 
filename = I I 

return 
end if 
flength = ichar( fname(l: 1)) 
filename = fname(2:flength+ 1) 
ionameptr = 0 
iovrefnum = vrefnum 
filerr = toolbx(PBSETVOL, 

+ toolbx(PTR, params)) 
end 
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* 
* 
* 
* 

chain: transfer control to specified application (the application had 
better be executable) 

subroutine chain 

implicit none 

character*64 filename 

call getfil(' APPL', filename) 
if (filename = " ") return 

execute trim(filename) 

end 

name of file to execute 
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* 
* 
* 

str255: converts a FORTRAN string to a Pascal LSTRING 

character*256 function str255(string) 

character*(*) string 

str255 = char(len(trim(string)))//string 

end 
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